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Abstract 
 

There were 2.5 million people newly infected with HIV in 2007, clearly 

motivating the need for additional novel prevention methods. In response, topical 

vaginal antimicrobials, or microbicides, are being developed. These products aim to stop 

HIV transmission through local, vaginal delivery of antiviral compounds. To succeed, 

microbicides require a potent active compound within a well-engineered delivery 

vehicle. 

A well-engineered delivery vehicle provides an antiviral compound with the 

greatest opportunity to interact with HIV and/or infected cells, thereby increasing 

overall microbicide effectiveness. The theoretical and experimental investigations within 

this dissertation are concerned with the study of HIV and active compound transport 

within microbicide delivery vehicles and with the mechanisms by which these transport 

processes can be affected to maximize viral neutralization. To initially investigate the 

factors contributing to microbicide effectiveness, a combined pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic model of HIV transport and neutralization within a microbicide 

product was created. Model results suggested that thin (~100µm) layers of microbicide 

product may protect against HIV infection. Model results also indicated that a specific 

and engineerable property of delivery vehicles – the ability to restrict viral transport – 
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may increase the overall effectiveness of a microbicide. Two new experimental assays 

were developed to test the hypothesis that delivery vehicles can slow viral transport. 

First, a novel methodology was created to measure particle diffusion over length scales 

relevant to microbicide delivery (50-500µm). Results showed that current vehicles 

significantly restrict the transport of small molecules and proteins. The second assay was 

designed to test HIV transport in a biologically relevant, layered (fluid-microbicide-

tissue) configuration of a microbicide product in vivo; infectious HIV was placed above a 

thin layer of a microbicide delivery vehicle. Assay results showed that HIV transport is 

significantly slowed by two different placebo gels. This experimental confirmation of 

viral restriction in hydrogels, combined with the theoretical finding that viral restriction 

increased microbicide effectiveness, strongly motivates the future development of new 

delivery vehicles that intentionally slow viral transport. These new experimental 

methodologies can also be used to screen and compare future delivery vehicles to 

produce optimal microbicide products. 

Finally, a two-dimensional, computational finite-element vaginal model was 

created to evaluate the transport of drugs from an intravaginal ring. This model 

determined that while IVRs may be effective in the delivery of antiviral compound, their 

performance is influenced by the flow of vaginal fluid. The analysis also warns about the 

potential for local toxicity.  
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Well-engineered delivery vehicles are an essential component to microbicide 

performance because they maximize the opportunities for active compounds to interact 

with and neutralize HIV. The studies in this dissertation demonstrate that delivery 

vehicles have a significant effect on active compound and HIV transport. To create an 

effective microbicide, vehicle effects on transport processes must be well understood, 

purposefully engineered, and carefully optimized to ensure maximal interactions 

between antiviral compounds and virus. Directed engineering of delivery vehicles 

contribute to the foundation for microbicide success. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 HIV/AIDS 

The HIV/AIDS pandemic has become one of the leading global health issues of 

our generation. Over 33 million people currently live with HIV/AIDS, and AIDS remains 

a leading cause of death worldwide: 2.1 million died in 2007.1 Despite a multifaceted and 

collaborative international effort to stop the spread of this disease, 2.5 million people 

were newly infected with HIV in 2007.1  

Current preventative measures are limited, and their implementation is often 

compromised by societal and cultural norms.1, 2 Interventions to increase HIV education, 

modify risky behaviors, promote condom use, treat substance use, exchange needles, 

and encourage widespread HIV testing have had moderate success.1, 2 Over the past few 

years, HIV prevalence rates have decreased or remained stable in many countries, most 

notably in several African countries that are most affected by the virus.1 However, 

despite all efforts, HIV continues to infect 6,800 people worldwide every day.1  

The majority of new infections occur through heterosexual contact, and most of 

those infected live in poverty.3 In those countries most affected by this epidemic – those 

with HIV prevalence over 1.9% – approximately one-third of the population lives on less 

than USD $1 a day4 (Figure 1). Poverty is both a risk factor for, and a result of, HIV. The 

poor are less likely to receive sufficient education, utilize social services, and more likely 

to engage in behaviors that put them at risk for HIV.4 
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Figure 1: Wealth, poverty, and HIV: countries grouped by region and HIV prevalence4 

Increasingly, the newly infected are also female.4-6 Women are disproportionally 

affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, where women 

account for 61% of all persons living with HIV and 68% of new infections.  In several 

African countries, prevalence rates for young women (ages 15-24) are over three times 

higher than their male counterparts.7, 8  Increased biological vulnerability, combined 

with cultural and socioeconomic inequities, results in greater HIV susceptibility and, 

consequently, infections in women (Figure 2).6, 8-10 
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Figure 2: Estimated number of men (black) and women (red) living with HIV 

in sub-Saharan Africa from 1985-20038 

1.2 Microbicides Overview 

Any new prevention modality must supplement current preventative 

methodologies while directly addressing those at most risk – those who are poor, 

heterosexual, and/or female. The development of topical antimicrobials, or microbicides, 

has been in direct response to the demonstrated need for additional prevention methods 

in the fight against HIV.5, 6, 10-13  

Microbicides are topical, anti-viral products and are designed to block sexual 

transmission of HIV. These gels, creams, films, rings, or other delivery methodologies, 

will be applied to the vaginal or rectal epithelium. They may function by providing a 

physical barrier, neutralizing or inhibiting HIV at mucosal surfaces, blocking viral 

replication within infected cells, or enhancing natural vaginal defenses (Figure 3).5, 6, 14, 15  
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Figure 3: Topical strategies to prevent vaginal HIV transmission5 

Microbicides are designed to be cheap, safe, colorless, odorless, and easy to use.12 

Additionally, they would provide the first effective, completely female-controlled 

method of HIV protection, helping women to take control of their sexual health. 

1.3 Microbicide Development 

Microbicide products aim to prevent transmission through directed, local 

administration of antiviral compounds. Since the active antiviral compounds must 

remain at, or near, the site of administration to prevent HIV, a microbicide’s in vivo 

performance depends not only on its active ingredient but also on its delivery vehicle. 
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Unlike many other pharmacologic interventions, a potent active ingredient alone will 

not guarantee prophylactic success. Functioning of the active compounds depends on 

the delivery vehicle to ensure that they are present in sufficient concentrations around 

vulnerable tissue at the critical times. As a result, successful development of an effective 

microbicide requires thorough scientific investigation of both active compounds and 

their delivery vehicles.  

1.3.1 Antiviral Compounds 

Microbicide development to date has focused primarily on identifying, testing, 

and manufacturing active compounds. Currently, the microbicide field has a broad 

array of anti-viral compounds in active clinical development, reflecting a diverse and 

robust range of in vitro antiviral activity5, 16-18 (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Potential viral and cellular targets for microbicides10 

Unfortunately, in vitro performance has not always translated into in vivo 

efficacy. Five large-scale Phase III clinical trials of microbicide products have failed since 

2002. Two surfactants, N-9 and Savvy, failed to show efficacy and may have increased 

HIV transmission due to cellular toxicity.19-21 Three polyanionic polymers (Carraguard, 
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Ushercell, and PRO2000) also failed to show clinical efficacy after exhibiting preclinical 

promise.22-24 These failures may have partially been due to low adherence to microbicide 

application by trial volunteers.25, 26 While the reasons for discontinuing each trial may 

have been different, the combined failures of five consecutive clinical trials suggest that 

current preclinical in vitro development of microbicides does not adequately evaluate 

the potential in vivo performance of these products.     

The next group of active compounds within the microbicide pipeline represents 

an adjustment from previous microbicide products. All of the microbicide products in 

the initial trials attempted to non-specifically attack HIV. The current microbicide 

pipeline represents a directed evolution from these initial clinical failures and has 

concentrated on specific inhibitors of viral entry (Cyanovirin-N), CCR5 (RANTES), or 

replication (UC781, TMC120) in the hope that the next round of products will have more 

success.27  

1.3.2 Delivery Vehicles 

Viscoeleastic hydrogels have been the primary method of microbicide delivery to 

date.28 They are inexpensive to produce, colorless, odorless, tasteless, and can be 

formulated with almost any active ingredient – seemingly ideal for a microbicide 

product. Currently, microbicide hydrogels are user-applied as a bolus of gel deposited 

near the fornix of the vagina by a disposable applicator. Ideally, the gel then spreads 

over the entire vaginal canal, releases drug, and provides protection.  
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Intravaginal rings (IVRs) are another promising delivery modality.27, 29-35 While 

IVRs may not be able to deliver as diverse a range of antiviral compounds as hydrogels, 

they may provide an advantage in terms of pharmaceutical stability and user adherence 

relative to gel-based microbicides. IVRs may only need to be inserted once a month, 

rather than with every act of intercourse. This increased adherence may lead to fewer 

infections: the user only has to remember to insert the ring once a month, and long-term 

dosing ensures inhibitory concentrations of antiviral compounds exist over all 

vulnerable epithelium. The following chapters will consider both these dosage forms; 

however, since the majority of microbicide products utilize hydrogels, most of the 

material will focus on gel delivery of microbicides.   

Regardless of the method, effective microbicide delivery presents a significant 

biological challenge. To be effective, microbicide products must: distribute an active 

substance over a large epithelium; sustain effective drug concentrations; coexist with 

local tissues, flora, and innate defenses; resist dissolution by ambient fluids and coital 

shearing; and ensure maximum bioavailablity of its active compounds to neutralize 

virus.5, 6, 10, 12, 13 However, despite the clear importance and difficulty of effective 

microbicide delivery, there has been inadequate investment into the development of 

delivery vehicles.  

This research imbalance was a necessary and intentional concession of a rapidly 

growing, but small, field. The continuing spread of HIV placed a priority on quickly 
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creating even an imperfect microbicide. In the push to quickly incorporate new antiviral 

compounds into microbicide products, delivery vehicles were formulated, but not 

engineered. These initial microbicide vehicles were optimized for safety, pharmacologic 

stability, low cellular toxicity, and, to some extent, broad user acceptability – but not 

delivery. Recently, partially due to the multiple clinical trial failures, the field has begun 

to appreciate the importance of effective drug delivery and investigations have begun 

into the role of the vehicle in microbicide function.12, 36-55 These studies suggest that the 

directed engineering of microbicide vehicles may provide significant functional 

advantages to a microbicide product.     

1.3.3 Engineering Microbicides 

Complete distribution of a microbicide product provides the foundation for HIV 

protection. Effective hydrogel delivery is postulated to involve broad, durable coating 

over all vulnerable epithelium.12, 36, 44-48, 56 This protects all vulnerable locations with 

active compounds prior to HIV exposure.  Several laboratories, including ours, have 

designed in vitro and in vivo experiments, and mathematical epithelial coating theories, 

to begin to understand the determinants of microbicide formulation distribution within 

the physiologically complex vaginal environment.42, 45, 46, 57, 58 These studies have found 

that hydrogel distribution is governed by a number of complex and interacting factors.  

The rheological properties of these hydrogels influence how these formulations 

spread throughout the vaginal canal.46-48 Less viscous formulations flow and spread 
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more easily, but may be likely to erode quicker and/or leak out of the vagina. 

Interactions and dilution with vaginal and seminal fluids affect formulation flows, as 

well as layer durability.42, 50 Contact with ambient vaginal fluids has been shown to 

change the physical properties of several microbicide gels, and thereby potentially 

affecting their behavior in vivo.42 Direct in vivo imaging of gels within the vagina has also 

provided significant information on the distribution of microbicide products. These 

studies have shown that current gel formulations form layers, on average, between 50-

500µm thick, and that body posture changes and coital shearing also affect the extent 

and amount of distribution.44, 45 However, these in vivo imaging studies have also shown 

that complete and even epithelial distribution by a microbicide product is elusive. In 

many cases, the majority of the gel volume remains near the application site, the fornix. 

Additionally, incomplete coating was seen to be present in the majority of over 200 in 

vivo experiments measuring vaginal distribution, even after varying hydrogels, dilution, 

postures and even simulated coitus.59 These inadequacies in coating need to be 

addressed by the field in order to create a maximally effective microbicide. Applicator 

design should be optimized. Currently, a bolus of gel is placed at the rear of the vaginal 

canal. This delivery places a burden on vaginal squeezing forces and gravity to 

distribute the gel. While these forces can, and will, spread the gel,46-48 a better applicator 

that delivers a more even coating of gel along the vaginal canal may provide extra 

assistance and a better coating. Additionally, the imaging studies have motivated the 
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development of new, bioresponsive (pH, temperature, seminal proteins) hydrogels 

designed to maximize coating, and therefore enhance effectiveness.43   

The coating studies have begun to delineate the determinants of good vaginal 

distribution. In the case of active compounds that inhibit viral replication in epithelial 

tissue (RT inhibitors, protease inhibitors), vaginal coating may be sufficient to provide 

drug release and HIV prevention. Once the drug is distributed into tissue, the role of the 

delivery vehicle is complete.  

However, many microbicides in development contain fusion/entry inhibitors that 

must interact with the viral envelope to block transmission. In contrast to the RT and 

protease inhibitors, these compounds must remain present in the vaginal lumen where 

they can interact with and neutralize HIV. A microbicide product with these compounds 

demands more of the delivery vehicle than just simple coating. The vehicle must 

provide an environment conducive to maximal viral neutralization.      

To date, there has been little investigation into the effects that delivery vehicle 

properties have on microbicide performance. Good vaginal distribution of a microbicide 

is important, and should be optimized, but distribution is only one of many potential 

roles. The delivery vehicle will affect the transport of both active compounds and HIV 

and will dictate the degree, frequency, and magnitude of their interactions. Therefore, a 

well-designed delivery vehicle provides the active compound with the most opportunity 

to neutralize virus. This thesis will detail the results of theoretical and experimental 
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investigations into the relationship between delivery vehicle properties and microbicide 

effectiveness.   

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The thesis is divided into four main research chapters. The first research chapter 

(Chapter 2) details mathematical modeling of HIV transport and neutralization within a 

microbicide delivery vehicle.  This model forms the foundation for the rest of the thesis 

because it suggests that if microbicide delivery vehicles restrict viral transport, they 

could substantially increase overall microbicide effectiveness. Following from those 

results, two follow-up assays were designed (Chapters 2-3) that attempt to generate 

experimental data to help test these theoretical predictions. 

The second research chapter (Chapter 3) describes a novel experimental assay 

that measures particle diffusion coefficients by postphotoactivation scanning. Previous 

research has found that in vitro measurements of diffusion coefficients in structured 

materials must be made on a similar length scale to the in vivo processes of interest60, 61. 

Since microbicide gels are distributed in layers of 50-500 microns thick44, 45, a method to 

measure diffusion coefficients over this longer distance was developed and validated. 

Using this assay, the diffusion rates of fluorescein and dextran particles were shown to 

be restricted in number of hydrogel formulations.   

The third research chapter (Chapter 4) documents the development of a novel 

bioassay of HIV transport through thin microbicide layers. This assay was developed as 
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an experimental analog to the initial transport model, and was initially used to 

determine if hydrogel layers could restrict HIV in a biologically relevant configuration. 

In the technique, a layer of infectious HIV is placed over a thin layer of a delivery vehicle 

and the number of infectious particles that crossed the layer is quantified. Two different 

hydrogels were tested and both were found to restrict the transport of HIV in the assay. 

This finding supports predictions of the mathematical modeling and provides an 

objective methodology with which to compare microbicide vehicles.  

The final research chapter (Chapter 5) focuses on a different type of microbicide 

vehicle. It creates an MRI-derived, two-dimensional, three-compartment, finite element 

model of antiviral delivery by an intravaginal ring. Polymer rings are an emerging 

modality for HIV prevention due to their ease of use and long duration of activity. 

However, due to the lack of an anti-HIV ring in clinical use, there is little data on ring 

performance in vivo. This model’s output of spatial and temporal drug concentration 

profiles can predict basic characteristics of ring performance, including onset and 

duration of protection and/or toxicity. 

The goal of this research, and of this thesis, is to demonstrate how microbicide 

delivery can substantially affect overall microbicide performance. Specifically, this 

dissertation will investigate how a microbicide delivery vehicle affects HIV and active 

compound transport and the resulting implications for microbicide product function. 

The mathematical theories and experimental assays presented here utilize mass 
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transport concepts to describe, predict, and compare objective measures of microbicide 

function. In doing so, these studies will contribute to the ongoing development of 

microbicide products to prevent HIV.  
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2. Dynamics of HIV Neutralization by an Entry Inhibitor 
Microbicide Layer: Biophysical Fundamentals and 
Transport Theory 

 

Chapter material derived from:41 Geonnotti AR and Katz DF. Dynamics of HIV 

neutralization by a microbicide formulation layer: biophysical fundamentals and transport 

theory. Biophysical Journal 91(6) 2006 pp. 2121-30. 

 

2.1 Chapter Summary 

Microbicide biofunctionality requires creation of a chemical-physical barrier 

against HIV transmission. Barrier effectiveness derives from properties of the active 

compound and its delivery system, but little is known about how these properties 

translate into microbicide functionality.  

This chapter develops a mathematical model simulating biologically relevant 

transport and HIV-neutralization processes that occur when semen-borne virus interacts 

with a microbicide delivery vehicle coating epithelium. The model analyses of how 

vehicle-related variables, and anti-HIV compound characteristics, affect microbicide 

performance.  

Results suggest that HIV neutralization is achievable with post-coital coating 

thicknesses ~100 microns. Increased microbicide concentration and potency hasten viral 
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neutralization and diminish penetration of infectious virus through the coating layer. 

Durable vehicle structures that restrict viral diffusion could provide significant 

protection.  

Model results demonstrate the need to pair potent active ingredients with well-

engineered formulation vehicles, and highlight the importance of the dosage form in 

microbicide effectiveness. Microbicide formulations can function not only as drug 

delivery vehicles, but also as physical barriers to viral penetration. 100 micron thin 

coating layers completely neutralized all virus. This finding is encouraging for future 

microbicide use against HIV transmission. This model can be used as a tool to analyze 

diverse factors that govern microbicide functionality. 

2.2 Introduction 

Many microbicide products contain antiviral compounds that must neutralize 

HIV prior to epithelial contact.  In these cases, microbicide effectiveness will depend on 

the ability of the antiviral compounds to interact with virions in the vaginal lumen. The 

microbicide delivery vehicle will dictate the conditions of this interaction. Viral 

interactions with a microbicide product are complex and multivariate and the factors 

that contribute to optimal microbicide function have not been fully elucidated. 

Therefore, the goal of this research was to create a model that simulates relevant 

transport and HIV neutralization processes inherent in microbicide function, and to use 

that model to understand and predict the effects that several critical microbicide vehicle 
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properties have on ultimate HIV prophylaxis in vivo.  These predictions can inform the 

greater microbicide field and direct the development of future microbicides. Since the 

microbicide field currently lacks an effective microbicide to use as a comparative 

benchmark, transport modeling provides a useful tool to examine how changes in 

microbicide product properties may affect performance. Additionally, modeling can 

provide direction for future studies and experiments by highlighting areas of potential 

interest that may have been overlooked or underestimated previously. The model 

presented here provides both direction to the overall microbicide field, as well as 

motivation for future experiments on microbicide function. 

A system of transport equations was developed for both virus, originating in the 

semen, and a mobile anti-HIV agent, originating in an epithelial coating layer.  These 

equations track the simultaneous migration of virus and microbicide while accounting 

for their interaction. Equations for viral neutralization are developed and expressed in 

terms of specific microbicide binding kinetics. The analysis in this initial study focuses 

on neutralization of HIV by a gp120 fusion inhibitor. Since the processes that neutralize 

HIV fusion must occur extracellularly and prior to epithelial contact – i.e. within the 

formulation/semen system – fusion-inhibiting compounds were logical choices for this 

analysis.  

The protein Cyanovirin-N (CV-N) was chosen as an example fusion inhibitor due 

to the large amount of published research characterizing its activity and its current 
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status as a promising microbicide.17, 62-68  However, the conceptual mathematical 

framework used here is broadly applicable to a number of potential microbicide 

prophylactic mechanisms. Microbicide effectiveness – a function of factors specific to 

given formulated vehicles and active ingredients – can then be determined by examining 

the rate at which infectious virus reaches epithelial tissue.  

2.3 Transport Model 

The interacting transport processes of HIV virions and microbicide molecules 

can be modeled by a 2-compartment, 2-component, 1-dimensional, unsteady diffusion 

system with bimolecular viral neutralization terms (Figure 5). We assume transmission 

from HIV-infected semen, existence of a uniform formulation coating layer over 

epithelium, and focus on diffusive, postcoital transport of cell-free HIV. The assumption 

of one-dimensional diffusion is justified because the thicknesses of epithelial coating 

layers are typically very small compared to the lateral extents of those layers.44, 45 

Although cell-associated virus may play a role in HIV transmission, its transport is 

omitted here because of its significantly lower rate of diffusion through a formulation 

layer. The more mobile cell-free virus will reach the epithelium sooner. This assumption 

provides a conservative (i.e. lower bound) estimate of the time virus needs to cross the 

formulation layer. 
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Figure 5: Geometry of theoretical HIV neutralization system 

 

2.3.1 Governing Equations of Transport 

These equations characterize transport and reversible interactions of virus and 

generic mobile active ingredient within the semen-formulation system. They provide a 

foundation that is subsequently expanded to incorporate neutralization kinetics for CV-

N. Variable definitions and example values are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Relevant parameters and reference conditions for HIV neutralization 

model 

Variable Definitition Reference conditions 

CV virus concentration 1.66x10-15 M 

CVi virus with i CV-N bound    

CM microbicide concentration 1000.0x10-9M 

CN neutralized virus concentration   

DVsemen diffusion coefficient of virus in semen 6.49x10-9 cm2 sec-1 

DVgel diffusion coefficient of virus in formulation 6.49x10-11 cm2 sec-1 

DMsemen diffusion coefficient of microbicide in semen 1.72x10-7 cm2 sec-1 

DMgel diffusion coefficient of microbicide in formulation 1.72x10-8 cm2 sec-1 

DCVN diffusion coefficient of CV-N in a medium   

DHIV diffusion coefficient of HIV in a medium   

kfsemen forward kinetic constant in semen 4.72x106 M-1 s-1 

krsemen reverse kinetic constant in semen 4.7x10-3 s-1 

kfgel forward kinetic constant in formulation 4.57x105  M-1 s-1 

krgel reverse kinetic constant in formulation 4.57x10-4  s-1 

L formulation thickness 100 µm 

NA Avogadro's number 6.02x1023 

ΦV,ΦM Semen/Formulation Partition Coefficient  1 

Pepi epithelial permeability to microbicide 10-6 cm s-1 

RHIV radius of HIV 70 nm 

Rtrimer radius of gp120 trimer 7 nm 

  dimensions of CV-N 55 Å x 25 Å 
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2.3.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

No virus or microbicide is assumed to leave the system from the upper surface of 

the semen layer (Eq. 3). Physiologically, this boundary may be open to air, or a 

symmetric, inverted semen/formulation layer could be vertically adjacent to this system 

(i.e. the bottom half of a symmetric system). 
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      (Eq. 3) 

Standard concentration and flux boundary conditions are applied at the semen-

formulation interface (Eq. 4) and (Eq. 5).  
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      (Eq. 5) 

Beneath the formulation layer, mucosal epithelium presents a significant barrier 

to transport.15  The rate at which microbicide is transported into the epithelium is 

calculated using permeability values taken from relevant literature.69-71 Mechanisms by 

which HIV crosses the mucosal barrier are not well understood; however, one can 

assume the rate of trans-epithelial viral transport is much slower than the rate of viral 

transport within the formulation. This viral “bottleneck” has been shown in the 
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literature15 and allows the neglection of viral permeability in the boundary conditions 

(Eq. 6). Infection can be understood as a consequence of the local viral concentration at 

the interface. Note the zero flux boundary condition for virus particles at the epithelial 

interface ceases to be completely biologically relevant once viral concentrations are non-

zero at the tissue boundary. This is because in actuality, some virus will penetrate into 

the tissue. However, this model is meant to be predictive of the events prior to epithelial 

contact. Once virus concentrations are non-zero at the tissue surface, infection is 

assumed to occur, and the model is no longer valid, nor is it used for prediction in this 

analysis.  
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      (Eq. 6) 

Initially, all infectious virus is within the semen, and all microbicide is in the formulation 

layer (Eq. 7). 
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2.3.3 Viral Neutralization Kinetics 

The viral neutralization term is of the form: 
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f M V r N

k C C k C− +       (Eq. 8) 

This expression represents reversible binding and neutralization of one microbicide 

molecule to a virion. Neutralization kinetics are mechanism-dependent, and will vary 

for given anti-HIV agents. The fusion inhibitor, Cyanovirin-N (CV-N), is an example 

microbicide used to demonstrate this model. CV-N is an 11-kD protein, derived from 

blue-green algae, that neutralizes HIV by binding with high affinity to gp120, a 

glycoprotein projection on the virion’s surface. This prevents gp120 from interacting 

with cellular CD4 and initiating fusion, thereby preventing infection.17, 62, 66-68 Studies of 

binding stoichiometry have suggested that up to 5 CV-N molecules may bind to a single 

soluble, non-trimeric, non-virion associated gp120.68 However, trimeric, virion-

associated gp120 may exhibit different stoichiometry. It has been shown that 

approximately two CV-N molecules are needed to inhibit binding to cell-associated 

CD4.62, 67 Therefore, while a 5:1 CVN-gp120 ratio may be possible, 2:1 is sufficient to 

inhibit fusion. 

Mature HIV displays approximately ~10 gp120 trimers on its surface;72-76 all 

trimers must be blocked for neutralization.72, 74, 77 The presence of ten glycoprotein 

trimers, each with 3 gp120s requiring 2 CV-N for inactivation, results in a maximum of 

60 separate CV-N binding events per virion. Recent research has suggested that blocking 

two out of three gp120 per trimer is sufficient to inactivate a trimer.78 Therefore, 50 
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binding events must occur for HIV neutralization (i.e. each gp120 has one CV-N and 20 

gp120s have at least 2 CV-N.)   

By assuming that binding is diffusion limited, collision theory can be applied to 

develop approximate association constants. This assumption is valid due to very low KD 

(2-45 nM) values of CV-N and other current microbicidal compounds.68 Therefore, the 

molar rate of inactivation, assuming instantaneous binding upon collision for a virion 

with one glycoprotein stalk, is the product of CV-N flux to the virion ( ( )HIVCVN CVN

HIV

C D D

R

+
) 

and the accessible hemispherical surface area of the active site ( 22
trimer

Rπ ). Therefore: 

 
( ) 22

Molar rate of binding for a single trimer
1000

A CVN HIV trimer

CVN V

HIV

N D D R
C C

R

π +
=  
 

           

(Eq. 9) 

 

Avogadro’s number and division by 1000 were needed to convert from cgs units to 

molar quantities. 

Calculations using the derived association constant (kf) – the bracketed term in 

(Eq. 9) – compare very well with published experimental values of CV-N binding to 

gp120.62, 68 Previously, BIACORE assays produced values of kf in the 106 M-1s-1 range, and 

kr values around 10-3 s-1.68 These studies may underestimate the true association constant, 

due to mass-transport limitations arising from slow diffusion of the large Cyanovirin-N 

protein (11kD) and from fast binding.79 Other titration studies have estimated the 
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association constant to be around 2.4x107 M-1s-1.62 Note that these measurements were 

performed with soluble gp120, and were not tests for HIV neutralization.  

Since 50 separate binding events must occur for actual HIV neutralization, the 

neutralization term (Eq. 8) must be expanded and adapted to include multiple binding 

events. Simultaneous or sequential binding models are not appropriate for this case. 

Therefore, a model employed by Perelson was adapted to describe multivalent receptors 

as a set of independent monovalent receptors.80 If the two separate binding sites on 

gp120 are assumed not to interact, due to the large size difference between CV-N and 

gp120 (11kD vs. 120kD), there are a set of 60 monovalent receptors.66, 75 Statistical kinetic 

theory can then be used to describe how small molecules bind to multiple identical 

binding sites.81 This results in a correction to the equilibrium constant to account for the 

number of free receptors before binding and the number of occupied receptors after 

binding. The dependence of previously bound receptors on the binding reaction is as 

follows:81 

 

 ( ) ( )
1

1
i if V M r Vn i k C C i k C
−

− + �       (Eq. 10) 

 

where n is the total number of receptors and i is the number of bound receptors 

resulting from the reaction (i.e., the reaction is binding the ith site). 
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Each of the 60 receptors can exist in two states: bound and unbound. The model 

accounts for 61 interconverting virus populations (i.e. HIV with 0 CV-N bound through 

60 bound) in two separate compartments (semen and vehicle). Combined with tracking 

virus and microbicide in both compartments, this expands the model from 4 to 124 

simultaneous equations. The model tracks virus and microbicide in space and time, 

identifying virus in various states of neutralization, and easily alters the number of 

binding events needed to fully neutralize a virus. A schematic of viral neutralization 

kinetics is shown in Figure 6. Because the model distinguishes virions by the number of 

CV-N bound, the number of binding events per trimer needed to fully neutralize a 

virion (initially 5 CV-N per trimer) can be modified by simply changing the threshold at 

which that virion is counted as neutralized (i.e., all virus with less than 50 CV-N bound). 

 

 

Figure 6: Schematic of viral neutralization kinetics 
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2.3.4 Complete Non-Dimensionalized Equations 

Model equations were non-dimensionalized using the following transformations. 

 i

i

X

X f M

X

Cx
x C t tk C

L C
= = =� ��  (Eq. 11) 

where 
iV

C  is the concentration of virus with I CV-N bound, and 
OV

C  is the initial 

concentration of all virus. 

Because microbicide concentration is many orders of magnitude larger than viral 

concentration (Table 1), any loss of microbicide due to viral binding is negligible. Not all 

124 equations are shown, for compactness.  
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Equations within semen layer ( 0xε− ≤ < ): 
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Equations within formulation layer ( 0 1x< ≤ ): 
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(Eq. 13) 

 

Dimensionless boundary conditions (adapted from Eqs. 3-6).  

No transport from semen layer:  
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Semen-vehicle interface:  
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 (Eq. 16) 

 

Epithelium impermeable to virus, slightly permeable to microbicide: 
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Dimensionless initial conditions (adapted from Eq.7).  

All virus unbound and in semen; all microbicide in vehicle:   
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 (Eq. 18) 

2.3.5 System Parameters  

A complete list of all system parameters is found in Table 1. 
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Concentrations of Virus and Microbicide: Viral load in human semen can reach 

concentrations of over 106/ml (1.66x10-15M). This model utilizes this relatively high viral 

concentration for humans, to maximally challenge the microbicide vehicle.82, 83  

Initial microbicide concentrations within a drug delivery vehicle are likely to be 

orders of magnitude higher than seminal viral concentrations, due to the low molar 

concentration of virus in semen. Since CV-N has nanomolar potency, actual formulation 

loading will most likely be in the micromolar range. This model considers a range of 

initial concentrations of microbicide in the vehicle layer, to demonstrate concentration 

effects on viral neutralization. 

Diffusion Coefficients of Virions and Microbicide Molecules: The model 

expresses all post-coital transport within the semen-vehicle system as diffusion 

dominated. Assuming semen to be a Newtonian fluid with viscosity 5cP 84, the diffusion 

coefficients of virus and anti-HIV particles in the semen can be estimated using the 

Stokes-Einstein equation.85 The diffusion coefficient of an HIV virion in semen 

( 9 2 -16.49 10 cm sec−= ×
semenVD ) at 37°C is calculated for a 70nm radius sphere, while the 

diffusion coefficient of the microbicide molecule CV-N ( 7 2 11.72 10 cm sec− −= ×
semenMD ) is 

calculated for a prolate spheroid with major axis 55Å and minor axis 25Å.62, 85 Note that 

the larger size of the virion results in a diffusion coefficient that is over 25 times smaller 

than that of the microbicidal molecule (Table 1). 
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Particle transport (virion, microbicide) through the microbicide vehicle coating 

layer may be restricted, in comparison to semen, due to the vehicle's molecular 

microstructure. Diffusion coefficients in the vehicle for both virus (DVg) and microbicide 

(DMg), will vary depending upon local vehicle properties, which may change with time 

and space.  

Little is currently known about restricted diffusion of HIV or CV-N (Chapters 3 

and 4 will investigate their transport further). High and low values of estimated 

diffusion coefficients are considered to bracket biologically relevant ranges for both 

virus and microbicide. The high values for both particles derive from assuming no 

restriction of particle transport by the vehicle vs. semen. The low values restrict 

diffusion 100-fold for the larger virus and 10-fold for the smaller CV-N. These values are 

approximations based on studies of diffusion of similar particles in hydrogels.86 

Diffusion coefficients remain constant throughout the vehicle in this initial model.  

Epithelial Permeability: A multilayered stratified squamous epithelium exists 

along the vagina and ectocervix. This tissue transforms to a tight-junction columnar 

epithelium at the entrance to the cervical canal. There have been a number of studies on 

the permeability of epithelium to various compounds. Human cervical and vaginal 

epithelium have been shown to have permeability coefficients between 0.5x10-6 and 

22x10-6 cm/s for relatively hydrophilic substances, ranging in size from tritiated water to 

10 kD polydextrans.69-71, 87 Cervical epithelium is slightly more permeable, as expected 
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given its structure. Other studies on buccal, sublingual, and corneal tissue in pigs and 

rabbits have found similar permeability values.88-91 This model consider examples in 

which permeability of epithelium to CV-N is approximately 10-6cm/s. HIV permeability 

is assumed to be negligible due to its larger size, resulting in a no-flux condition on viral 

transport. Physiologically, this results in the total amount of virus in the system 

remaining constant. Because the analysis here is primarily concerned with whether any 

infectious virus reaches the epithelial surface, the consequences of this assumption, 

namely, a slightly higher viral concentration at the boundary at very long times and the 

lack of quantification of viral transport into the epithelial compartment, do not affect the 

analysis of the results. 

Layer Thickness: The thickness (L) of the microbicide vehicle coating layer most 

likely ranges from nearly zero to ~1000 microns, depending on the amount inserted and 

its subsequent interactions within the vaginal environment.44, 45, 59 100 μm is used as a 

reference value for computations and equal thicknesses are initially assumed for both 

the semen and microbicide coating layer.  

Partition Coefficient: Since many hydrogel formulations are hydrophilic and 

have high water content, the semen/vehicle interface will very quickly become 

indistinct. This model assumes the partition coefficient to be unity. This is a conservative 

estimate and may overestimate the amount of virus that enters the vehicle coating layer. 
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2.4 Results 

The set of 124 simultaneous transport equations was evaluated using the partial 

differential equation solver, “pdepe”, found in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). 

The MATLAB code used in this chapter is annotated and can be found in Appendix B1. 

Outputs give concentrations of virus (in various states of neutralization) and of 

microbicide as functions of time and space, and of system properties, including: viral 

load in semen, microbicide concentration/potency, binding kinetics, thicknesses of 

microbicide vehicle and semen layers, and mobilities of virus and microbicide in those 

layers.  The model was initially applied to a set of reference conditions (Table 1) to 

provide a baseline for subsequent comparisons. Initially, semen and vehicle layers are 

the same thickness, and the vehicle is assumed to restrict diffusion. Several factors, 

including microbicide concentration, viral and microbicide mobility, and layer thickness 

were then altered, and their effects analyzed and interpreted. 

2.4.1 Reference Conditions 

Figure 7a shows infectious virus within the semen layer. Under the reference 

conditions, the microbicide diffuses into and neutralizes virus within semen before any 

infectious virus enters the vehicle layer. Figure 7b depicts the same conditions, but 

shows the transport of all virus; although virus begins to penetrate the layer within a 

few minutes, it has already been neutralized by the microbicide. 
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Figure 7: Viral neutralization model outputs.  
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The top (−100 → 0 μm) is semen layer, and the bottom (0 → 100 μm) is 

formulation layer. Color-bar denotes concentration values relative to initial 

concentration. (A) Infectious virus concentration; reference conditions. (B) Total 

(grayscale) and infectious (color) virus concentration; reference conditions. (C) 

Microbicide concentration; reference conditions. (D) Infectious virus concentration; 

microbicide potency reduced 100×. (E) Infectious virus concentration; microbicide 

potency reduced 100× and viral and microbicide transport unhindered. (F) Infectious 

virus concentration; microbicide potency reduced 100×, viral and microbicide 

transport unhindered, and 50 μm formulation thickness. White line in panels E and F 

denotes 1 log reduction from seminal viral load. 

 

Distribution of the microbicide compound under the reference conditions is 

shown in Figure 7c. The microbicide diffuses into the semen where it neutralizes HIV. 

Due to the higher absolute concentration of microbicide as compared to virus, even a 

relatively small concentration of microbicide can have a significant effect on virus 

neutralization. Note that microbicide is continually being lost to epithelium and its 

concentration in the vehicle is markedly decreased within 60 minutes. 

2.4.2 Less Potent Active Ingredient 

By modifying parameters in the reference conditions, the sensitivity of HIV 

neutralization kinematics to several critical properties of the microbicide delivery 

vehicle system is illustrated. Figure 7d illustrates the effect of a less potent active 

ingredient, i.e. here r

f

k

k
 is reduced by 100x. The microbicide is not able to neutralize the 

virus within the semen layer, and at longer times infectious virus begins to infiltrate the 

vehicle layer, although its transport is still hindered by the vehicle. Note in (Eq. 12) and 
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(Eq. 13) that an equal magnitude drop of initial microbicide concentration would have 

an identical effect because of the 
0

gel

gel

r

f M

k

k C
 term in the governing equations.  

2.4.3 Unrestricted Diffusion 

In all the previous examples, both viral and microbicide transport were hindered 

by the vehicle layer as compared to semen. Depending on the microstructure of the 

vehicle, this might not always be the case. That is, if a vehicle were not engineered for 

the vaginal environment, the process of dilution, and subsequent swelling, may change 

its microstructure and reduce its restrictive effect on particle diffusion.  

Figure 7e shows the same conditions as in Figure 7d, except that there is no 

restriction of diffusion, and the viral particles have the same mobility both in semen and 

the vehicle. Note that, in the absence of restricted diffusion, a previously adequate 

coating layer (with a given concentration and potency) becomes ineffective. Infectious 

virus concentration rises quickly at the epithelial surface.  

2.4.4 Unrestricted Diffusion plus a Thinner Formulation Layer 

As the microbicide vehicle layer becomes thinner, its effectiveness begins to be 

compromised. Figure 7f shows the same conditions as Figure 7e, but the vehicle 

thickness is halved to 50µm. As expected, infectious HIV is able to traverse the vehicle 

layer more quickly. A more rapid loss of microbicide to the epithelium from such a thin 
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layer further exacerbates the situation. This scenario represents a microbicide layer that 

has been rendered ineffective due to dilution and diminished thickness. 

2.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

This analysis is originally based on the assumption that each virion has 

approximately 10 glycoprotein trimers projecting from its surface. This number of 

trimers represents an average value and may vary both within a given population of 

virus and between viral stocks. Therefore, the effect of trimer number variation on 

model results was investigated . The model was modified (by shrinking or expanding 

the number of equations) to represent a virus population with a 50% increase or 

decrease in the number of trimers (i.e., virus with five or 15 trimers versus the original 

10). Results among the different cases were compared by evaluating both concentration 

profiles of infectious virus and summary measures that give the times needed for either 

total neutralization of virus or for initial viral-epithelial contact. In all cases studied, the 

change in the number of trimers had very minimal effect on the results of the 

computations. Compared to the much higher microbicide concentration, this relatively 

small increase or decrease in the number of receptors (trimers) was negligible. Figure 8 

shows a representative case for the reference conditions. 
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Figure 8: Model insensitivity to trimer number.  

Time to total viral neutralization is shown for three different trimer 

populations. Model conditions are the reference conditions used in Figure 7, A-C. 

Error bars represent the temporal mesh size used in the MATLAB analysis and show 

the uncertainty inherent in the solution. Each case is present for all points; most 

points overlap and are indistinguishable from each other. 

 

The assumption that five binding events per trimer are needed for viral 

inactivation was also tested. This can be changed by simply increasing or decreasing the 

neutralization threshold that defines virus as infectious or neutralized. Because trimer 

number does not influence results, three different neutralization conditions for the 10 

trimer case were tested—3, 4, and 5 CV-N per trimer. This corresponds to 30, 40, and 50 

binding events, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 9. Decreasing binding 

events increased microbicide effectiveness.  

These results are not surprising, because a decrease in binding events is 

analogous to increasing microbicide potency or concentration, and the virus becomes 
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easier to neutralize. The resurgence of infectious virus at longer times is due to the 

combined effects of: 1), a decreased microbicide concentration because of loss due to 

finite epithelial permeability; and 2), the reversible binding kinetics of CV-N. This 

highlights a possible advantage for microbicide compounds that irreversibly inactivate 

virus. 

 

 

Figure 9: Effect of changing neutralization threshold.  

Figures show same conditions (no viral restriction, decreased microbicide 

concentration) as in Figure 7E, except with different neutralization conditions. 

 

2.6 Discussion 

This chapter has developed a dynamic HIV neutralization model that is 

applicable to a number of HIV/AIDS prophylaxis contexts, especially microbicide 

vehicle functionality. The model demonstrates interactive effects of several salient active 

ingredient and vehicle-specific parameters. Microbicide vehicle effectiveness is 

characterized in relation to the local concentration of infectious virus that reaches the 

epithelial surface. Various measures of prophylactic failure can be defined with respect 
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to this concentration. For example, in this analysis, a measure of microbicide failure was 

defined as the time at which infectious virus was present at the epithelium at the 

concentration >10% of the initial virus concentration. To facilitate the identification of 

this failure point, an iso-concentration line was drawn in white on the plots denoting a 

value of infectious virus one log lower than the seminal viral load. (see Figure 7, E and 

F).  This analysis also highlights the importance of the dosage form in microbicide 

effectiveness, especially its ability to restrict diffusion and resist erosion (Figures 7 D-F). 

Decreased viral mobilities increase viral residence times within the delivery system, 

allowing total neutralization by active compounds long before epithelial contact. 

Degradation of the coating layer prior to HIV neutralization severely compromises its 

ability to provide protection. Outputs from this model suggest that the thickness of an 

effective microbicide vehicle coating layer could realistically be on the order of 100µm.  

Different concentration profiles of virus, illustrated in Figure 7, are consistent 

with distinctions in values of the diffusion coefficients (virus and active ingredient) 

between the semen and microbicide layers, in relation to potency of the microbicide. 

This is especially apparent in Figures 7a-b, which illustrate the vehicle's restrictive effect 

on viral mobility, coupled to rapid escape of microbicide into semen. This produces 

steep concentration gradients of viable virus near the semen-vehicle layer interface. In 

this model, coating thickness depicts the post-coital state of a vehicle that has been 

within the vaginal environment and exposed to ambient fluids, possibly for a number of 
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hours. Most likely, a true semen-microbicide interface will not remain discrete over time: 

hydration of the vehicle layer will cause a time-dependent increase in the diffusion 

coefficient of the virus. This phenomenon is easily incorporated into the model by 

introducing spatial and temporal variability in the viral diffusion coefficient. It is also 

possible to include augmented mobilities of the virus and microbicide due to 

intravaginal forces (e.g. epithelial squeezing and coital shearing) that induce formulation 

flow.  

Model results suggest that a 100µm thick microbicide coating layer can be 

prophylactic against HIV transmission. This finding motivates development of dosage 

forms that optimize vaginal distribution and drug delivery around the creation and 

persistence of such thin layers. For perspective, applied volumes of current prototype 

vaginal microbicide gels range from ~ 2-4ml. The surface area of the human vagina is 

likely to be ≤ 100 cm2.92 Thus, an average coating thickness would be ≥ 200 µm –  hick 

enough to be effective.   

Many factors determine the actual spatial distribution of coating, which is not 

likely to be uniformly thick or homogeneous in integrity.44, 45 Nonetheless, the results 

here provide credibility to the notion that microbicide coating can function to block 

transport of infectious virus to vulnerable vaginal epithelium. They also suggest that 

biologically incisive imaging of coating layers in vivo should employ modalities that can 

resolve coating thicknesses of the order of tens of microns.44, 45 There is also interest in 
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microbicide application to the rectum, which presents a much larger vulnerable tissue 

surface area than the vagina. Here, the local prophylactic capability of 100µm coating 

would remain possible, but the feasibility of achieving such coating over the much 

larger vulnerable surface area is uncertain.93 

This virus neutralization model provides a framework for defining, measuring, 

and interpreting a set of critical phenomena that collectively govern microbicide product 

functionality. These include: binding kinetics between newly developed entry inhibitors 

and trimeric, virion associated gp120; compound-specific data on the kinetics, 

stoichiometry, and irreversibility of HIV neutralization; epithelial permeability to anti-

HIV compounds; and diffusion coefficients of HIV in test vehicles (whole and during 

hydration by ambient vaginal fluids). The model enables rational, quantitative analysis 

of tradeoffs in effects of these determinants of microbicide prophylaxis. The layered 

(semen-microbicide-tissue) geometry of the model is biologically relevant to in vivo 

distributions of HIV and microbicide. It also serves to emphasize the need for 

experimental analyses of microbicides that embody similar configurations. That is, in 

vitro bioassays of microbicide potency should include configurations which resemble the 

basic multilayer structure that originates in vivo and that is embodied in this model: 

semen + microbicide vehicle + epithelium. Indeed, a powerful component in microbicide 

development would be linkage of results of such experiments with predictions of 

models such as this one. Additionally, this analysis has demonstrated the need for 
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quantitative measurements of particle mobility within potential drug delivery vehicles. 

Chapters 3 and 4 present empirical experiments directly motivated by this analysis. 

Understanding factors that enhance or detract from particle transport would also 

benefit the design of future dosage for placebos for microbicide clinical trials. Such 

placebos should have the same distribution and retention behavior as the test 

microbicide products, and should also have minimal impact on HIV transmission. 

Achievement of the former may not be trivial in cases where the active compound is also 

a primary component of the delivery vehicle (i.e. carrageenan) or in cases where the 

active compound affects the physical properties of the formulation (i.e. surfactants) 42, 52 

Moreover, the transport model here has reinforced this need for valid placebos in 

clinical trials,49, 94 because the results clearly show that any diffusive restriction by a 

placebo coating layer would substantially increase viral residence time within the 

vagina, thereby exposing it to the body's natural defenses (low pH, hydrogen peroxide, 

innate antiviral proteins, etc.) and possibly provide a protective effect.15, 94 Any anti-HIV 

efficacy by placebo would have serious consequences in a randomized, controlled 

clinical trial, because it would reduce the difference between the prophylactic effects of 

the test product and its control. 

In general, the effects of factors such as microbicide potency, seminal viral load, 

layer thickness, mobility, etc. have non-linear multivariate impacts of the kinematics of 

viral neutralization. Empirical, experimental delineation of such impacts would be a 
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challenging, but models of the type presented here provide a rational guide to such 

understanding. 

2.6.1 Implications for Future Work 

This analysis strongly motivates further investigation into the restrictive abilities 

of microbicide delivery vehicles. The following two chapters in this thesis will present 

two complementary approaches. Specifically, there is an experimental need to formally 

quantify diffusion coefficients of particles in microbicide hydrogels. The speed of active 

compound and virus migration through these vehicles will have an integral role in 

microbicide performance. The determination of particle diffusion coefficients will 

provide an objective measure upon which to compare and design future microbicide 

vehicles. To address this need, a novel technique to measure diffusion coefficients in 

microbicide hydrogels will be detailed in Chapter 3. 

 Additionally, there is a need to experimentally validate these theoretical 

findings in a transport assay that simulates conditions present within the body. While 

mathematically showing that a microbicide will be more effective if its delivery vehicle 

can slow viral transport, there are no empirical results to support this assertion. There is 

also no experimental data that demonstrate the ability of any microbicide hydrogel to 

slow virus. Linking viral restriction to increased microbicide effectiveness will require 

clinical trials and is well beyond the scope of this work. However, the development of 

an experimental assay to measure restriction of HIV-1 by microbicide vehicles in a 
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biologically relevant configuration has been completed, and will be described in Chapter 

4. 

The combination of both theoretical and experimental data will create a 

persuasive case that not only is the restriction of virus by a microbicide important, but 

that it is feasible and should be an integral part of microbicide development. 
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3. Measuring Macrodiffusion Coefficients in Microbicide 
Hydrogels via Postphotoactivation Scanning 

 

Chapter material derived from95: Geonnotti AR, Furlow MJ, Wu T, DeSoto MG, 

Henderson MH, Kiser PF, and Katz DF. Measuring macrodiffusion coefficients in microbicide 

hydrogels via postphotoactivation scanning. Biomacromolecules 9(2) 2008. pp. 748-51. 

 

3.1 Chapter Summary 

Hydrogel drug delivery vehicles function by controlling the diffusive transport 

of particles into or out of biological systems. In microbicide delivery, these vehicles will 

have a dual function: to release antiviral agents and to restrict the transport of virus to 

epithelium. The in vitro determination of particle diffusion coefficients and/or fluxes 

within any hydrogel is essential to fully characterize its in vivo functionality. However, 

values of diffusion coefficients can be highly dependent on length scales of 

measurement. While most experimental methods measure diffusion on either cellular or 

centimeter length scales, a number of applications, including microbicide delivery, 

require an understanding of diffusion over distances of 100-1000µm. We have 

developed and validated a novel technique using UV photolysis of caged fluorophores 

to measure diffusion coefficients in hydrogels on this scale. The method was validated 

and applied to measure diffusion of fluorescein and 10kD dextran within placebo gels 
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used in microbicide trials. Mobility of both particles was significantly reduced in gels as 

compared to in water. Fluorescein mobility increased after dilution with water. 

3.2 Introduction 

Mathematical modeling of microbicide delivery to the vaginal tract in Chapter 2 

strongly suggested that delivery vehicles that restrict transport may provide a 

performance advantage over non-restrictive vehicles. A significant mechanism of 

transport within microbicide delivery vehicles will be the diffusion of both active 

compounds and virus. This finding motivated the development of a methodology to 

measure diffusion coefficients in hydrogels.   

Hydrogels are widely used and can function as biocompatible, engineered 

systems to provide controlled release of drugs in vivo. They are employed as gel 

implants, tissue engineered scaffolds, or delivery systems for transdermal or mucosal 

delivery (i.e. microbicides), and often function by controlling the diffusion of particles 

into or out of their polymer matrices.5, 86, 96, 97 Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume 

that hydrogels used in microbicide delivery may have an effect on the transport of both 

active compounds and HIV.  

Biologically relevant predictions of how hydrogels function in vivo (e.g. 

pharmacokinetic profiles, transport restriction) require accurate measurements of 

particle transport. However, the determination of diffusion coefficients in hydrogels are 

highly influenced by the length scales over which measurements are made.60, 61, 98 
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Hydrogel macromolecular structures are heterogeneous. Many microbicide delivery 

vehicles consist of linear entangled polysaccaride chains (i.e. hydroxylethylcellulose, 

methyl cellulose, carrageenan) whose pore size, pore density, and pore connectness vary 

widely within and between gels. As a result, micro-diffusion coefficients will deviate 

greatly from ones measured over longer length scales, especially as diffusing particle 

size increases.60, 61 Diffusion measurements must be measured over a length scale 

relevant to the transport process being studied. In the case of microbicides, this length 

scale is approximately 50-500µm, the thickness of measured gel coating layers in vivo44, 45. 

This is approximately 100-1000x the mesh size of the highly hydrated (>95%) hydrogels 

used as delivery vehicles. These gels have equilibrium pore/mesh sizes on the order of 

100-200nm.99 Measurements over length scales smaller than approximately 10x the pore 

size risks measuring the transport of a particle within a fluid-filled pore, not the 

transport across pores and through the gel. This would significantly overestimate the 

diffusion coefficient. Additionally, pore-connectedness within a hydrogel must be taken 

into account. A particle may be be stopped by several dead-end paths before finding a 

viable transport path through the gel.  This tortuous path through a hydrogel 

significantly slows apparent transport through the hydrogel and must be captured in a 

biologically relevant diffusion coefficient measurement. Since the in vitro measurement 

of diffusion coefficients should be performed on length scales similar to those of the in 

vivo transport processes of interest, we needed to determine the optimal methodology to 
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measure diffusion.  Several techniques (e.g. FRAP, single particle tracking, scanning 

microphotolysis, multiple image photography) have been widely utilized to measure 

particle diffusion within hydrogels, but most provide measurements on molecular or 

cellular length scales (<30µm). Other methods (e.g. diffusion chambers, semi-infinite 

slabs) obtain bulk diffusion measurements over centimeter length scales.100 While these 

scales are relevant to many biological processes, they do not capture diffusion on the 

intermediate range of the order of hundreds of microns. This intermediate length scale is 

prevalent in many biomedical applications and, as stated previously, is especially 

relevant our problem and the greater HIV/AIDS prevention field.41, 44 Here, hydrogels 

are being used to deliver anti-viral microbicidal compounds directly to potential sites of 

infection, as well as to inhibit HIV transport from semen to epithelium.5, 6 These 

hydrogels create layers 50-500µm thick within the lower human female reproductive 

tract.44, 45 Understanding the rates at which antiviral agents, as well as HIV itself, migrate 

through the gel layers is essential to understanding their role in prophylaxis against HIV 

transmission.41 This understanding of particle transport within hydrogels can be 

extended to other drug delivery applications as well. 

To address this experimental gap, a novel method was created and evaluated to 

measure macro-scale particle diffusion in hydrogels. Using UV-photolysis of caged 

fluorescent compounds, we generated a region of uniformly high fluorescence intensity, 

with distinct linear margins between regions of very low intensity. The optical creation 
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of a sharp concentration gradient overcomes the limitations of mechanically forming 

interfaces that are inherent in previous semi-infinite slab configurations and allows 

diffusion to be studied over intermediate length scales.101 The sealed chamber and lack 

of translational movement eliminate convective flow and enable diffusion 

measurements over long times and, therefore, extended distances. A high-resolution 

fluorescent scanner quantifies concentration profiles resulting from 1-D diffusion of 

fluorescent particles outward from the photoactivated linear region. These intensity 

profiles are imaged over time. A custom MATLAB software program determines a 

unique solution for the diffusion coefficient by numerically fitting all the measured 

intensity profiles to the theorectical intensity profiles generated by the partial differential 

equation for diffusion. The method has produced accurate, robust quantification of 

diffusion coefficients over a range of length scales, and within a range of liquid or semi-

solid media.  Within the microbicide field, the method will be applicable to quantify 

both drug and viral transport within drug delivery vehicles. Moreover, the technique 

has broad applicability to any processes that involve diffusion through polymeric 

materials over comparable length scales. This chapter presents a description of the 

method, provides validation measurements, and applies the new technique to measure 

the diffusion of a small fluorescein molecule (322 Da) and a larger macromolecule (10kD 

dextran) in placebo gels used in previous microbicide clinical trials. 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

1.25-5 µL of stock solution containing 1mg/ml (1.2mM) CMNB-caged fluorescein 

(Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was mixed into 0.5 

mL of test fluids or gels and centrifuged at 275 x g for 10min to remove air bubbles. Final 

fluorescein solution concentration was 2.5-10 µg/mL (3-12µM). Caged-fluoresceint 10kD 

dextrans were made by conjugating the succinimidyl ester of CMNB-caged 

carboxyfluorescein (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) to 10kD amine dextrans (Invitrogen, 

Eugene, OR). Test solutions were at dextran concentrations of 2.5-20 µg/mL (0.2-3µM). 

All ranges produced uniform particle distributions and dilute solution conditions and 

therefore minimized interactions between diffusing particles; the inter-particle spacing-

to-particle diameter ratio was ≥ 10-30.  

Diffusion of both the caged fluorescein and the 10 kD dextran was measured in 

deionized water, two 2.7% w/w hydroxyethylcellulose formulations (PC31G and PCS; 

these were placebos for the terminated C31G and cellulose sulfate clinical trials102, 

respectively) and a 2.5% methyl cellulose formulation (PCG, used in the ongoing 

Carraguard® trial). Additionally, fluorescein diffusion was measured in gels diluted 4:1 

v/v and 1:1 v/v with DI water. 

25 µL of sample was loaded into the 20mm dia. x 0.12mm deep well formed by a 

Secure Seal™ Spacer (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) on a glass slide, 
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taking care to ensure that the gel solution did not contact the sides of the well. The 

chamber was then sealed with a No. 1½  coverslip (Figure 10).   
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Figure 10: Diffusion chamber 

 

The sealed chamber configuration, combined with the small amount of added 

dye solution and thorough mixing of any addition diluent, prevents swelling or 

evaporation of the sample gels during an experiment. For each fluorophore/gel study, 

six slides were used for diffusion measurements (1 slide = 1 experiment) and one each 

was used for positive and negative controls, to check amounts of unintended photolysis 

and photobleaching.  Temperature was 23.0 ± 0.5°C for all experiments. Slides used for 
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dextran diffusion measurements were first incubated in a 5% BSA solution for one hour 

to reduce non-specific binding.  

To obtain spatial and temporal fluorescence measurements, each slide was 

placed cover-slip down into Genepix 4000B microarray scanner (Axon Instruments, 

Foster City, CA) and scanned at successive timepoints following uncaging using the 

532nm laser, 33% power, and 20 µm pixel resolution. Prior to UV-light exposure, all 

slides were scanned for background intensity. The fluorophor was then uncaged by 

masking each slide with a white-painted sheet of copper with a 0.4mm x 17mm 

photoetched opening and exposed to 10 seconds of UV light from a 500W mercury arc 

lamp (Oriel, Stratford, CT) to produce a high intensity, narrow rectangular region of 

uncaged fluorphore (Figure 11). A dichroic mirror (280-400nm, Oriel, Stratford, CT) and 

a UV filter (255-425nm, Edmund Scientific, Barrington, NJ) were used to remove most 

visible and infrared light. (Figure 12) Positive controls were fully uncaged by exposure 

to UV without masking; negative controls were not exposed to UV light; all other 

experimental conditions remained the same. 
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Figure 11:  Image of cellulose sulfate placebo (PCS) gel immediately following 

photolysis of caged fluorescein 

 

 

Figure 12: Optical diagram to obtain UV light from a Hg arc lamp 
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Image analysis utilized the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox (The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Analysis software was custom-designed for this 

application and can be found in Appendix B2. To correct for any translational movement 

of the slides between scans, each image within an experiment was registered to a 

common background scan by using a normalized cross-correlation algorithm that 

compared the high-contrast intensity patterns produced by the adhesive spacer fibers 

(Figure 13).  

 

 

Figure 13: Full background scan (left) and zoomed image of adhesive spacer 

fibers used in cross-correlation (right).  

Left image is 20mm wide. Right image is approximately 3mm wide. 

 

Images were then background-subtracted and filtered with a 5x5 median filter to 

remove salt-and-pepper noise (due to gel autofluorescence and slide surface 

irregularities). The test images were then cropped to identical sizes to exclude any 

unnecessary pixels of baseline intensity at the far right and left of the photoactivated 

regions. The photoactivated region in each image was then centered, and the averaged 
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horizontal intensity profile of the cropped image was normalized using the maximum 

experimental intensity from the first image. Since the scanning process took a finite 

amount of time (~ 45s), the horizontal midline of the original crop box, the initial start 

time of the image scan, and the scan duration were used to calculate an adjusted time 

that correlates to each average intensity profile. Scanner-generated spatial resolution 

information provided pixel to micron conversion. This process was repeated for each 

image in an experiment (Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14: Example of scanned, filtered, and cropped images from fluorescein 

diffusion within the C31G placebo (PC31G).  

Total time interval for images = 18min. Image width = 5.6mm. 

 

The intensity profiles and corresponding time data were used to fit the diffusion PDE: 

2
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  (Eq. 19) 

where I1 is the intensity profile of the first image (t = 0). Intensity is linearly related to 

concentration at experimental concentrations. MATLAB’s numerical PDE solver and 

Nelder-Mead nonlinear minimization algorithm were used to find the unique D for each 

experimental set of image intensity profiles. The diffusion coefficient (D) was optimized 
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to minimize the sum of squared residuals between all of the calculated intensity profiles 

and the actual intensity profiles (Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15: Examples of measured intensity profiles over time and the calculation of 

diffusion coefficient within the methyl cellulose gel.  

Intensity data is represented by points, PDE fits are shown as lines. Intensity profiles 

are from images scanned approximately 2 minutes apart. 

 

This process simultaneously fits multiple independent image profiles directly to 

the diffusion PDE rather than to an analytic approximation, and uses an actual, 

measured initial condition rather than relying on, or trying to correct for, a geometric 

assumption. This results in a robust and accurate measure of a diffusion coefficient. 

Aggregate R2 values – the average of R2 values for each intensity profile vs. its fit within 

a given experiment – were used to assess data quality. Experiments with aggregate R2 

values greater than 0.98 (58 of 64 experiments) were used in data analysis. Lower R2 
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values appeared to be due to experimental error (air bubbles, the uncaged region not 

centered or parallel to slide edge, etc.)   

3.4 Results 

The method developed here was validated by comparing diffusion 

measurements of fluorescein in water to values computed using both the Wilke-Chang 

and the Stokes-Einstein equations. Experimental values fell well within the 10% 

predictive range of both equations.103 Measurements of fluorescein diffusion coefficients 

were also found to be comparable to literature values for experimentally determined 

diffusion coefficients of similarly sized molecules85, 104 (Figure 16 and Table 2).  

 

Figure 16: Comparison of experimental values to theoretical predictions of the 

diffusion coefficient. 
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 Bold dashed line shows the experimentally measured diffusion coefficient of 

fluorescein in water. Dotted lines represent +/- SEM. Predictive ranges of both the 

Wilke-Chang and Stokes-Einstein predictions are shown as error bars. Experimental 

values are within the predictive ranges. 

 

Table 2: Validation of fluorescein diffusion measurements.  

Experimental numbers are mean values.  

Particle Size (nm) T (K) D (µm²/sec)

Fluorescein (experimental) 0.54 23 486

Fluorescein (Wilke-Chang) 0.54 23 517

Fluorescein (Stokes-Einstein) 0.54 23 509

Sucrose (experimental)17 0.50 25 520

18-crown-6 (experimental)16 0.55 25 437  

Fluorescein and dextran transport was significantly restricted by all three placebo gels as 

compared to water (p<0.0001 using analysis of variance) (Table 3). Experimental results 

were highly precise, with standard errors ~1% of mean value.  

 

Table 3: Diffusion coefficients in undiluted microbicide placebo gels.  

Values represent mean ± SEM. 

Gel Particle D (µm²/sec) Dgel/Dwater N

Water Fluorescein 486 ± 3 1 5

PC31G (HEC) Fluorescein 269 ± 3 0.55 6

PCS (HEC) Fluorescein 331 ± 1 0.68 5

PCG (MC) Fluorescein 260 ± 2 0.54 6

Water 10kD Dextran 227 ± 1 1 4

PC31G (HEC) 10kD Dextran 128 ± 1 0.56 3

PCS (HEC) 10kD Dextran 130 ± 3 0.57 3

PCG (MC) 10kD Dextran 99 ± 2 0.44 3  
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The effect of dilution on diffusion was also tested and is shown in Figure 17. As 

expected, diffusion coefficients increased as dilution increased.  The increases in D were 

gel-dependent. 

 

Figure 17: Effect of gel dilution on fluorescein restriction.  

Data points represent mean values ± SEM, N=6.  

All differences are significant (p<0.05, Student’s t-test) except for PCG 0% vs. 

PCG 20% vs.  PC31G 0%. Dg:Diffusion coefficient in gel. DW: Diffusion coefficient in 

water. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

A novel methodology was developed that augments existing techniques for 

measuring particle diffusion coefficients in hydrogels and expands the testing 

methodology for microbicide products. Through photolysis and high-resolution 

fluorescent scanning, the technique creates a clean optical interface between two 
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different regions of constant concentration within a gel, and measures transport at 

multiple times without destroying or changing the experimental materials. The 

methodology is readily adaptable to a wide range of translucent fluid or semi-solid 

systems. Results are precise (standard errors ~ 1% of mean values) and the technique has 

demonstrated good accuracy in comparison to theoretical values of fluorescein diffusion 

in water.  

The potential uses of this methodology extend beyond microbicide delivery 

vehicles and placebos to any biomedical application where macro-scale diffusion 

coefficients are needed. Gel implants, tissue engineering constructs, and transdermal 

delivery systems are some examples of applications where diffusion is central to 

functionality, and therefore must be measured over scales beyond the cellular level. The 

method is also adaptable to a range of particles that are relevant to the microbicide field.   

Photoactivatable surrogates for both virus and active compounds can be easily created 

with commercially available reagents, including microspheres and dextrans (as shown 

here). Additionally, the measurement of Green Fluorescent Protein-labeled HIV (GFP-

HIV)105, 106 would be of special interest; microbicide formulations that slow viral 

transport may show greater efficacy in vivo.41 GFP-HIV would retain its surface 

properties necessary for accurate diffusive behavior since GFP is linked to an internal 

core protein Vpr. The addition of approximately 100 GFP particles105 at 27kD each would 
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increase the overall molecular weight of HIV, however, their addition is small compared 

to the overall mass of the virus (the viral capsid protein p24 alone contributes 48000kD). 

The experiments showed a marked decrease (32%-56%) of fluorescein and 

dextran diffusion coefficients within tested placebo gels. Since the both particles were 

much smaller than the approximate pore sizes of the gels, this restriction was most likely 

due to charge interactions between the anionic particles and the polymer backbone of 

the gels. Coefficients increased with gel dilution, suggesting any hydration due to 

vaginal fluids would swell the gel formulations, reduce charge interactions, and increase 

transport rates. However, all gel diffusion values remained below comparable values in 

pure water. Significant differences in restriction of transport rates were found for 

fluorescein diffusion between the two gels using hydroxyethylcellulose as a gelling 

agent. Dextran diffusion was similar within the two HEC gels but significantly different 

than the methyl cellulose placebo (p<0.01, Student’s t-test). The two HEC formulations 

used slightly different polymer grades.94 Since all placebo gels were gifts from the 

different manufacturers, particle transport may have been affected by undisclosed 

proprietary excipients, manufacturing processes, or storage conditions and may not 

have been exclusively linked to polymer structure. The confirmation of both decreased 

transport rates and differences between gels for both a small fluorescein molecule and a 

larger dextran macromolecule cautions that similar behavior may exist amongst the 

wide variety of microbicide products currently under development. Transport of larger 
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active compounds and viruses, such as HIV, may be significantly more restricted within 

similar hydrogel networks than these smaller particles. Particle surface properties will 

likely affect transport as well, and could introduce further variability across test 

materials.107  

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work 

A novel methodology using UV photolysis of caged fluorescent particles was 

developed to measure diffusion within hydrogels over intermediate length scales. This 

technique was validated and applied to show the restrictive effect that microbicide 

placebos have on particle mobility. Use of this methodology to understand the 

determinants of particle restriction by delivery vehicles will aid in the creation of 

microbicide products that prevent HIV infection. It will also provide important 

characterization of the transport properties of newly developed vehicles, such as 

vehicles currently being developed with specialized, stimulus responsive transport 

properties.43 Diffusion coefficients can be used directly as a first measure for comparing 

delivery vehicles.  Moreover, they can be input to pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic models that incorporate viral and/or active compound kinetics to 

help predict overall microbicide effectiveness.41 

The use of this assay to measure the diffusion of larger, virus-sized, particles is 

theoretically feasible. Preliminary attempts were made to generate experimental data 

using 100nm polystyrene amine-modified microspheres covalently labeled with the 
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succidimdyl ester of CNMB-caged fluorescein. The protocol is attached in Appendix A2. 

Particle labeling was successful but attempts to measure diffusion coefficients were 

unsuccessful due to particle aggregation and subsequent sedimentation within the 

diffusion chamber. Additionally, fluid evaporation from the diffusion chamber became a 

concern over the extended times required for measurement of the diffusion of these 

large particles. These complications may be overcome through a number of 

experimental adjustments. The diffusion chamber can be redesigned to minimize 

evaporation. Interparticle interactions can also be minimized through modifications in 

labeling techniques, such as using different buffers, incorporating small amounts of non-

ionic surfactants, adjusting the degree of labeling, and changing the concentrations of 

the labeling solution and/or the stock solution used to inoculate the gels for study. 

Attempts to measure diffusion coefficients of these larger particles were discontinued 

when it was determined that using the transport assay in Chapter 4 to approximate 

actual HIV transport within these gels would provide a more immediate degree of 

biological relevance. 

The new methodology present in this chapter has been validated and shown to 

provide accurate measurements of diffusion coefficients in hydrogels used in 

microbicide delivery. Future work will continue to utilize this methodology to quantify 

diffusive transport. Studies could be undertaken to determine the effects that a number 

of factors may have on particle diffusion such as: polymer structure (i.e. degree cross-
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linking and molecular weight); ambient fluid dilution and pH change; and particle 

surface charge. Additionally, this technique may be used to characterize the properties 

of new, stimulus responsive, microbicide formulations. By providing a standardized and 

objective measure of a hydrogel’s ability to restrict particle transport, this methodology 

can contribute to the preclinical characterization of new and existing microbicide 

delivery vehicles.  
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4. Development of a Novel Bioassay to Measure the 
Restriction of HIV in Microbicide Hydrogels. 

 

4.1 Chapter Summary 

Restriction of HIV-1 transport by a delivery vehicle may increase microbicide 

product effectiveness. However, there are no biologically relevant experimental methods 

to test the restrictive ability of current hydrogels used in microbicide delivery. In this 

chapter, a new bioassay was developed that places a HIV-laden fluid over a thin (100-

300µm) layer of gel and quantifies the amount of virus that migrates through the gel 

layer. Two placebo gels used in microbicide clinical trials (Cellulose Sulfate, Carraguard) 

were tested and found to significantly reduce viral transport by 30%. Thicker gel layers 

were more effective in restricting viral transport. This assay can provide objective 

measures of viral restriction, as well as comparative evaluations of delivery vehicles. 

Intentional reduction of viral mobility can be engineered into microbicide delivery 

vehicles and utilized to maximize microbicide product performance. 

4.2 Introduction 

While broad and durable microbicide product distribution provides a strong 

foundation from which to defend against HIV transmission, the intermolecular 

interactions between a microbicide and HIV will largely determine effectiveness. To 
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ensure that microbicide products maximize neutralizing interactions between virus and 

active compounds, optimal delivery may involve more than just simple drug release. 

The mathematical analysis of microbicide performance described in Chapter 2 predicts 

significant increases in microbicide effectiveness if a delivery vehicle retards viral 

transport to the epithelium.41 Within microbicide products that neutralize virus through 

envelope binding or dissolution, slowed viral transport increases the likelihood of 

neutralizing interactions with active compounds and innate vaginal defenses (pH, 

interferons, defensins).15 Based on this analysis, a potent active ingredient combined 

with a restrictive delivery vehicle would provide better protection than the active 

ingredient alone.  

However, no study to date has shown whether a microbicide delivery vehicle 

can actually alter the transport of HIV. Several groups have successfully demonstrated 

the ability of a common biological hydrogel, cervical mucus, to restrict the transport of 

virus or virus-sized particles.107-109 Microbicide hydrogels have been shown to hinder the 

diffusion of small molecules and 10kD dextrans.95 (Chapter 3) However, quantification 

of HIV-1 restriction in microbicide delivery hydrogels has not been attempted. Proof of 

HIV restriction and insights into its determinants would have clinical significance to the 

microbicide field. Currently, in the absence of a clinically effective microbicide, there are 

many unknowns about what contributes to efficacy. Theoretical and experimental 

results that demonstrate HIV restriction and explain the positive implications for 
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restrictive delivery vehicles would provide substantive direction to microbicide 

development and influence the characteristics of future microbicide products.      

We developed a novel assay to determine whether a microbicide delivery 

hydrogel could slow HIV transport. This experiment would contribute to validation of 

our previous theoretical predictions and provide a methodology to test future delivery 

vehicles. This new bioassay is intended to model in vivo conditions. Using commercially 

available 96-well plates with suspended membrane-bottom well inserts, we developed a 

technique for placing 100-300µm gel layers on a porous membrane. Creation of these 

thin gel layers was critical to replicate the thickness of human vaginal coating layers (50-

500µm) present in vivo.44, 45 The assay tested two different, independently manufactured 

hydrogels that have been used as placebo gels for human clinical trials of microbicide 

products. These placebo gels are representative of the current state of microbicide 

delivery vehicles. They were designed to have similar material properties to their active 

microbicide counterparts, but have no antiviral activity and are assumed to provide no 

barrier effect.94 Fluid-laden HIV was then placed over these gel layers and the amount of 

virus that migrated through the gel into a bottom fluid over time was quantified using 

an established and validated luciferase reported gene assay.110, 111 The configuration of 

this transport assay is similar to other virus permeability or cell chemotaxis assays, but 

uses a hydrogel as the transport barrier, rather than excised tissue or a confluent cell 

monolayer.112, 113 
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4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Virus Stocks and Concentrations 

To maximize biological relevance, two well-characterized reference strains of 

HIV-1 were chosen to reflect the subtypes of virus targeted by microbicides. We used 

two R5-tropic viruses isolated from acute, sexually transmitted infections and grown in 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs): HIV-1 DU156 (Clade C) and HIV-1 TRO 

(Clade B). Since HIV retains the cellular lipids and proteins from the cells in which it 

was produced, and these surface properties may contribute to its transport properties, 

culturing HIV in cells vulnerable to sexually transmitted virus (i.e. PBMCs) was essential 

to the biological relevance of this assay. Virus inoculation amounts differed from the 200 

TCID50 (50% tissue culture infective dose) level prescribed by the neutralization assay 

protocol.111 High TCID50 levels are discouraged because they induce cell-death. This 

cytopathic effect causes an RLU plateau at high luminescence values and caps the linear 

range of the assay. This assay used slightly higher TCID50 inoculations: 500 TCID50 for 

HIV-1 DU156 and 1000 TCID50 for HIV-1 TRO. Increased levels of virus were used to 

increase the sensitivity of the assay to the small fraction of virus that migrates through 

the gel layer into the bottom chamber. These higher TCID50 values are still within the 

linear range of the assay (Figure 18) and do not affect accuracy of the TZM-bl assay.  
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Figure 18: Linear range of TZM-bl assay with HIV-1 DU156 and HIV-1 TRO 

 

In addition, only a fractional amount of virus reaches the lower chamber of the 

Transwell plate, and therefore, a much lower TCID50 is present. As a result, the actual 

luminescence measurements from the bottom chamber are well within the linear, non-

cytopathic, range of viral levels. Finally, this assay involves a longer viral incubation 

time (60-72hr) that the traditional neutralization assay (48hr). This longer time reduces 

the infectivity of the virus (unpublished data) and therefore decreases the luminescence 

measured. The difference in TCID50 levels between the two viruses is due to the 

experimental adjustments taken during assay development. HIV-1 TRO required a 

slightly higher concentration than HIV-1 DU156 to have satisfactory luminescence levels 

at the end of the assay. Throughout the rest of this chapter, when a range of TCID50 

values is given, the lower number is HIV-1 DU156 and the higher number is HIV-1 TRO. 
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4.3.2 Media 

All solutions were made using complete growth medium: D-MEM (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, heat-inactivated) 

(Hyclone, Logan, UT), 25 mM HEPES (Gibco/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 50µg/ml 

gentamicin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). 

4.3.3 Microbicide Vehicles 

The initial hydrogels tested in this assay were the placebo gels from the Cellulose 

Sulfate (CS) trial (discontinued) and from the Carraguard trials (completed, but found 

ineffective, see Chapter 1). Theses gels will herein be referred to as CS Placebo and CG 

Placebo, respectively. The CS placebo was a hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) gel with a pH 

of 4.73 and an osmolarity of 339 mosmol (unpublished data). The Carraguard placebo 

utilized methyl cellulose (MC) as its gelling agent and had a pH of 6.93 and an 

osmolarity of 312 mosmol.  

4.3.4 Viral Neutralization/Cytotoxity Assays 

Gels were tested for neutralization activity using a previously established and 

validated assay for testing neutralizing antibodies.111 Each gel was diluted 1:10 with 

media. Serial dilutions of the gel solution were incubated with 350-650 TCID of virus for 

60 minutes. 10,000 TZM-bl cells (100µL of 1x105 cells/ml in GM with 37.5µg/ml DEAE 

dextran) were then added to each well. These cells are a CXCR4-postive HeLa cell clone 
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that has been engineered to express CD4 and CCR5 as well as integrated reporter genes 

for firefly luciferase and E. coli β-galactosidase under control of an HIV long-terminal 

repeat sequence.114, 115 Reporter gene expression is induced by the viral Tat protein soon 

after single round infection and the total amount of infectious viral particles is directly 

proportional to the luminescence of the sample.  

After 48hr incubation at 37°C, 150µL was removed from each well and 100µL of 

Britelite Reagent (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) was added. After 2 minute room 

temperature incubation, the wells were mixed by pipette action and 150µL was 

transferred to a 96-well black plate and read in a luminometer (Wallac 1420 Victor3, 

PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). Relative luminescence values were compared to negative 

(cells-only, no virus) and positive (cells with virus) controls. Both gels were also tested 

for cytotoxicity using the same assay without any virus. In these cytotoxicity assays, the 

cellular luminescence from each well was compared to cell controls. A drop in well 

luminescence would suggest a gel-mediated reduction in cell number.   

4.3.5 Transport Assay 

Plate Information and Setup: 96-well Transwell plates (Corning Inc., Acton, 

MA) with 5µm pore polycarbonate membranes (4x105 pores/cm2) were used to measure 

viral transport. Each plate was used for one timepoint, one for 12 and one for 24 hours. 

The first four rows were used to test HIV-1 DU156 and the bottom four rows to test HIV-

1 TRO. A maximum of five gel treatments was studied per plate, two columns per 
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treatment, providing at least 8 internal replicates (2 columns gel treatment X 4 rows 

virus) per timepoint. One treatment was always a no gel, membrane only control to 

provide a baseline amount of virus that will pass through the polycarbonate membrane. 

For the initial experiments shown in this chapter, Transwell plates were pre-incubated 

for 2 hours with growth media, emptied, and then allowed to dry for 24-48 hours within 

the incubator. This was done to prevent HIV-1 from non-specifically binding to the 

polycarbonate membrane. Subsequent experiments have shown that this pre-incubation 

is unnecessary since total amount of viral transport through membrane-only controls are 

not significantly different without the incubation (unpublished data).  

HIV Transport Protocol: The top membrane insert plate was removed from the 

bottom receiver plate and placed into a standard 96-well plate. Separation of the 

transwell plate prior to fluid addition is essential to avoid cross-membrane hydrostatic 

pressure gradients that will drive virus through the membrane and confound 

experimental results. Gel layers were formed by placing 2.8-11.1µL of gel on the tip of a 

custom designed stainless steel rod with diameter slightly less than the diameter of the 

membrane wells. This rod was placed into the well to apply the gel layer to the 

membrane. An Ultem® collar was fitted to set the depth of insertion into the membrane 

well. The plastic collar is wider than than well diameter and would contact the outer rim 

of the well, stopping the metal plunger from moving downward further and setting the 
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gel depth. Gel layer thickness was controlled by adjusting gel volume and collar depth 

(Figure 19).  

 

 

Figure 19: Procedure for creating thin gel layers. 

 

Gel thickness was quantified independently from the transport experiment by 

placing thin layers of fluorescently label gel into a Transwell and then scanning the wells 

with fluorescent rescent plate reader (Wallac 1420 Victor3, PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). 

Adhesive, 120µm thick, spacers (Secure Seal spacers) were placed on glass slides to 

create chambers of 120, 240, and 360µm to create a standard curve for each gel. Intensity 

values from gel layers in three different scanned wells were averaged and converted to 

thickness values using the standard curve (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Surface plot of fluorescently labeled gel on a Transwell membrane 

 

After the gel layers had been applied to a row of wells, 500-1000 TCID of virus in 

75µL of media was added to each well.  There were four rows of each virus per 

Transwell. After gel and virus application was completed for the entire membrane insert 

plate, it was set into a prefilled (235µL/well) receiver plate, and the entire Transwell 

system was placed into a 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator for 12 or 24 hours. At the specified 

time interval, the Transwell plate was removed from the incubator. 
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Figure 21: Diagram of transport assay protocol.  

1) gel layer formation 2) insertion of top HIV/gel wells into receiver well 3) 

incubation to allow viral transport 4-5) removal of fluid and TZM-bl incubation in 

separate wells 6) quantification of infectious virus by luminescence 

 

HIV Quantification: To ensure accurate measurement of viral transport, fluids 

from the Transwell top and bottom compartments were removed after 12 or 24 hours 

and then incubated with indicator cells in a separate plate. Fluid removal was necessary 

to decouple the time required to migrate through the gel layer from the time necessary 

to infect the indicator cells. TZM-bl cells were used as indicator cells in this assay. Each 

plate had a cell control to test for cell viability (150uL of media in the first column) and a 

viral control to test virus infectivity (350-650 TCID50 in 150uL of media in the second 

column). Cell control RLU values provided baseline measures of luminescence; 

sufficient baseline magnitude confirmed cell viability. Viral control provided a check for 

adequate infection and ensured the luminescence values remained in the linear range of 

the assay. One plate was used for each virus. Virus was placed in the viral control wells 

at the same time it was placed in the Transwell plates. All other additions were made 

after the Transwell incubation.  
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The Transwell membrane insert was removed from the receiver plate, to avoid 

any cross-membrane flow due to hydrostatic pressure differences during sampling. For 

each Transwell row, 50µL transferred from the top membrane wells and placed into 

100µL of media in the corresponding row of 96-well plate. 150µL was then transferred 

from the bottom receiver plate. This process was repeated for each row, ending with two 

96-well plates with 150µL/well. TZM-bl cells were then added to the plate, and the 

protocol followed the neutralization assay protocol described above. 

4.3.6 Statistical Analyses 

Due to plate-to-plate variation in the amount of luminescence in viral and cell 

controls, data must be normalized to compare across multiple experiments. Within each 

plate, background luminescence was corrected by subtracting the cell control RLU 

average from all other wells. Again within each individual plate, the no-gel control wells 

were then used for normalization. For each plate-gel-virus subset, the RLU values 

generated from virus reaching the bottom well were averaged. This average was then 

compared to the average RLU value from the no-gel control wells and expressed as a 

fraction: 

 

 
RLU

Fractional decrease of viral transport = 
RLU

X Y

X Y

Gel Virus

NoGel Virus

−

−

 (Eq. 20) 
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This normalized fraction was calculated for each experiment. The means from 

multiple fractional values were then tested to see if they were different than 1 (i.e no 

significant fractional decrease), using a Student’s t-test. Paired t-tests on the actual RLU 

values were also used to confirm significance. Both methodologies resulted in identical 

results.  

Comparisons within the no-gel control wells were accomplished by normalizing 

the bottom RLU values by the sum of both the top and bottom RLU values: 

 

 
RLU

Fraction virus in bottom = 
RLU RLU

bot

top bot
+

 (Eq. 21) 

 

This fraction was then used to compare differences in virus type and timepoints 

within no-gel control wells. 

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Assay Performance 

All intensity values (cell control, bottom chamber, and top chamber) fell within 

the linear range of the TZM-bl assay (Figure 22). The dynamic range of the assay was 

also sufficient to detect differences between groups using paired t-tests. 
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Figure 22: Average RLU values for each compartment of the transport assay 

(N=1). 

4.4.2 Neutralization Assay/Cytotoxity Assay 

Neither gel showed any evidence of neutralizing activity or cytotoxicity at 

concentrations used within this assay. 

4.4.3 Transport Assay 

We measured the amount of infectious HIV that migrated through a gel layer of 

defined thickness and compared that quantity to the amount of virus found if the gel 

layer was not present. This will provide a measurement of how effective the gel layer is 

at restricting viral transport. All results are expressed as comparisions between relative 

luminescence units (RLUs). Since our experiments were conducted in the linear range 
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where RLUs are directly proportional to infectious virus titers,111 these comparisons are 

representative of virus concentrations. In all experiments, no differences were seen 

between HIV-1 DU156 and HIV-1 TRO; data for the two viruses were therefore pooled. 

All determinations of viral restriction by the test gels were made against a no-gel 

control in which the virus solution was placed directly on the polycarbonate membrane. 

These membrane only control wells were present in each experiment. While their 

primary use is to provide a control for the wells with a gel layer, these no-gel provide an 

important measure of the dynamic range of the assay. Analysis of the no-gel control 

wells shows that approximately 20% of the total amount of virus reaches the bottom 

compartment (Figure 23).  

 

Figure 23: Fraction of total virus that reached the lower compartment in the no 

gel/membrane only control wells.  
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Both time points allowed sufficient virus migration to perform as a control for 

corresponding gel layer experiments. Longer times allowed significantly more virus 

to reach the lower chamber. Values were calculated by dividing the luminescence in 

the bottom well (RLUbot) by the total luminescence in both wells (RLUtop + RLUbot). 

Graph shows mean ± SEM; N12hr = 26, N24hr = 12. 

 

This value is the maximum amount of virus that will be measured in the 

experiment. Since all other measurements will be normalized with respect to the 

maximum virus value, it is important that experimental conditions ensure that it 

remains >15%. These control wells also show that more virus reaches the bottom 

compartment after longer times. This is predicted, but the actual measurement 

confirming the prediction provides a validation check on assay performance.  

In addition, the no-gel control accounts for several non-ideal factors in the 

experiment. The wells are not stirred or well-mixed and therefore viral diffusion is 

affected and slowed by not experiencing sink or semi-infinite conditions. Additionally, 

there will be some transport restriction from the polycarbonate membrane. The 5µm 

polycarbonate membranes used in this experiment have a porosity of 4x105 pores/cm2. 

Therefore, only about 8% of the membrane is available for transport. The membranes are 

10µm thick, and small compared to the gel layer thickness, but there is still opportunity 

for non-specific binding over the surface of the membrane as well as within its pores. 

The Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) in the media (since it is 10% FBS) will coat the 

membrane surface and help minimize non-specific binding by the virus. However, the 
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no-gel wells provide an effective control that take into account all these chamber and 

membrane-related factors.  

Transport through the tested gel layers was compared to the amount of virus 

that migrated through the no-gel control wells. Both placebo gels significantly (t-test vs. 

no-gel control, p<0.05) reduced the amount of virus reaching the bottom compartment 

(Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24: Both CS Placebo (12hr and 24hr) and CG Placebo (12hr) significantly 

decreased the amount of virus that reached the lower compartment.  

There were no significant differences between gels. Data are shown as a ratio 

between the amount of virus that crossed the gel layer (RLUgel_bot) to the 

amount of virus that passed through the no-gel control well (RLUnogel_bot). 

Graph shows mean ± SEM; N = 8 for all experiments. Gel layer thickness was 

approximately 130μm. 
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This demonstrated that the macromolecular structure of both these gels slowed 

the migration of virus and proves the primary hypothesis that restriction by a 

microbicide is possible. 

There was a significant effect (ANOVA, p<0.005) of gel layer thickness; thicker 

gel layers reduced the amount of virus (Figure 25). This result unequivocally shows that 

the gel layer is a factor in slowing the migration of the virus and that viral migration 

times are affected by gel layer thicknesses. These results highlight the need to 

understand what the thicknesses distribution is of microbicides in vivo.44, 45  

 

Figure 25: Effect of CS Placebo gel thickness on virus reaching the lower 

chamber after 12hr.  
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Data are shown as a ratio between the amount of virus that crosses the gel 

layer (RLUgel_bot) to the amount of virus that passed through the no-gel control 

well (RLUnogel_bot). Graph shows mean ± SEM; N = 6 for all experiments.  Layer 

thicknesses are approximate values based on measurements made 

independently from virus experiments. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

This newly developed assay presents a methodology to test the ability of 

hydrogels to restrict HIV-1 transport. This technique was initially applied to two placebo 

gels used in microbicide clinical trials to test the hypothesis that retardation of viral 

transport can occur in thin hydrogel layers. Both gels significantly restricted HIV 

transport after 12 and 24 hours. The restrictive effect increased with thicker gel layers. It 

should be understood that this restriction does not prevent HIV from migrating through 

the gel layer and reaching vulnerable tissue and therefore does not have any inherent 

anti-viral activity. However, this restrictive function may increase the effectiveness of 

antiviral compounds or innate vaginal defenses, leading to an overall increase in 

microbicide performance. 

4.5.2 Clinical Implications of Viral Restriction 

Any delivery vehicle restriction of viral transport slows HIV and increases the 

amount of time it takes for the virus to migrate from semen to epithelium. In 

pharmacokinetic analyses (Chapter 2), this time delay would provide any anti-viral 

compound that acts within the vaginal lumen – i.e. that functions by binding to or 
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interacting with the viral envelope (fusion/entry inhibitors, antibodies, surfactants) – 

more neutralizing opportunities, thereby increasing the effectiveness of a microbicide 

utilizing these compounds.41 Although this increase in effectiveness has not been 

clinically demonstrated, the incorporation of restrictive properties in delivery vehicles 

should be implemented into microbicide product design. The potential benefit is 

substantial and implementation would be straightforward and inexpensive, possibly 

only influencing the choice of polymer gelling agent for the delivery vehicle.  

Conversely, even though there is no proof of clinical effect of viral restriction, 

care should be taken to ensure that placebo gels usen in clinical trials minimally affect 

the transport of HIV. The placebo gels tested in this analysis were designed to have no 

anti-viral or cellular toxicity, good flow characteristics, cosmetic acceptability, and 

reasonable similarity to their active microbicide counterparts.94 They were not 

engineered to have any specific effect on viral transport. Their restrictive effect was 

unintentional and unforeseen by their developers. Again, it is currently unclear whether 

slowing viral transport to vaginal epithelium has any clinical effect. However, it is 

known that the vaginal environment is relatively toxic to free virus.15 As a result, the 

increased residence time might allow innate defenses to neutralize a greater proportion 

of the virus. There is also a change that gels may form a protective envelope around 

HIV. Therefore, the effects of viral restriction warrant further study. These results 

suggest that the gels are altering the natural course of viral transmission by slowing 
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viral transport to epithelium. Since microbicide placebos should be chemically and 

biologically inert, any effect on viral transmission should be noted and fully understood 

before assuming inactivity in a clinical trial. It is noted that these placebo gels have been 

shown not to inhibit viral infection in animal models.94 However, these models must use 

high doses of virus to ensure infection after a single challenge. Any assistance to the 

immune system by the delivery vehicles may have been masked by the overwhelming 

amount of virus in the experiment.  In human clinical trials, the viral challenge is much 

lower and a small amount of assistance could show a clinical effect. 

The present study bolsters previous theoretical findings by experimentally 

demonstrating the feasibility of slowing viral transport in the context of microbicide 

delivery. The gels used in this study were not specifically designed to slow viral 

transport. Delivery vehicles that are engineered for this purpose may have a greater 

effect on HIV mobility. Development of restrictive gels should be initiated and used in 

the creation of new microbicide products. Additinally, this assay can be used in the 

future to test novel formulations for their restrictive ability as well as compare potential 

delivery vehicles.  

4.5.1 Assay Limitations and Future Directions 

There are a number of limitations on this assay. The TZM-bl assay only measures 

the amount of infectious virus. Therefore, this assay is strictly limited to the study of 

microbicide delivery vehicles that have no neutralizing ability or cytotoxicity. As such, it 
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is crucial that tests for neutralization and cytotoxicity are completed prior to running 

this assay. Any activity by the gel, or a compound within the gel, that neutralizes virus 

or affects TZM-bl viability will reduce the luminescence measured in this assay. This 

reduction in luminescence could erroneously be interpreted as transport restriction and 

would lead to the false conclusion that a gel slowed or stopped viral transport to a 

greater degree than actually occurred.  

Additionally, fluid in contact with the gel layers was of higher volume than 

would typically be found within the vagina. Most microbicide gels are applied in a 3-

5mL bolus. Typical post-coital fluid amounts within the vagina (transudate +semen) are 

in the range of 3-5mL84, 116, a fluid-gel ratio of about 1:1. This assay has a fluid to gel ratio 

closer to 30:1.  This is because a priority was placed on creating biologically relevant gel 

thicknesses and viral transport distances. Due to limitations in Transwell chamber 

configurations and neutralizing assay design, fluid volumes had to be increased to allow 

sufficient sampling volumes. This increased ratio may cause more gel swelling than is 

physiologically achievable and lead to the assay to overestimate the amount of virus that 

would reach vaginal epithelium. Additionally, all fluids were at pH 7. While this pH is 

reflective of the post-coital vagina and pH at which the gel must provide HIV protection, 

it does not subject the gel layer to the low-pH environment it must endure prior to 

sexual activity.117 Finally, the measurement of transport at 12 and 24 hr was required to 

allow enough virus to reach the lower chamber to be detectable. Shorter times would be 
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ideal; however, the slow rate of particle diffusion limits measurement at shorter time 

points. However, diffusion is a cumulative process, and any differences in the first hours 

would be reflected in measurements at later time points. Several of these limitations can 

be addressed by simple modifications of the existing experiment (i.e. use of different pH 

simulants, different sample times). Others will require significant changes to the 

experimental protocol. 

One logical, but non-trivial, step in the future development of this assay would 

be to investigate methods to measure the performance of microbicide products that have 

neutralizing activity. By placing the microbicide in a biologically relevant thin layer, this 

assay provides an advantage over traditional in vitro methodologies that measure 

microbicide product effectiveness. Traditional assays merely mix infectious media with 

a solution of the microbicide product, and then test for neutralizing ability.5, 18, 118, 119 

While these procedures are excellent for providing biologically important information 

on active ingredient potency and safety, the interaction between microbicide and virus 

in these models are quite different from those that occur in vivo. In the vagina, HIV and 

the microbicide will not be pre-mixed. Infectious fluid will first contact a layer of 

microbicide product on epithelium. This layer must resist any infectious virus from 

reaching epithelium. Testing microbicide products in this layered configuration may 

produce different results. However, this assay in its current form cannot fulfill this role. 

Anti-viral molecules within the gel layer would be released into both the apical and 
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basolateral chambers of the Transwell plate where they can then interact with virus. 

While the apical release would mimic the desired in vivo function of the microbicide, the 

basolateral release would act to neutralize any infectious virus that migrated through 

the gel layer. It would be impossible to uncouple basolateral neutralization (undesired) 

from viral neutralization in the gel layer or apical compartment (both desired). 

Additionally, since the basolateral chamber is sampled and used to incubate the TZM-bl 

cells, antiviral compounds that reach the bottom chamber would accompany and 

continue to neutralize the virus during the 48hr incubation to quantify infectious virus. 

In short, this assay was designed to exclusively measure the ability of a hydrogel to slow 

HIV transport. Any other experimental hypotheses require new methodologies. 

Given these limitations, one adjustment that may expand the abilities of this 

assay would be to place infectable cells directly underneath the microbicide gel layer. 

Briefly, the methodology would consist of a layer of microbicide product placed on top 

of excised epithelial tissue or a confluent cell layer. HIV-laden fluid would be 

introduced over the microbicide product as before. After a predetermined incubation, 

the microbicide product and free HIV could be washed off. Cells/tissue would be tested 

for HIV infection. Quantification of HIV could be accomplished by RT-PCR for HIV-1 

RNA. Infection can also be quantified in a TZM-bl cell layer by using a fluorescent 

microscope to identify infected cells due to the presence of a β-galactosidase reporter 

gene within the cells. One major concern in this new methodology would be tissue/cell 
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viability. The presence of the microbicide layer on top the cells would restrict gas 

exchange and nutrient transport. Antiviral compounds within the gels and formulation 

excipients may also have an effect, especially if the product has not yet undergone 

clinical evaluation. Since viral transport and infection would likely occur over 12-48 

hours, viability would need to be maintained over a prolonged period. It is likely that 

any successful attempt at introducing tissue into this assay would require access to the 

basolateral side of the excised tissue or cell layer. Successful incorporation of a tissue/cell 

layer underneath a microbicide layer would allow testing of microbicide products with 

neutralization activity. Results from this assay could be then compared to current tests 

of neutralizing ability to see if layer formation has any effect on microbicide 

effectiveness in vitro. 

4.5.3 Estimation of Diffusion Coefficients 

The development of this assay was motivated by the desire to determine whether 

microbicide hydrogels could restrict HIV transport in a configuration that simulated in 

vivo conditions. This hypothesis was tested by comparing the amount of virus that 

migrated through a gel layer and underlying membrane to the amount of virus that 

migrated through the membrane alone. This provided a quantitative measure of viral 

restriction and was be the primary means by which the assay evaluated the restrictive 

ability of microbicide hydrogels. 
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The determination of a diffusion coefficient from these measurements would 

allow objective comparison of microbicide hydrogels and provide inputs to 

mathematical models, like the one featured in Chapter 2. Therefore, an attempt was 

made to derive a diffusion coefficient from these experimental data. 

To determine an effective diffusion coefficient, a 3-compartment transport model 

(Figure 26) was evaluated in MATLAB. This helped test whether all experimentally 

measured transport within the Transwell chamber was due to diffusion. The model 

placed a volume of HIV-laden fluid over a thin membrane, and quantified the amount of 

virus that reached the bottom compartment in 24 hours as a fraction of total virus.  

In this model, the sedmentation velocity of the viral particles must also be taken 

into account. Assuming the density of HIV is similar to the density of the influenza 

virus, 1.2g/cm2,120 the sedimenation velocity of HIV particles in water is: 
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The resulting Peclet number, sed

w

v L

D
, in the top compartment is approximately 4.3. 

Therefore, both diffusive and convective processes of virus have significant roles in the 

transport of HIV into the bottom chamber. The sedimentation of virus will increase the 

concentration of particles at the membrane interface, thereby increasing the 

concentration gradient at that surface. This will drive more viral particles through the 

membrane. 
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The transport equation used in the compartmental model incorporates both 

diffusive and convective transport: 
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where DW is the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient of a 70nm sphere in water. 

 

 

Figure 26: Schematic of 3-compartment diffusion model 

 

The model output normalized virus concentrations in all three compartments. 

Total virus amounts were found by numerically integrating each compartment. The 
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amount of virus in the bottom compartment was expressed as a fraction of the total 

virus, like in the transport experiment.  

 

 Fraction of virus in bottom chamber
V
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V
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C dV
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 (Eq. 24) 

 

The results of this model were compared with the experimental results from the 

no-gel controls. Substantially more virus reached the bottom compartment in the actual 

experiment (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27: Amount of virus in lower chamber. Predicted vs. actual. 
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This discrepancy suggests that virus transport within the assay is not purely 

diffusive. There could be several factors responsible for non-diffusive transport within 

the experiment. While all attempts are made to minimize hydrostatic pressure gradients 

during the assay, the insertion and removal of the top chamber most likely causes a 

small amount of fluid flow between the chambers. Additionally, movement of the 

Transwell plate and fluid loss due to evaporation may also contribute to fluid transfer 

between the top and bottom wells. The involvement of other transport processes in the 

assay precludes a rigorous determination of a true diffusion coefficient. However, the 

ability of the gel layer to restrict all types of transport can still be measured and 

quantified.  

To attempt to measure the amount the placebo gel layers restricted transport, 

experimental results were compared to their theoretical analogs. The transport assay 

determined experimentally that both placebo gels restricted viral transport. This analysis 

compared the transport of HIV through a gel layer and membrane to the transport to 

just the membrane alone. This analysis can be compared to a similar comparison of two 

theoretical models that simulate the transport experiment. The first is a 3-compartment 

model like the one used above, with a membrane layer in between two fluid layers. The 

second is a 4-compartment model that adds a 130µm gel layer between the membrane 

and the top compartment (Figure 28). Both models will quantify the amount of virus 

reaching the bottom compartment after 12 hours and 24 hours. Then the ratio of the 
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amount of virus that migrates through the gel layer and membrane over the amount of 

virus that crosses the membrane only will be calculated. This analysis of the model in 

Figure 28 exactly replicates the experimental analysis shown in Figure 24.  

 

 

Figure 28: 3-compartment and 4-compartment models used to estimate HIV 

transport. 

 

Ideally, the ratio of the bottom compartment virus between the two theoretical 

models should be equivalent to the ratio from the transport experiments. However, both 

sedimentation velocity and the diffusion coefficient in the gel layer are unknowns. These 

values in the gel layer are initially set to the values corresponding to the mobility of HIV 

in water. This would reflect no transport restriction at all by the hydrogel. This 

sedimentation velocity and the diffusion coefficient are adjusted until the experimental 

results and the theoretical results agree (Figure 29). These adjusted values provide an 
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estimate of how the gel layer restricts transport compared to a layer with no restriction 

at all. 

 

 

Figure 29: Estimation of diffusion coefficients.   

Data show mean values ± SEM, N=8. 

 

This analysis suggests that the Cellulose Sulfate placebo restricts viral transport 

in an amount equivalent to reducing transport by about 50% compared to water. In 
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contrast, the Carraguard placebo appears to restrict transport less, about 20% compared 

to water. Note that in Figure 24, both gels were shown to restrict viral transport as 

compared to the no-gel controls but in this analysis (Figure 29) only the Cellulose Sulfate 

placebo significantly restricts virus. This discrepancy is the result of microbicide 

hydrogels acting in two independent ways to slow virus from reaching epithelium. First, 

they increase the path length that virus must travel. This occurred for both the CS 

placebo and the CG placebo. HIV must travel further to reach epithelium, or the bottom 

compartment of a Transwell, if there is a gel layer in between. This will reduce the 

amount of virus in the lower compartment even if the gel layer does not restrict virus. 

Secondly, gels can impede viral transport through restriction of diffusive transport. This 

becomes apparent in the secondary analysis shown above. The CS placebo reduced the 

apparent diffusion coefficient of HIV by about 50% even after accounting for the 

increased path length of travel. Both of these mechanisms are important and biologically 

relevant. Microbicide products may take advantage of both these mechanisms to assist 

in neutralizing HIV. The transport assay and this secondary analysis reveal substantial 

amounts of information about the effect microbicide hydrogels have on viral transport. 

4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter presents a novel experimental assay that can be used to determine 

the effect that microbicide delivery vehicles have on HIV transport. This assay was 

developed to test the hypothesis that delivery vehicles can restrict viral transport. This 
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hypothesis was confirmed and two placebo hydrogels were found to slow viral 

transport to epithelium. This confirmation of viral restriction has two immediate 

implications. First, it supports the theoretical analysis presented in Chapter 2, which 

showed a potential clinical benefit of viral restriction on microbicide effectiveness. While 

the theory encouraged the development of a microbicide delivery vehicle that restricted 

HIV-1 transport, no methodology was previously in place to test for or even confirm the 

existence of viral restriction. The confirmation that viral restriction is possible and may 

provide a neutralization advantage will hopefully motivate microbicide developers to 

engineer restrictive properties into their delivery vehicles. The potential emergence of 

delivery vehicles designed to slow viral transport provides an additional purpose for 

this bioassay: it will be used as an additional screening and optimization tool in 

microbicide development. Already, this analysis demonstrated a clear difference 

between two polymer formulations. A placebo made of hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC) 

was more restrictive of HIV transport than the placebo made from methylcellulose 

(MC). These distinctions will most likely appear for a wide range of gelling agents and 

formulations and should be well understood in the preclinical development stage, prior 

to clinical trials. This assay will allow comparisons between delivery vehicles and 

provide developers with an objective characterization of the restrictive abilities of gels. 

Additionally, future iterations of this assay may provide enhanced methods to evaluate 
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the neutralizing ability of microbicide products due to its ability to test microbicide 

products in biologically relevant thin layers.
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5. Creation of an MRI-Derived, Two-Dimensional, Multi-
Compartment Model of Vaginal Antiviral Delivery by a 
Ring 

 

5.1 Chapter Summary 

While the hydrogel vehicles are responsible for majority of microbicide delivery, 

intravaginal rings (IVRs) are an additional microbicide methodology currently in 

preclinical development. IVRs provide a long-term dosing alternative to coitally-

dependent or daily hydrogel use and therefore may provide an user adherence 

advantage. Similar to that of its hydrogel counterpart, IVR efficacy requires sustained 

delivery of antiviral compounds to the entire vaginal compartment. This chapter details 

the creation of a two-dimensional, multi-compartment model of microbicide delivery by 

an intravaginal ring.     

5.2 Introduction 

Intravaginal rings (IVRs) are an emerging microbicide delivery modality.27, 29-33, 121 

IVRs address a growing concern that coitally-dependent dosing – on-demand use of a 

microbicide gel with every sex act – is not the most effective means of preventing HIV 

by a microbicide. This concern was reinforced by analysis of the unsuccessful 

Carraguard trial showed that less than 10% of participants used the microbicide 100% of 

the time, and 20% used it 75% of the time.25, 26 Overall, the women self-reported that they 
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used the microbicide for only 44% of sex acts.26 This non-adherence may be an 

underlying cause of the trial’s failure – microbicides can not work if they are not used. 

Long-term, non-coitally-dependent dosing of an IVR could increase user adherence,122-124 

and therefore microbicide efficiacy.27  IVRs would require users to insert a ring once a 

month, or every few months, and would provide protection over an extended period 

(Figure 30).27, 30 

 

 

Figure 30: Fluctuations in local drug concentration with different modes of 

microbicide delivery27 

 

Current development of an for IVR microbicides has focused on the delivery of 

reverse transcriptase (RT) inhibitors of HIV.27, 29-31, 33, 34 These hydrophobic compounds of 
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small molecular weight are similar to molecules that IVRs have delivered successfully in 

contraception and hormone replacement therapy applications.122-125 Additionally, the 

prolonged release and uninterrupted dosing regimen of a ring are ideal for RT inhibitor 

functionality. Those drugs must attain threshold tissue concentrations prior to HIV 

exposure to effectively inhibit infection. The analysis here will focus on the non-

nucleoside RT inhibitor (NNRTI) Dapivirine, formerly known as TMC120. Dapivirine is 

a diarylpyrimidine (DAPY) analogue that has efficacy against a wide range of wild-type 

and resistant viruses at nanomolar concentrations (IC50 = 0.33ng/ml).34, 35, 126 Early clinical 

results of Dapivirine delivery from a silicone elastomer ring are promising.  One small 

clinical trial of a recorded that inhibitory concentrations of the drug were present in 

fluid samples along the entire vaginal canal within 4 hours.34, 35 

A limited amount of information on IVR drug delivery can be obtained through 

a clinical study. Swabs, lavages and tissue biopsies have been used to determine 

distributions of antiviral agents released from several IVRs in development. These 

methodologies provide quantitative averages of drug concentrations, but they are 

limited in temporal and spatial resolution in quantifying drug distribution, and in their 

ability to predict the onset and duration of microbicide protection. Swabs and lavages 

can only be done a few times a week and each sample disturbs the original distribution. 

Biopsies are more invasive, and can be done less frequently, but provide the only means 

to obtain data on drug levels within tissue. Pharmacokinetic modeling of drug release 
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from an intravaginal ring could provide enhanced information that will assist in the 

development and understanding of effective microbicide delivery. It will augment 

current clinical testing by detailing and predicting microbicide ring performance in a 

simulated in vivo environment.  

This chapter presents a two-dimensional, finite element, pharmacokinetic model 

of microbicide delivery by an IVR using preclinical ring release data, MRI-derived 

vaginal geometry, and mathematical first principles of drug transport processes. This 

chapter presents a three-compartment pharmacokinetic model, consisting of an IVR, 

vaginal fluid, and vaginal tissue. The model is implemented with COMSOL-

Multiphysics software (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA). Ring and vaginal dimensions 

were derived from published studies of vaginal geometry92 and ring placement.127 Data 

from the current literature were also used to provide biologically relevant parameters of 

IVR flux29, 128 and fluid flow116  within the vagina.  

This initial model outputs local microbicide concentration within the vaginal 

mucosa and luminal fluids, as well as within the IVR.  It demonstrates the significant 

role of small amounts of vaginal fluid in drug delivery from IVRs.  Model results 

provided estimations of the onset and maintenance of threshold levels of microbicide 

concentrations predicted for efficacy against HIV. Detailed results here are for initial 2-

dimensional computations in a simplified vaginal geometry. The results from this model 

are sufficient to demonstrate the time-dependence of critical details of microbicide 
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concentration profiles within the lumen and surrounding tissues and the dependence of 

microbicide delivery on the presence and flow of vaginal fluid.  

5.3 Materials and Methods 

Analysis was performed using COMSOL Multiphysics, a finite element analysis 

and solver software. Parameters of the IVR system were derived from literature values 

and are detailed below: 

5.3.1 Ring Parameters 

Ring dimensions and location are based on MRI images of NuvaRing placement 

within the vagina.127 

 

 

Figure 31: Image of NuvaRing 
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The NuvaRing is a flexible, transparent, colorless ring measuring 54mm in 

diameter with a 4mm cross-section.129 It is made of ethylene vinyl acetate copolymers 

and magnesium stearate.  

Sagittal images of the NuvaRing in vivo (Figure 32) show that the most superior 

portion of the ring rests behind the cervix, with the entire cervix lying within the interior 

of the ring.  

 

 

 

Figure 32: Sagittal MRI image of NuvaRing in vivo. 

 

Axial MRI images (Figure 33) reveal that the vaginal space compresses the 

NuvaRing into an oval measuring 57mm x 50mm. This image also strongly suggests that 

the entire ring is in contact with vaginal tissues and approximates the width of the 
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vagina canal at about 50mm. While the width of the human vagina is variable along its 

length92, for this initial model, constant average width is assumed.  

 

 

 

Figure 33: Axial MRI image of NuvaRing in vivo. 

 

Further analysis of MRI images reveal that the edge of the ring is approximately 

47mm-49mm from the introitus after ambulation.127 If we assume the ring is resting 

against the posterior wall of the vagina, this estimates vaginal length at about 105mm. 

This measurement is slightly larger than previous MRI measurements of vaginal length 

that utilized gadolinium labeled gel to highlight vaginal dimensions.92 These 

measurements found an average length of 63mm, with a range of 41-95mm.92  
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These measurements create a theoretical vaginal surface area of approximately 

105cm2, which compares well to previous estimates.92  

5.3.2 Fluid Amount and Flow 

Fluid production in the vagina has been estimated to be between 2-8mL a day, 

with approximately 0.5-0.75mL present at any one time.116, 129 Fluid flow in this anaysis 

will be modeled as a uniaxial flow from the fornix to the introitus. The velocity of fluid 

within the vagina will vary with location. Fluid enters the vagina through a transudation 

process via the vaginal epithelium. As a result, velocity increases as the fluid travels 

down the vaginal canal due to the presence of more fluid. Mathematically, the process 

can be described as flow in a channel with porous walls. (Figure 34)  
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Figure 34: Fluid flow in a channel with porous walls 
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The flowing layer of vaginal fluid is assumed to 0.2mm thick. This value is derived from 

the volume of fluid within the vagina, vagina surface area, and previous 

approximations.116, 129 The the x-component of velocity due to pressure driven flow in a 

channel is85: 
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We assume plug flow due to the small channel height and low flow speed.   

The wall velocity in the y-direction can be expressed as85: 
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if vw is constant, a solution for the pressure gradient can be found: 
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Substituting (Eq. 27) into (Eq. 25), and assuming vx=0 at x=0, we obtain a solution for the 

uniaxial velocity of fluid flow within the vagina due to percolating fluid. 
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the wall velocity can be estimated using the approximations of vaginal fluid production 

and volume. 
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The resulting maximum vaginal fluid velocity is approximately 0.0012 cm/s exiting the 

introitus.  This calculation neglects any reabsorption of fluid as well as any uptake of 

fluid by the uterus. This calculated fluid speed will also be varied to investigate how 

fluid flow affects IVR drug delivery. 

5.3.3 Ring Flux 

Current IVR development has focused on developing rings with constant flux, 

zero-order release kinetics.29, 33-35 This provides a consistent dose of drug into the vaginal 

compartment. Release rate is directly proportional to the amount of drug loaded into the 

ring.29 However, adjusting ring geometry and/or polymer composition may also have an 

effect on drug release.29 Release rates in vitro for several different Dapivirine IVRs range 

from 50-473µg/day.29, 30, 33-35 This analysis will emphasize an IVR loaded with 25mg of 

Dapivirine that releases 50µg/day. Rings with release rate has been employed previously 

in a small clinical trial,34, 35 and in vivo data are available for comparison. Ring flux will 

also be varied to investigate its effect on tissue concentrations. A summary of 

parameters is described below in Table 5. 
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Table 4: IVR model parameters 

Parameter Value

IVR dimensions 57mm x 50mm
IVR cross section 4mm
Vaginal length 105 mm
Vaginal width 50 mm
Vaginal fluid volume 0.75mL
Vaginal fluid output 6mL/day
Fluid flow rate 9.72x10-4cm/s
Fluid thickness 0.2 mm 
IVR flux 50µg/day
Tissue thickness 1-3cm
Dapirivine MW 329.4 g/mol
Dapirivine IC50 0.33 ng/ml

Dapirivine Diffusion Coefficient 4.86x10-6 cm2/s  

5.4 Model Implementation 

Initially, a 3-dimensional model was constructed of IVR placement within the 

vagina (Figure 35). 
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Figure 35: 3-D finite element mesh for model of IVR delivery. 
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This 3-D model surrounded the ring in a fluid layer and placed the ring and its 

fluid layer within a block of vaginal tissue. Due to computational constraints (see 

Discussion for details), this 3-D model was reduced to 2-D cross-section for analysis 

purposes (Figures 36-37).  

 

 

Figure 36: Finite element mesh showing a cross-section view of an IVR. 
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Figure 37: Enlarged region of 2-D mesh showing all three compartments. 

The solid cross-section of the ring is shown. The plane of the ring extends out 

of the page in both Figure 36 and 37. 
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5.4.1 2-D Model Transport Theory 

Ring Flux 

Drug release from the ring was modeled as a constant flux boundary condition 

on the ring surface. This is consistent with the zero-order release kinetics demonstrated 

in IVRs currently in development.29, 30, 33 Concentration profiles within the interior of the 

ring were not calculated in this analysis. 
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The use of a sagittal 2-D model to simulate a 3-D delivery by an IVR will 

underestimate delivered drug concentrations. The present analysis assumes all drug 

present in the 2-D section is solely from the portion of the ring present in the same 

section. In actuality, drug concentrations in vivo will be influence by the entire 3-D 

geometry of the ring, which includes portions of the ring that are out of the 2-D plane. 

To correct for this underestimation, the concentration profiles from the 2-D sagittal 

model of the ring were compared to concentration profiles from a top section view of the 

same ring. This top section, shown in Figure 38, better accounts for the flux from the 

entire ring circumference and its contribution to drug concentrations.  
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Figure 38: Top view of IVR delivery.  

This view was used to empirically adjust the flux values for the side 2-D view 

 

The top section cannot be used with a convection-diffusion model because the 

fluid flow is impeded by the ring boundary in the COMSOL software. Therefore, the 

concentration profiles resulting from Dapivirine diffusion from the top, axial 2-D model 

of the IVR were compared to the concentration profiles from the sagittal, 2-D model of 

the IVR in the absence of convection. This comparison resulted in a boundary condition 

correction for the sagittal 2-D IVR model, increasing the ring flux from all ring 

boundaries by a factor of 2.5. To account for the increased concentration in the center of 

the ring due to the surrounding ring boundary, the interior ring flux was increased a 

further factor of approximately 
2

π .  
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Dapivirine Transport 

Drug released into the fluid compartment was transported by both diffusion and 

convection. The diffusion coefficient of Dapivirine in fluid was approximated using 

experimentally defined diffusion coefficients of a compound of similar molecular 

weight, fluorescein. Convection was defined as a uniaxial constant flow field from the 

fornix to the introitus with a velocity equal to the previously calculated flow speed 

(1.2x10-3 cm/s).  

Drug freely transfers between the fluid/tissue boundary due to a unity partition 

coefficient and a continuity boundary condition. Dapivirine is extremely lipophilic, with 

a logP of 5.29 at pH 9.130 Upon release into the fluid from the ring, it will most likely 

strongly partition into cellular membranes due to its hydrophobicity. The unity value for 

the partition coefficient in this analysis may underestimate the kinetics of Dapivirine 

entering tissue. However, this underestimation is minimized due to the relative thinness 

of the fluid layer with respect to the high concentration gradients driving diffusion. 

At the edge of the 2-D geometry, there is a zero concentration boundary 

condition. This reflects entry of Dapivirine into the bloodstream.  

5.5 Results and Analysis 

Model results clearly show the development of protection over time. In 24 hours, 

inhibitory concentrations are almost completely present along the entire vaginal canal 

(Figure 39). After being released from the ring, drug concentrations spread outward 
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from the ring cross-section. The flow of vaginal fluid appears to assist the horizontal 

spread of Dapivirine. Convection pulls the drug down the vaginal axis, where it diffuses 

freely into the adjacent tissues.  

 

 

Figure 39: Development of protection over time. Colored regions denote 

Dapivirine levels >100*IC50. Flux = 50μg/day. Fluid production = 6mL/day 

 

The increase of protection over time can also be demonstrated by quantifying the 

amount of vaginal tissue that is exposed to 100x the IC50 of Dapivirine. (Figure 39) At 4 

hours, only about 40% of the tissue is protected, while after 24 hours almost all tissue is 

exposed to inhibitory concentrations.  
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Figure 40: Fractional vaginal surface protected over time. 

 

IVR flux also influenced drug distribution within the vaginal canal (Figure 41). 

While higher flux rates increase the amount of tissue protected by antiviral compounds, 

a range of release rates may provide effective dosing. However, higher flux rates 

produce higher concentrations in the immediate proximity of the ring, potentially 

threatening toxicity. Dapivirine has a therapeutic index – 
toxic dose

therapeutic dose

 
 
 

 – of 

approximately 15,000.131 However, these results show local concentrations in areas near 

the ring boundaries that are in excess of  15000*IC50 at higher ring fluxes. 
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Figure 41: Influence of drug release flux from IVR. All plots show 

concentrations at 24hrs with a fluid production rate of 6 mL/day. Color denotes 

Dapivirine concentrations >100*IC50. 
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The fraction of vaginal tissue that is protected by inhibitory concentrations of 

drug is slightly influenced by a two-fold increase or decrease of Dapivirine flux from the 

ring (Figure 42).  All doses provided significant along the entire vaginal canal at 24 

hours. 

 

 

Figure 42: Fraction vaginal surface protected at 24hr as a function of ring flux. 
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The flow of vaginal fluid significantly affected the distribution of Dapivirine. 

(Figure 43) This highlights the importance of vaginal fluid in IVR delivery. Drug 

transport by diffusion alone is not sufficient for adequate protection, even after 7 days. 

This suggests that distributions of antiviral compounds may not be equal among 

women, or even within a single woman over the course of her cycle. 

 

 

Figure 43: Influence of vaginal fluid production rate. All plots show 

Dapivirine concentrations at 24hrs with a ring flux of 50 μg/day. Color denotes 

concentrations >100*IC50. 
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Greater fluid flow rates allow the IVR to protect a greater amount of vaginal epithelium 

after 24hrs. (Figure 44)  

 

Figure 44: Fraction of vaginal surface protected at 24hr as a function of fluid 

production rate. Flux = 50μg/day. 

 

5.6 Discussion 

 This initial model of IVR drug delivery provides spatial and temporal 

estimates of local Dapivirine concentrations within the vagina. It can be used to predict 

effective dosing and also potentially harmful, toxic levels of active ingredients that may 

be used in microbicide delivery. 

These results are largely consistent with clinical data on IVR delivery of 

Dapivirine in showing that an IVR can effectively distribute antiviral compounds along 
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the vaginal canal. However, this model, which inputs current, biologically relevant data 

on ring flux, vaginal geometry, fluid conditions, and drug modalities, does not predict 

the extent of protection at four hours measured in an in vivo study of a Dapivirine IVR.34, 

35 This suggests that critical parameters from in vitro measurements (IVR flux, drug 

permeability, etc.) may not reflect true in vivo conditions.  

The presence and movement of vaginal fluid play a critical role in effective drug 

delivery by an IVR. The results suggest that the fluid is responsible for most of the linear 

travel of the antiviral compounds. The vaginal tissue is then exposed to low levels of 

drug in the fluid and the lipophilicity of the compound drives the quick partitioning into 

the tissue. The small clinical trial detected high concentrations of Dapivirine in the 

patients vaginal fluids along the entire length of the vaginal canal, which supports the 

fluid delivery hypothesis. However, since fluid flow is so important to IVR delivery, 

factors affecting its production may affect microbicide performance. Fluid production in 

the vagina may vary with a number of physiological factors (eg. cycle phase/age). This 

could influence both optimization of ring design and time to prophylactic onset after 

ring insertion. However, since rings are designed to be present for long periods of time 

in the vaginal compartment, a delay in prophylactic onset of a few hours due to 

decreased fluid production would most likely have little clinical effect. 

The analysis also shows that IVR flux results in locally high concentration of 

Dapivirine. The high lipophilicity of Dapivirine, combined with the clinical finding of 
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very little drug within the plasma compartment34, 35, could raise concerns of drug toxicity 

over long-tern exposure. If the drug does not partition out of the tissue into the blood 

compartment and persistent ring use continues to load more drug into the vaginal 

compartment, concentrations could reach levels outside the therapeutic range, especially 

at higher ring fluxes. Plasma toxicity is not a concern: in one clinical trial, plasma levels 

of Dapivirine were extremely low, even after 30 days of ring use (<50pg/ml)34, 35 Zero-

order kinetics may not provide the optimal dosing strategy. Constant and continued 

release of a drug from an IVR may cause local drug concentrations to increase beyond 

therapeutic ranges. The long-term persistence of drugs in vaginal tissue may allow, even 

mandate, rings to release lower concentrations of drug, or change the amount of release 

over time to avoid local toxicity. Alternatively, IVR delivery may be able to exploit the 

persistence of antiviral compounds within the vaginal tract by implementing new 

dosing strategies where ring use is non-continuous. A short ring holiday may allow local 

drug concentrations to wane while the vaginal tissues sustain a prophylactic level of 

antiviral concentration.  

5.6.1 Computational Limitations 

This model focuses on a 2-D geometry due to computational constraints. These 

limitations were primarily due to the computational intensity required to create a finite 

element mesh of this IVR geometry. The large aspect ratios between the length scales in 

the model (tissue thickness/vaginal length vs. fluid thickness/ring curvature) placed 
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enormous demands on the COMSOL software. These obstacles may be able to be 

overcome through modifications to the 3-D geometry, the creation of custom mesh 

regions, and an increase in hardware capability. However, the 2-D model may be 

sufficient to answer all IVR related questions at this stage in the development process.  

5.6.2 Conclusions 

The computational model presented in this chapter provides several insights into 

IVR delivery of microbicide. It confirms clinical findings that currently available IVR can 

successful distribute antiviral compounds throughout the vaginal compartment. The 

analysis stresses the importance of vaginal fluid in IVR drug delivery. Complete 

distribution would not be possible without a consistent fluid flow. Finally, the 

computational model raises concerns of local toxicity due to persistent use of an IVR 

with a highly lipophilic compound. Initial clinical trials of IVRs should monitor 

volunteers for any adverse effects.  
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6. Conclusions 
The recent failures of five consecutive microbicide clinical trials have motivated a 

re-evaluation of microbicide product preclinical development. All five unsuccessful 

microbicides showed promise in preclinical and early clinical assessments. New 

generation microbicides are becoming more complex: specific, highly potent agents 

within specialized, engineered delivery vehicles are replacing broad, non-specific 

antiviral compounds within generic hydrogel formulations. This evolution into more 

specialized topical formulations reflects the growing appreciation in the microbicide 

field that neutralizing HIV within the complex vaginal compartment is not a trivial 

undertaking.  

The development of more complex microbicide products requires innovation in 

preclinical testing. This innovation must include enhanced assessments of both active 

compounds and delivery vehicles. In vitro assays and animal models used to evaluate 

antiviral compounds are constantly improving, due to cross-relevance between the 

microbicide, HIV treatment, and HIV vaccine fields. However, preclinical development 

of delivery vehicles for drug delivery to epithelial surfaces is uniquely a microbicide 

problem and receives less attention. There is a clear scientific need for innovative 

methodologies that advance delivery vehicle functionality. 

This dissertation strongly suggests that effective microbicide products will 

require well-engineered delivery vehicles. Regardless of whether it is a hydrogel or an 
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intravaginal ring, the microbicide delivery vehicle directly affects the performance of its 

active ingredient. The previous chapters have presented several new methodologies that 

can be used to evaluate and optimize microbicide delivery vehicles.  

The studies in Chapters 2-4 focus on transport restriction in microbicide 

hydrogels. Chapter 2 presents a theoretical model that highlights the importance of viral 

restriction in microbicide performance. This analysis produces two major conclusions. 

First, microbicides may only need extremely thin (~100µm) coating layers to prevent 

HIV transmission. This finding provides a reference with which to interpret our in vivo 

imaging results for human vaginal coating by gels. Previously, coating thicknesses were 

measured, but there was no context in which to interpret the measurements. It should be 

noted that 100 microns may approximate the post-coital thickness of a coating layer and 

is basically, the  “best-case” senario. Effective coating will probably involve layers 2-3x 

that thickness to ensure proper protection. The theory also provides validation that 

microbicide coating layers do have the potential to inhibit HIV if the microbicide is well-

engineered. Secondly, in an attempt to further define what is involved in a well-

engineered delivery vehicle, analysis of the theoretical model found that product 

effectiveness may be increased by slowing the rate at which HIV migrates to epithelium. 

Further investigation showed that any viral restriction by the microbicide product 

allows any antiviral agents that must neutralize HIV prior to cellular contact more time 

to interact with HIV.  
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The theoretical model also raises concern about the abilities of microbicide 

placebos to slow viral transport (which was confirmed in Chapter 4). In doing so, they 

might affect the natural history of HIV transmission and may decrease infection rates in 

clinical trials by allowing natural vaginal defenses a greater opportunity to inactivate 

HIV. 

The results of this transport analysis motivated the development of two novel 

experimental assays to investigate and quantify the existence and magnitude of viral 

restriction in microbicide hydrogels. Chapter 3 presents a methodology that uses UV 

photolysis and fluorescent scanning to measure diffusion coefficients of particles within 

hydrogels. This technique demonstrated that small molecules and larger dextrans are 

significantly restricted in several hydrogels that were used in microbicide clinical trials. 

These results were significant because they confirmed that hydrogels could affect the 

delivery and release of molecules and showed that differences were present among 

different materials. Therefore, the particle restriction could be both achieved and 

engineered through modifying hydrogel composition and structure.  

Future work involving this assay should have two major aims. The first would 

utilize the methodology as a characterization assay for new hydrogel formulations. For 

example, several new bioresponsive polymers are currently being developed that adjust 

their polymer structure and undergo a phase transition after exposure to a biological 

stimulus (temperature, pH, prostate-specific antigen (PSA))43, 132. This phase change may 
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enhance deployment or provide stimulus controlled drug release. Evaluation of the 

particle diffusion coefficients in these gels at different phase states would provide 

information on their release profiles in vivo. A second potential use for this diffusion 

assay would investigate how several hydrogel structural parameters (molecular weight, 

cross-linking, hydration, charge) affect on particle mobility. This would provide 

information that could be used to optimize future delivery vehicles and placebos.        

Chapter 4 provided direct experimental evidence that microbicide delivery 

vehicles can slow the transport of HIV-1. This assay placed fluid-laden HIV above a 

biologically relevant, 100-300µm thick, layer of gel and measured its transport through 

the gel into the lower compartment. Two placebo gels that have been used in 

microbicide clinical trials were shown to slow the migration of HIV into the lower 

chamber. The significance of these results is three-fold. First, they provide support to the 

theoretical model presented in Chapter 2 by showing that not only may viral restriction 

be advantageous, it is possible. Secondly, the unintentional restriction of viral transport 

by a placebo gel provides has implications for clinical trials. The assumption that 

placebos do not affect HIV transmission must be re-evaluated. Thirdly, the emergence of 

a functional new in vitro assay that measures the ability of a hydrogel to affect viral 

transport will assist the microbicide field in the development of new products.  

Future work involving this bioassay will involve screening new formulations for 

restrictive ability and evaluating the barrier properties of human cervical mucus. 
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Additionally, our lab is evaluating the ability of this assay, with some modifications, to 

measure the agglomeration of HIV-1 by antibodies. Finally, our lab has begun 

preliminary work to incorporate either tissue or a cell monolayer under the gel layer. 

This would potentially allow this assay to test the complete neutralizing ability of a 

microbicide product. 

Together, these three chapters on hydrogel delivery vehicles provide a strong 

argument that the restrictive ability of a microbicide delivery vehicle will have an 

integral role in the overall effectiveness of a microbicide. A slower virus has a greater 

chance to interact with an antiviral molecule and be neutralized. While particle transport 

is only one component of microbicide functionality, microbicide developers must be 

cognizant of its profound effects on product function.  

As an alternative to hydrogels, intravaginal rings are emerging as a promising 

microbicide delivery modality. However, due to the field’s relative inexperience with 

IVR delivery, little has been known about their performance in vivo. To fill this gap, 

Chapter 5 presents an MRI-derived, three-compartment, two-dimensional, finite element 

model of drug delivery by an IVR. This model predicts the temporal and spatial 

distribution of an NNRTI within the vaginal compartment. Analysis of this 

pharmacokinetic model allows investigations into how ring parameters affect drug 

concentrations. Factors affecting prophylactic onset are also evaluated and the flow of 

vaginal fluid was determined an important component of ring delivery. However, the 
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analysis also suggests that local toxicity may be a concern in tissue areas adjacent to the 

IVR after persistent use. Overall, the chapter demonstrates that IVRs may successfully 

deliver antiviral compounds to the entire vaginal compartment, although toxicity should 

be considered throughout their development. 

The studies in this thesis, combined with previous investigations of hydrogel 

coating distributions and coating layer erosion, provide a framework with which to 

evaluate microbicide delivery vehicles and to optimize future microbicide products. 

However, even if the microbicide field does match a potent active ingredient with a 

well-engineered delivery vehicle and develop an effective microbicide, the resulting 

product may not show efficacy. Actual HIV prevention requires a third component, the 

user. Like condoms, microbicides are only effective if they are actually used. Microbicide 

proponents are wagering that female-initiated microbicides will be utilized more 

frequently than the male-dependent condoms. Unfortunately, these hopes may not 

reflect reality: the recent results from the Carraguard trial showed that only 10% of 

participants used the product with every sex act.25, 26 Following from these data, efforts 

to increase user adherence should be incorporated into every microbicide development 

program. The development of IVRs and non-coitally dependent hydrogels will make 

adherence easier, but will not guarantee use. Scientific development must be careful to 

avoid becoming overly myopic: what looks promising in the lab must also function well 

in the field. 
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Microbicides have the ability to significantly slow the spread of HIV and save 

countless lives. However, to do so, they must carefully balance sound research, clinical 

effectiveness, and user acceptability. The studies presented in this thesis provide insight 

into how microbicide delivery can significantly affect microbicide performance. These 

studies will inform the future microbicide development and hopefully contribute to the 

eventual creation of an efficacious product.
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Appendix A: Experimental Protocols 

A.1 Protocol to Determine Diffusion Coefficients (Chapter 2) 

The following protocol is provided as an example of experimental steps. Solution 

concentrations may need to be adjusted depending on the experiment. 

1. Create a 1mg/ml stock solution of caged fluorophore in anhydrous 

dimethyl sulfoxide (AH-DMSO). 

2. Making sure to degas the sonicator before use, sonicate stock solution for 

20 minutes at a high setting (7/10). 

3. Add 0.5 mL of test gel to a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube. 

4. Mix 1 µL of stock solution into test gel with a toothpick or similar tool. 

5. If a small centrifuge is available, centrifuge the 1.5 mL centrifuge tube 

directly with another 1.5 mL centrifuge tube with 0.5 mL of test gel as a 

balance; if only a large centrifuge is available, place the 1.5 mL centrifuge 

tube in a larger centrifuge tube (15-50 mL, depending on the centrifuge 

size), balance with another large centrifuge tube containing a 1.5 mL 

centrifuge tube with 0.5 mL of test gel, and centrifuge. 

6. Clean 5 slides (3 to run the experiment in triplicate, and one each for 

positive and negative controls) with ethanol and kimwipes to remove any 

material that could present background fluorescence. If using dextrans – 
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the slides should have been soaking in a 1%-5% BSA solution for at least 

30 minutes. 

7. Apply silicon adhesive spacers to each slide, approximately 1 cm from the 

end of the slide. The edges of the spacer that border the slide edges may 

need to be trimmed prior to application to allow the scanner registration 

pins to contact the bare slide surface.  

8. Load 20-30 µL of solution into the adhesive spacer reservoir with a 

positive displacement pipette, as evenly as possible in depth and radius 

to avoid contacting adhesive upon sealing; seal reservoir with a coverslip. 

9. Label each slide with run or control name. 

10. Allow slides to equilibrate to room temperature for approximately 10 

minutes; record room temperature. 

11. Take pre-UV-exposure “background” images for each slide. 

12. Place a slide in the masking apparatus (include picture) and expose to 

mercury arc lamp for 15-30 seconds, depending on the test gel and 

fluorophore.  Image the slide in a fluorescence scanner, with GenePix Pro 

5.1.  A preview image should be taken to adjust gain, focus position, and 

other imaging parameters, as well as to determine the imaging area of 

interest (generally the entire reservoir).  The positive control can simply 
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be exposed to UV light on a flat, uniform surface (include picture) and the 

negative control is not exposed to UV light whatsoever. 

13. Take images of each slide at successive time intervals, depending on test 

gel and fluorophore. 

14. Load images into MATLAB working directory; run image analyzing 

program.  

Note: if the fluorescence appears to be increasing throughout the analysis, a 

decrease in fluorophor concentration usually will correct the problem. 

Parts list      Oriel Part Number 

Lamp Housing      66033 

500W Hg lamp      6285 

Beam Turner w/ 1.5in mirror holder   66245 

Dichroic mirror 280-400nm reflectance  66216 
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A.2 Prepartation of Caged-Fluorescein Labeled Microspheres 

(Chapter 3) 

1. Sonicate microspheres for at least 30 minutes. 

2. Prepare 100mL 0.1M bicarbonate buffer @ pH 8.0 

a. 0.8401g Na2CO3 in 100mL ultrapure water 

b. Titrate to pH 8 with concentrated HCl 

i. (Buffer is stable for 2-4 weeks, pH will change over time) 

ii. CHECK buffer pH before using 

3. Dissolve 1mg of CMNB-caged carboxyfluorescein, SE (C20050) in 100µL 

anhydrous DMSO. This gives dye concentration of 10mg/mL (10.386mM, FW 

962.79) Store in refrigerator. 

4. Wash and Dilute Microspheres 

5. Microspheres are at 2% solids (20mg/ml; 2.8E13 particles/mL). Need to dilute to 

1% solids. 

a. Pipette 100 µL of sonicated sphere solution into eppendorf tube. 

b. Add 1.1 mL of bicarbonate buffer – mix well 

c. Place 200 µL into 6 airfuge tubes and centrifuge at 25000G (~47,000rpm) 

for 30 minutes to pellet spheres 

d. Discard supernatant 
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e. Resuspend pellets in 200 µL of buffer – mix well 

f. Centrifuge at 25000G (~47,000rpm) for 30 minutes to pellet spheres 

g. Resuspend spheres in 33 µL buffer (198mL total) and combine into one 

eppendorf tube 

h. Spheres are now at 1% solids (10mg/ml; 1.4E13 particles per mL). 

6. Calcuate amount of dye necessary 

a. Need to add about 1 dye molecule for every amine group on sphere 

surface 

b. Surface area of spheres = 4*pi*(55nm)^2 = 3.8e4 nm^2 

i. = 4*pi*(550Å)^2 = 3.8e6 Å^2 

c. Area per amino group (assuming monolayer) = 111 Å^2 

d. Amino groups per sphere = 3.42e4 

e. # of spheres in 200 µL @ 1.4E13 particles/mL = 2.8e12 

f. Total number of amino groups = 9.576e16 

g. Concentration of dye = 10mg/ml = 10.386 mM 

h. # of particles in 100 µL of 10mg/ml dye = 6.25e17 

7. Conjugate dye to particles – PROTECT FROM LIGHT from now on! 

a. Add 100 µL of sphere solution to clean eppendorf tube. 

b. Add 50 µL of dye and mix thoroughly. 

c. Continue to agitate at room temperature for 1hour 
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d. To stop reaction, add 1.05 mL of clean DI water 

e. Put 200 µL into 6 airfuge tubes and centrifuge at 25000G (~47,000rpm) for 

30  minutes to pellet spheres 

f. Discard supernatant 

g. Resuspend in 200 µL of DI water – mix and centrifuge again 

h. Repeat wash steps for 3 total washes 

i. Final resuspend in 33 µL of water to restore 1% solids (10mg/ml)  and 

combine  into eppendorf tube 

8. Add particles to gel 

a. Must have no more than 1e10 particles/ml to keep dilute solution 

b. Particles are now at 1.4e13 particles/ml 

c. To make gel solution at 1e10 particles per ml add 10 µL of particle 

solution to 10  mL of gel 

 

NOTE: A dialysis chamber can be used in place of the multiple wash steps. 

Dialysis with a 3,500MW cutoff chamber allows better recovery than the 

centrifugation steps. 
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A.3 Transport Assay Protocol (Chapter 4) 

A.3.1 Setup 

96-well Transwell plate 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

A -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

B -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

C -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

D -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

DU156 

E -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

F -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

G -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

H -- NM NM MO MO GEL1 GEL1 GEL1 GEL2 GEL2 GEL2 -- 

TRO 

  

HIV-1 DU156 

Standard 96-well plate 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

A CC VC T A3 T A4 T A5 T A6 T A7 T A8 T A9 T A10 T A11 T A12 

B CC VC B A3 B A4 B A5 B A6 B A7 B A8 B A9 B A10 B A11 B A12 

C CC VC T B3 T B4 T B5 T B6 T B7 T B8 T B9 T B10 T B11 T B12 

D CC VC B B3 B B4 B B5 B B6 B B7 B B8 B B9 B B10 B B11 B B12 

E CC VC T C3 T C4 T C5 T C6 T C7 T C8 T C9 T C10 T C11 T C12 

F CC VC B C3 B C4 B C5 B C6 B C7 B C8 B C9 B C10 B C11 B C12 

G CC VC T D3 T D4 T D5 T D6 T D7 T D8 T D9 T D10 T D11 T D12 

H CC VC B D3 B D4 B D5 B D6 B D7 B D8 B D9 B D10 B D11 B D12 
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HIV-1 TRO 

Standard 96-well plate 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

A CC VC T E3 T E4 T E5 T E6 T E7 T E8 T E9 T E10 T E11 T E12 

B CC VC B E3 B E4 B E5 B E6 B E7 B E8 B E9 B E10 B E11 B E12 

C CC VC T F3 T F4 T F5 T F6 T F7 T F8 T F9 T F10 T F11 T F12 

D CC VC B F3 B F4 B F5 B F6 B F7 B F8 B F9 B F10 B F11 B F12 

E CC VC T G3 T G4 T G5 T G6 T G7 T G8 T G9 T G10 T G11 T G12 

F CC VC B G3 B G4 B G5 B G6 B G7 B G8 B G9 B G10 B G11 B G12 

G CC VC T H3 T H4 T H5 T H6 T H7 T H8 T H9 T H10 T H11 T H12 

H CC VC B H3 B H4 B H5 B H6 B H7 B H8 B H9 B H10 B H11 B H12 

 

  

A.3.2 Protocol 

1. Assay Start 

a. Separate the top Transwell insert plate from the bottom receiver plate. 

b. Place the insert plate into a standard 96-well plate. 

c. Place 235µl media in all wells of the Transwell receiver plate (bottom), 

cover and set aside. 

d. Make 1:50 dilutions of HIV-1 DU156 and HIV-1 TRO in media. Label 

and set aside 

e. Add volume of gel to top wells using plunger 

f. After completing each row of gel layers, gently place 75µl of virus 

onto the gel layers. 
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g. When all gel layers and virus has been added to the top wells, gently 

remove the insert well from the 96-well plate holder and place into 

the filled receiver plate. 

h. Immediately place the filled Transwell into the incubator. 

i. Add virus control rows to the corresponding assay plates and place 

into incubator. 

2. Sample (12 & 24hr) 

a. Add 100µl of media to rows A, C, E, and G of the 96-well assay plates. 

b. Remove 50µl from the top insert plate and place into the 

corresponding rows (A, C, E, G) in the assay plate. 

c. Remove 150µl from the bottom transwell receiver plate and place into 

the corresponding rows (B, D, F, H) in the assay plate. 

d. Repeat at 24hr. 

3. Add 100μl cells and incubate for 48 hours. 

4. Read plates  
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Appendix B: MATLAB Code 

B.1 HIV Transport and Neutralization Model 

B.1.1 Papacode.m 

% PapaCode.m 

% Created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% Last modified: March 16, 2008 

% Papacode.m is just the main m.file to run all the HIV model solvers 

% It allows you to run the model several times with different inputs  

% of potency (Kd) and Diffusion coefficients. 

% Solutions are saved internally within each model (Track61HIVX.m) 

% All constants used are input into a separate constant m.file, 

% track61constants.m  

% Since all constants are non-dimensionlized (MATLAB hates really 

% small concentration values) you need to adjust the time vector 

% within each model m.file if you adjust Kd, D, or Cm. Instructions 

% for doing this are within the m-file. 

%--------------------------------------------- 

%           START PROGRAM 

%---------------------------------------------- 

clear all;close all; %initialize and clear 

%set global varables 

%this allows variables to be used between all functions 

global Dvs Dmg Dms Dvg Cmo Cvo LB L Kd kgel 
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disp('code running.....please wait') % output to user 

track61constants % calls m.file with constants 

Kd=1e-7          % sets kd (potency) value for the next evaluation  

Dvg(1)=Dvs;      % adjust D values 

Dmg(1)=Dms; 

Track61HIV       %run model code 

disp('code finished.....thank you for using MATLAB') 

clear all 

track61constants 

Dvg(1)=Dvs; 

Kd=1e-9 

Dmg(1)=Dms; 

Track61HIV2 

 

clear all 

track61constants 

Dvg(1)=Dvs; 

Kd=1e-11 

Dmg(1)=Dms; 

Track61HIV3 

  

clear all 

track61constants 

Dvg(1)=Dvs; 

Kd=1e-13 

Dmg(1)=Dms; 

Track61HIV4 
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disp('all done') 

  

%What they all mean 

% Cmo1 = 1e-9 

% Cmo2 = 10e-9 

% Cmo3 = 100e-9 

% Cmo4 = 1000e-9 

% Dvg1 = 5*Dvs 

% Dvg2 = Dvs 

% Dvg3 = 0.1Dvs 

% Dvg4=0.01Dvs 

B.1.2 track61constants.m 

%track61constants 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% Last modified: March 16, 2008 

clear all 

%Here is the listing of all variables used in the calculation 

%of the diffusion of HIV through a gel layer 

%%%%%%%%%Variables needed to calculate mesh size%%%%%%%%%%%% 

global D Vf A part Do Rgp Rs Pepi Cmo Dvs Dmg Dms Dvg LB L Kd 

%%%%%%%%Variables needed to calculate Diffusion Coeff%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Rs = 70e-7;                  %70nm radius HIV particle 

Rgp = 7e-7;                  %7nm radius gp120; 

k = 1.3807e-16;              %Bolzman constant in cgs 
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T = 310;                     %Temperature in Kelvin 

eta = 0.05;                  %Viscosity of semen in Poise 

Pepi = 1e-6;                 %Permeability Coeff in cm/s 

Rmicro10 = 1e-7;             %10 Angstrom small microbicide 

Rmicro25 = 2.5e-7;           %25 Angstrom radius protein microbicide 

Do = (k*T)/(6*pi*eta*Rs);    %Viral diffusion constant in semen 

 

p = 55/25;   %major axis/minor axis for CV-N 

% Calculate diffusion coefficients of particles 

Dmicro10 = (k*T)/(6*pi*eta*Rmicro10);        

Dmicro25 = (k*T)/((6*pi*eta*2.5e-7*(p^2-1)^.5)/... 

    (p^(1/3)*log(p+(p^2-1)^.5))); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Other Variables%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Vf = 1.5;        %%%total fluid volume in ML 

A = 50 ;         %%total gel/fluid surface area in CM 

part = 1;        %%part coefficient gel/fluid 

%%------------------------------------------------------------- 

%%%%----concentrations and matrices  

Cvo = 1e6/6.02e23*1000;    %Concentration of HIV in Semen (Molar) 

Cmo = (1000e-9); %concentration of microbicide (Molar) 

Kd = 1e-9; 

% Kd=0; 

Dvs = Do ;              %Viral Stokes Diffusion Coeff 

Dms = Dmicro25 ;        %Microbicide Stokes Diffusion Coeff 

lengthscale = ones(12,1); 

L = 100e-4;                     %length of compartment(cm)(100microns) 

LB = lengthscale*L; 
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Dvg = [0.01*Dvs*ones(6,1);Dvs*ones(6,1)];   %Viral Diffusion in Gel 

%Microbicide Diffusion in Gel 

Dmg = [0.1;1;0.1;1;0.1;1;0.1;1;0.1;1;0.1;1]*Dms;  

i=1; 

ksemen = (2*pi*6.02e23*(Dms+Dvs)*Rgp^2)/(10*1000*Rs); 

kgel = (2*pi*6.02e23*(Dmg(i)+Dvg(i))*Rgp^2)/(10*1000*Rs) 

%forward rate constants in semen(s) and gel(g) 

kfs = (2*pi*6.02e23*(Dms+Dvs)*(Rgp^2))/(10*1000*Rs); 

kfg = (2*pi*6.02e23*(Dmg+Dvg)*(Rgp^2))/(10*1000*Rs); 

% bigconstsemen = kfs*Cmo(1)*L^2./Dvg 

% bigconstgel = kfg.*Cmo(1).*L^2./Dvg 

B.1.3 Track61HIV.m 

%Track61HIV 

% Created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% Last modified , March 16, 2008 

  

% This is the solver code 

% It tracks the transport and neutralization of HIV in a microbicide 

% layer. To do this, it accounts for 61 interconverting populations of 

% HIV in two different compartment. Each of the 60 populations of HIV 

% account for virus with a different number of microbicide molecules 

% bound ...0 bound, 1 bound, 2 bound .... etc 

% The equations are solved simulataneously and are interdependent. 

% The concentration of one virus population is used to calculate the 

% liklihood that that virus will convert into the next, or previous 

% population.  
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% This code will take approximately 15-20 minutes to run on a 2GHz 

% machine 

%Must run this code through Papacode.m to ensure all constants are 

%loaded. 

function Track61HIV 

% global Dvs Dmg Dms Dvg Cmo Cvo LB Rgp Rs i  

global Dvg i 

%------------------------------------------------------------------ 

m = 0;        %geometry of pde solver set to slab   

% x vector is designed to have maximum number of points at 

% interfaces and less points where gradual changes occur to maximize 

% result precision while minimizing solver time. 

x = [linspace(-1,-.2, 35) linspace(-.19,-.001,20)...  

    0 linspace(.001,.19,10) linspace(.2,1,20)] ;  

% The time vector is only where timepoints are requested for output.  

% The pdepe solver automatically selects its own time vector, but will 

% output solution times at the inputted t-vector. 

  

%Time is non-dimensional--and so must be changed if you change any of 

%the variables that were used to non-dimensionalize time. This 

%includes kd, D, and Cmo 

t = logspace(2,6,50); 

%Standard (using values from track61constants) = t goes from 1 to 5 

%Kd increase moves 1 left (i.e. t now goes from 1 to 5) for every 

%power of 10 

%Move 1 right if no hindered diffusion 

%Cmo drop moves 1 left every power of 10 
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%No change on L 

%---------SOLVER LOOP----------------------------------------- 

fix(clock) 

sol = zeros(length(t),length(x),62);    %set solution vector 

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex1pde,@pdex1ic,@pdex1bc,x,t);   %solver 

fix(clock) 

save diffsolstandardDfast   %save file for later analysis 

%----------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

%--------Equations to be solved----------------------- 

%--------------------------- 

function [c,f,s] = pdex1pde(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global Dvs Dmg Dms Dvg Cmo Cvo LB Rgp Rs i L Kd kgel 

i=1;  

ksemen = (2*pi*6.02e23*(Dms+Dvs)*Rgp^2)/(10*1000*Rs); 

kgel = (2*pi*6.02e23*(Dmg(i)+Dvg(i))*Rgp^2)/(10*1000*Rs); 

%--------first set of equations is virus, second is microbicide 

if x<=0 % equations for semen layer 

    %---------Semen Layer-------------------------------- 

    c = ones(62,1);         %61 virus conditions, one microbicide               

     

    fstart = (Dvg(i)./(L^2*kgel.*Cmo(i))); 

    f =                     fstart*[DuDx(1) 

                                    DuDx(2) 

                                    DuDx(3) 

                                    DuDx(4) 

                                    DuDx(5) 
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                                    DuDx(6) 

                                    DuDx(7) 

                                    DuDx(8) 

                                    DuDx(9) 

                                    DuDx(10) 

                                    DuDx(11) 

                                    DuDx(12) 

                                    DuDx(13) 

                                    DuDx(14) 

                                    DuDx(15) 

                                    DuDx(16) 

                                    DuDx(17) 

                                    DuDx(18) 

                                    DuDx(19) 

                                    DuDx(20) 

                                    DuDx(21) 

                                    DuDx(22) 

                                    DuDx(23) 

                                    DuDx(24) 

                                    DuDx(25) 

                                    DuDx(26) 

                                    DuDx(27) 

                                    DuDx(28) 

                                    DuDx(29) 

                                    DuDx(30) 

                                    DuDx(31) 

                                    DuDx(32) 
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                                    DuDx(33) 

                                    DuDx(34) 

                                    DuDx(35) 

                                    DuDx(36) 

                                    DuDx(37) 

                                    DuDx(38) 

                                    DuDx(39) 

                                    DuDx(40) 

                                    DuDx(41) 

                                    DuDx(42) 

                                    DuDx(43) 

                                    DuDx(44) 

                                    DuDx(45) 

                                    DuDx(46) 

                                    DuDx(47) 

                                    DuDx(48) 

                                    DuDx(49) 

                                    DuDx(40) 

                                    DuDx(51) 

                                    DuDx(52) 

                                    DuDx(53) 

                                    DuDx(54) 

                                    DuDx(55) 

                                    DuDx(56) 

                                    DuDx(57) 

                                    DuDx(58) 

                                    DuDx(59) 
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                                    DuDx(60) 

                                    DuDx(61) 

                                    (Dmg(i)/Dvg(i))*DuDx(62)]; 

  

krsemen = ksemen*Kd;                                

kconst = (krsemen/(kgel*Cmo(i))); 

ks = ksemen/kgel;                             

                                 

    s = [-60*ks*u(62)*u(1)+kconst*u(2) 

   60*ks*u(62)*u(1)-1*kconst*u(2)-59*ks*u(62)*u(2)+2*kconst*u(3) 

   59*ks*u(62)*u(2)-2*kconst*u(3)-58*ks*u(62)*u(3)+3*kconst*u(4) 

   58*ks*u(62)*u(3)-3*kconst*u(4)-57*ks*u(62)*u(4)+4*kconst*u(5) 

   57*ks*u(62)*u(4)-4*kconst*u(5)-56*ks*u(62)*u(5)+5*kconst*u(6) 

   56*ks*u(62)*u(5)-5*kconst*u(6)-55*ks*u(62)*u(6)+6*kconst*u(7)  

   55*ks*u(62)*u(6)-6*kconst*u(7)-54*ks*u(62)*u(7)+7*kconst*u(8)  

   54*ks*u(62)*u(7)-7*kconst*u(8)-53*ks*u(62)*u(8)+8*kconst*u(9)  

   53*ks*u(62)*u(8)-8*kconst*u(9)-52*ks*u(62)*u(9)+9*kconst*u(10)  

   52*ks*u(62)*u(9)-9*kconst*u(10)-51*ks*u(62)*u(10)+10*kconst*u(11)  

   51*ks*u(62)*u(10)-10*kconst*u(11)-50*ks*u(62)*u(11)+11*kconst*u(12)  

   50*ks*u(62)*u(11)-11*kconst*u(12)-49*ks*u(62)*u(12)+12*kconst*u(13)  

   49*ks*u(62)*u(12)-12*kconst*u(13)-48*ks*u(62)*u(13)+13*kconst*u(14)  

   48*ks*u(62)*u(13)-13*kconst*u(14)-47*ks*u(62)*u(14)+14*kconst*u(15)  

   47*ks*u(62)*u(14)-14*kconst*u(15)-46*ks*u(62)*u(15)+15*kconst*u(16)  

   46*ks*u(62)*u(15)-15*kconst*u(16)-45*ks*u(62)*u(16)+16*kconst*u(17)  

   45*ks*u(62)*u(16)-16*kconst*u(17)-44*ks*u(62)*u(17)+17*kconst*u(18)  

   44*ks*u(62)*u(17)-17*kconst*u(18)-43*ks*u(62)*u(18)+18*kconst*u(19)  
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   43*ks*u(62)*u(18)-18*kconst*u(19)-42*ks*u(62)*u(19)+19*kconst*u(20)  

   42*ks*u(62)*u(19)-19*kconst*u(20)-41*ks*u(62)*u(20)+20*kconst*u(21)  

   41*ks*u(62)*u(20)-20*kconst*u(21)-40*ks*u(62)*u(21)+21*kconst*u(22)  

   40*ks*u(62)*u(21)-21*kconst*u(22)-39*ks*u(62)*u(22)+22*kconst*u(23)  

   39*ks*u(62)*u(22)-22*kconst*u(23)-38*ks*u(62)*u(23)+23*kconst*u(24)   

   38*ks*u(62)*u(23)-23*kconst*u(24)-37*ks*u(62)*u(24)+24*kconst*u(25)   

   37*ks*u(62)*u(24)-24*kconst*u(25)-36*ks*u(62)*u(25)+25*kconst*u(26)   

   36*ks*u(62)*u(25)-25*kconst*u(26)-35*ks*u(62)*u(26)+26*kconst*u(27)   

   35*ks*u(62)*u(26)-26*kconst*u(27)-34*ks*u(62)*u(27)+27*kconst*u(28)   

   34*ks*u(62)*u(27)-27*kconst*u(28)-33*ks*u(62)*u(28)+28*kconst*u(29)  

   33*ks*u(62)*u(28)-28*kconst*u(29)-32*ks*u(62)*u(29)+29*kconst*u(30)  

   32*ks*u(62)*u(29)-29*kconst*u(30)-31*ks*u(62)*u(30)+30*kconst*u(31)  

   31*ks*u(62)*u(30)-30*kconst*u(31)-30*ks*u(62)*u(31)+31*kconst*u(32)  

   30*ks*u(62)*u(31)-31*kconst*u(32)-29*ks*u(62)*u(32)+32*kconst*u(33)  

   29*ks*u(62)*u(32)-32*kconst*u(33)-28*ks*u(62)*u(33)+33*kconst*u(34)  

   28*ks*u(62)*u(33)-33*kconst*u(34)-27*ks*u(62)*u(34)+34*kconst*u(35)  

   27*ks*u(62)*u(34)-34*kconst*u(35)-26*ks*u(62)*u(35)+35*kconst*u(36)  

   26*ks*u(62)*u(35)-35*kconst*u(36)-25*ks*u(62)*u(36)+36*kconst*u(37)  

   25*ks*u(62)*u(36)-36*kconst*u(37)-24*ks*u(62)*u(37)+37*kconst*u(38) 

   24*ks*u(62)*u(37)-37*kconst*u(38)-23*ks*u(62)*u(38)+38*kconst*u(39)  

   23*ks*u(62)*u(38)-38*kconst*u(39)-22*ks*u(62)*u(39)+39*kconst*u(40)  

   22*ks*u(62)*u(39)-39*kconst*u(40)-21*ks*u(62)*u(40)+40*kconst*u(41)   

   21*ks*u(62)*u(40)-40*kconst*u(41)-20*ks*u(62)*u(41)+41*kconst*u(42)  

   20*ks*u(62)*u(41)-41*kconst*u(42)-19*ks*u(62)*u(42)+42*kconst*u(43)  

   19*ks*u(62)*u(42)-42*kconst*u(43)-18*ks*u(62)*u(43)+43*kconst*u(44)  

   18*ks*u(62)*u(43)-43*kconst*u(44)-17*ks*u(62)*u(44)+44*kconst*u(45)  

   17*ks*u(62)*u(44)-44*kconst*u(45)-16*ks*u(62)*u(45)+45*kconst*u(46)  
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   16*ks*u(62)*u(45)-45*kconst*u(46)-15*ks*u(62)*u(46)+46*kconst*u(47)  

   15*ks*u(62)*u(46)-46*kconst*u(47)-14*ks*u(62)*u(47)+47*kconst*u(48)  

   14*ks*u(62)*u(47)-47*kconst*u(48)-13*ks*u(62)*u(48)+48*kconst*u(49)   

   13*ks*u(62)*u(48)-48*kconst*u(49)-12*ks*u(62)*u(49)+49*kconst*u(50)  

   12*ks*u(62)*u(49)-49*kconst*u(50)-11*ks*u(62)*u(50)+50*kconst*u(51)  

   11*ks*u(62)*u(50)-50*kconst*u(51)-10*ks*u(62)*u(51)+51*kconst*u(52)  

   10*ks*u(62)*u(51)-51*kconst*u(52)-9*ks*u(62)*u(52)+52*kconst*u(53)  

    9*ks*u(62)*u(52)-52*kconst*u(53)-8*ks*u(62)*u(53)+53*kconst*u(54)  

    8*ks*u(62)*u(53)-53*kconst*u(54)-7*ks*u(62)*u(54)+54*kconst*u(55)   

    7*ks*u(62)*u(54)-54*kconst*u(55)-6*ks*u(62)*u(55)+55*kconst*u(56)   

    6*ks*u(62)*u(55)-55*kconst*u(56)-5*ks*u(62)*u(56)+56*kconst*u(57)   

    5*ks*u(62)*u(56)-56*kconst*u(57)-4*ks*u(62)*u(57)+57*kconst*u(58)    

    4*ks*u(62)*u(57)-57*kconst*u(58)-3*ks*u(62)*u(58)+58*kconst*u(59)     

    3*ks*u(62)*u(58)-58*kconst*u(59)-2*ks*u(62)*u(59)+59*kconst*u(60)    

    2*ks*u(62)*u(59)-59*kconst*u(60)-1*ks*u(62)*u(60)+60*kconst*u(61)    

    1*ks*u(62)*u(60)-60*kconst*u(61)   

         0]; 

 else 

    %------Microbicide Gel Layer------------------------ 

     c = ones(62,1);         %61 virus conditions, one microbicide               

    f = (Dvg(i)/(L^2*kgel*Cmo(i)))*[DuDx(1) 

                                    DuDx(2) 

                                    DuDx(3) 

                                    DuDx(4) 

                                    DuDx(5) 

                                    DuDx(6) 

                                    DuDx(7) 
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                                    DuDx(8) 

                                    DuDx(9) 

                                    DuDx(10) 

                                    DuDx(11) 

                                    DuDx(12) 

                                    DuDx(13) 

                                    DuDx(14) 

                                    DuDx(15) 

                                    DuDx(16) 

                                    DuDx(17) 

                                    DuDx(18) 

                                    DuDx(19) 

                                    DuDx(20) 

                                    DuDx(21) 

                                    DuDx(22) 

                                    DuDx(23) 

                                    DuDx(24) 

                                    DuDx(25) 

                                    DuDx(26) 

                                    DuDx(27) 

                                    DuDx(28) 

                                    DuDx(29) 

                                    DuDx(30) 

                                    DuDx(31) 

                                    DuDx(32) 

                                    DuDx(33) 

                                    DuDx(34) 
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                                    DuDx(35) 

                                    DuDx(36) 

                                    DuDx(37) 

                                    DuDx(38) 

                                    DuDx(39) 

                                    DuDx(40) 

                                    DuDx(41) 

                                    DuDx(42) 

                                    DuDx(43) 

                                    DuDx(44) 

                                    DuDx(45) 

                                    DuDx(46) 

                                    DuDx(47) 

                                    DuDx(48) 

                                    DuDx(49) 

                                    DuDx(40) 

                                    DuDx(51) 

                                    DuDx(52) 

                                    DuDx(53) 

                                    DuDx(54) 

                                    DuDx(55) 

                                    DuDx(56) 

                                    DuDx(57) 

                                    DuDx(58) 

                                    DuDx(59) 

                                    DuDx(60) 

                                    DuDx(61) 
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                                    (Dmg(i)/Dvg(i))*DuDx(62)]; 

  

   krgel = kgel*Kd ;                               

    kconst = (krgel/(kgel*Cmo(i)));      

     

    s = [-60*u(62)*u(1)+kconst*u(2) 

        60*u(62)*u(1)-1*kconst*u(2)-59*u(62)*u(2)+2*kconst*u(3) 

        59*u(62)*u(2)-2*kconst*u(3)-58*u(62)*u(3)+3*kconst*u(4) 

        58*u(62)*u(3)-3*kconst*u(4)-57*u(62)*u(4)+4*kconst*u(5) 

        57*u(62)*u(4)-4*kconst*u(5)-56*u(62)*u(5)+5*kconst*u(6) 

        56*u(62)*u(5)-5*kconst*u(6)-55*u(62)*u(6)+6*kconst*u(7) 

        55*u(62)*u(6)-6*kconst*u(7)-54*u(62)*u(7)+7*kconst*u(8) 

        54*u(62)*u(7)-7*kconst*u(8)-53*u(62)*u(8)+8*kconst*u(9) 

        53*u(62)*u(8)-8*kconst*u(9)-52*u(62)*u(9)+9*kconst*u(10) 

        52*u(62)*u(9)-9*kconst*u(10)-51*u(62)*u(10)+10*kconst*u(11) 

        51*u(62)*u(10)-10*kconst*u(11)-50*u(62)*u(11)+11*kconst*u(12)  

        50*u(62)*u(11)-11*kconst*u(12)-49*u(62)*u(12)+12*kconst*u(13)  

        49*u(62)*u(12)-12*kconst*u(13)-48*u(62)*u(13)+13*kconst*u(14)  

        48*u(62)*u(13)-13*kconst*u(14)-47*u(62)*u(14)+14*kconst*u(15)  

        47*u(62)*u(14)-14*kconst*u(15)-46*u(62)*u(15)+15*kconst*u(16)  

        46*u(62)*u(15)-15*kconst*u(16)-45*u(62)*u(16)+16*kconst*u(17)   

        45*u(62)*u(16)-16*kconst*u(17)-44*u(62)*u(17)+17*kconst*u(18)   

        44*u(62)*u(17)-17*kconst*u(18)-43*u(62)*u(18)+18*kconst*u(19)   

        43*u(62)*u(18)-18*kconst*u(19)-42*u(62)*u(19)+19*kconst*u(20)   

        42*u(62)*u(19)-19*kconst*u(20)-41*u(62)*u(20)+20*kconst*u(21)   

        41*u(62)*u(20)-20*kconst*u(21)-40*u(62)*u(21)+21*kconst*u(22)   
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        40*u(62)*u(21)-21*kconst*u(22)-39*u(62)*u(22)+22*kconst*u(23)  

        39*u(62)*u(22)-22*kconst*u(23)-38*u(62)*u(23)+23*kconst*u(24)  

        38*u(62)*u(23)-23*kconst*u(24)-37*u(62)*u(24)+24*kconst*u(25)  

        37*u(62)*u(24)-24*kconst*u(25)-36*u(62)*u(25)+25*kconst*u(26) 

        36*u(62)*u(25)-25*kconst*u(26)-35*u(62)*u(26)+26*kconst*u(27) 

        35*u(62)*u(26)-26*kconst*u(27)-34*u(62)*u(27)+27*kconst*u(28)  

        34*u(62)*u(27)-27*kconst*u(28)-33*u(62)*u(28)+28*kconst*u(29)  

        33*u(62)*u(28)-28*kconst*u(29)-32*u(62)*u(29)+29*kconst*u(30)   

        32*u(62)*u(29)-29*kconst*u(30)-31*u(62)*u(30)+30*kconst*u(31)   

        31*u(62)*u(30)-30*kconst*u(31)-30*u(62)*u(31)+31*kconst*u(32)   

        30*u(62)*u(31)-31*kconst*u(32)-29*u(62)*u(32)+32*kconst*u(33)   

        29*u(62)*u(32)-32*kconst*u(33)-28*u(62)*u(33)+33*kconst*u(34)    

        28*u(62)*u(33)-33*kconst*u(34)-27*u(62)*u(34)+34*kconst*u(35)    

        27*u(62)*u(34)-34*kconst*u(35)-26*u(62)*u(35)+35*kconst*u(36)    

        26*u(62)*u(35)-35*kconst*u(36)-25*u(62)*u(36)+36*kconst*u(37)   

        25*u(62)*u(36)-36*kconst*u(37)-24*u(62)*u(37)+37*kconst*u(38)   

        24*u(62)*u(37)-37*kconst*u(38)-23*u(62)*u(38)+38*kconst*u(39)   

        23*u(62)*u(38)-38*kconst*u(39)-22*u(62)*u(39)+39*kconst*u(40)  

        22*u(62)*u(39)-39*kconst*u(40)-21*u(62)*u(40)+40*kconst*u(41)  

        21*u(62)*u(40)-40*kconst*u(41)-20*u(62)*u(41)+41*kconst*u(42)  

        20*u(62)*u(41)-41*kconst*u(42)-19*u(62)*u(42)+42*kconst*u(43)  

        19*u(62)*u(42)-42*kconst*u(43)-18*u(62)*u(43)+43*kconst*u(44)  

        18*u(62)*u(43)-43*kconst*u(44)-17*u(62)*u(44)+44*kconst*u(45)  

        17*u(62)*u(44)-44*kconst*u(45)-16*u(62)*u(45)+45*kconst*u(46)  

        16*u(62)*u(45)-45*kconst*u(46)-15*u(62)*u(46)+46*kconst*u(47)  

        15*u(62)*u(46)-46*kconst*u(47)-14*u(62)*u(47)+47*kconst*u(48)  

        14*u(62)*u(47)-47*kconst*u(48)-13*u(62)*u(48)+48*kconst*u(49)  
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        13*u(62)*u(48)-48*kconst*u(49)-12*u(62)*u(49)+49*kconst*u(50)  

        12*u(62)*u(49)-49*kconst*u(50)-11*u(62)*u(50)+50*kconst*u(51)  

        11*u(62)*u(50)-50*kconst*u(51)-10*u(62)*u(51)+51*kconst*u(52)   

        10*u(62)*u(51)-51*kconst*u(52)-9*u(62)*u(52)+52*kconst*u(53)   

         9*u(62)*u(52)-52*kconst*u(53)-8*u(62)*u(53)+53*kconst*u(54)   

         8*u(62)*u(53)-53*kconst*u(54)-7*u(62)*u(54)+54*kconst*u(55)  

         7*u(62)*u(54)-54*kconst*u(55)-6*u(62)*u(55)+55*kconst*u(56)  

         6*u(62)*u(55)-55*kconst*u(56)-5*u(62)*u(56)+56*kconst*u(57)  

         5*u(62)*u(56)-56*kconst*u(57)-4*u(62)*u(57)+57*kconst*u(58)  

         4*u(62)*u(57)-57*kconst*u(58)-3*u(62)*u(58)+58*kconst*u(59)  

         3*u(62)*u(58)-58*kconst*u(59)-2*u(62)*u(59)+59*kconst*u(60)  

         2*u(62)*u(59)-59*kconst*u(60)-1*u(62)*u(60)+60*kconst*u(61)  

         1*u(62)*u(60)-60*kconst*u(61) 

         0]; 

 end 

%-------------------------------- 

%------------------------------------------------------ 

%------Initial Conditions 

function u0 = pdex1ic(x) 

initial = zeros(61,1); 

if x<=0 

    u0 = [1;initial] ;     %Intial virus has nothing bound --  

                            %no microbicide 

else 

    u0 = [initial;1];      %No Virus, All microbicide in Gel     

end 

%-------------- 
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%-------------Boundary conditions 

function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex1bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t1) 

global Pepi LB Dvg Dmg i L kgel Cmo 

i=1; 

initial = zeros(61,1); 

zro = zeros(62,1); 

ons = ones(62,1); 

onsinit = ones(61,1); 

pl = [zro];             %No flux boundary condition for both Virus                        

ql = [ons];             %and microbicide on left boundary         

pr = [initial;Pepi*LB(i)/Dmg(i)*ur(62)];%No flux boundary for virus, 

%Permeability coeff const flux for microbic 

qr = [onsinit;(L^2*kgel*Cmo(i))/Dmg(i)];  

B.1.4 pptplots.m 

%pptplots 

%Created by Anthony Geonnotti 

%Last modified March 16, 2008 

% This m.file just provides a brief example of how to plot results of 

% the outputs from Track61HIV.m 

close all 

track61constants        %need to load constants again 

load diffsolstandardDfast     %load in MAT file of choice 

% Kd=1e-7 

% Cmo=10e-9 

Dvg(1)=Dvs; 

Dmg(1)=Dms; 
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vw1 = [55 70]; %good 3d angle 

vw2=[90 90];     %good overhead angle 

i=1; 

kgel =(2*pi*6.02e23*(Dmg(i)+Dvg(i))*Rgp^2)/(10*1000*Rs); 

  

%find infectious virus -- first 50 are still infectious. (they have 

%less than 50 CV-N bound) 

totalconcIV = 0; 

for i=1:50 

totalconcIV = totalconcIV + sol(:,:,i); 

end 

  

%find neutralized virus (Virus with >50 CV-N bound) 

totalconcNV = 0; 

for i=51:61 

totalconcNV = totalconcNV + sol(:,:,i); 

end 

  

%make plot dimensional 

xreal = x*L*10^4; 

treal = t/(kgel*Cmo); 

%plot figures 

figure(1) 

surf(xreal,treal,totalconcIV(:,:)) 

set(gca, 'Yscale','log','Fontsize',14) 

caxis([0 1]) 
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view(vw1) 

axis tight 

% title('Standard Conditions') 

xlabel('Microns', 'Fontsize',30) 

ylabel('Seconds','fontsize',30) 

zlabel('Concentration','fontsize',20) 

hold on 

% shading faceted 

shading flat 

% colormap(winter) 

colormap(jet) 

  

figure(2) 

surf(xreal,treal,totalconcIV(:,:)) 

set(gca, 'Yscale','log','Fontsize',14) 

caxis([0 1]) 

colorbar 

view(vw2) 

axis tight 

% title('Standard Conditions') 

xlabel('Microns', 'Fontsize',18) 

ylabel('Seconds','fontsize',18) 

zlabel('Concentration','fontsize',14) 

hold on 

% shading faceted 

shading flat 

% colormap(winter) 
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colormap(jet) 

  

%Plot microbicide concentraions 

figure(3) 

surf(xreal,treal,sol(:,:,62)) 

set(gca, 'Yscale','log','Fontsize',14) 

caxis([0 1]) 

colorbar 

view(vw1) 

axis tight 

% title('Standard Conditions') 

xlabel('Microns', 'Fontsize',18) 

ylabel('Seconds','fontsize',18) 

zlabel('Concentration','fontsize',14) 

hold on 

% shading faceted 

shading flat 

  

figure(4) 

surf(xreal,treal,sol(:,:,62)) 

set(gca, 'Yscale','log','Fontsize',18) 

caxis([0 1]) 

colorbar 

view(vw2) 

axis tight 

% title('Standard Conditions') 
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xlabel('Microns', 'Fontsize',18) 

ylabel('Seconds','fontsize',18) 

zlabel('Concentration','fontsize',14) 

hold on 

% shading faceted 

shading flat 

colormap(cool) 

B.2 Code to Analyze Scanned Images of Particle Diffusion. 

B.2.1 ScanAnalyzeAll.m 

% ScanAnalyzeAll.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% This is the master program to analyze scanned images 

% from the Genepix Scanner and output diffusion coefficients 

% requires MATLAB + Image Processing Toolbox 

% necessary sub-m.files (in order of appearance) 

%  questions.m 

%  displayall.m 

%  Xcorrelation.m 

%  regioncrop.m 

%  trimintensityvector.m 

%  avgcontrols.m 

%  pdediff.m 

%  pdediffcalc.m 

%  rsquare.m 
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%  PDEresultsplot.m  

% All images must be stored in same local folder as m.files. Images to  

% process must be labeled in sequential numbers from 1,(0001.tif,  

% 0002.tif,etc). Background image is labeled bg.tif. Positive controls 

% (pbg.tif, p1.tif, p2.tif...), Negative(nbg.tif, n1.tif, n2.tif....) 

% To use postive/negative control images, # of positive/negative  

% controls must be greater than or equal to the number of images to 

% process. 

%-------------**START PROGRAM**---------------------- 

clear all; close all;home   %reset MATLAB variables 

fig =1;                     %initialize figure counter 

parameter = struct([]);     %opens a structure variable 

%% Import image names from image folder 

%get necessary inputs from user and get image names                    

[parameter] = questions(parameter);                    

%% Import background image 

checkbg = input('is there a background image? (y/n): ', 's'); 

if checkbg == 'y' 

    bg_info = imfinfo('bg.tif');  %outputs number of layers in image 

    % TIFF files can be saved by the scanner as multilayer images 

    % the program wants the last image in the stack -- it is the most 

    % recent 

    [nada, layerdepth_bg] = size(bg_info); 

    bg_image = imread('bg.tif',layerdepth_bg); %imports top BG image 

else 

    bg_image = 0; % if there is no BG image, 0 is entered so that 

    % all the image subtraction can still occur. 
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end 

 

%% Set up vectors that will be populated during the analysis process. 

time = zeros(parameter(1).num_image,1); 

max_intensity = zeros(parameter(1).num_image,1); 

min_intensity= zeros(parameter(1).num_image,1); 

rsq = zeros(parameter(1).num_image,1) ; 

offset = zeros(parameter(1).num_image,2); 

 

%% Import and evaluate images one at a time 

displayall  %figure out the subplot size for plotting 

 

% For the program to run correctly, it must correct for any 

% image-to-image translational shift due to slide placement within the 

% scanner. This is accomplished by using the pattern formed by the 

% fibrous spacer that forms the diffusion chamber. The pattern on the 

% background scan is compared to the pattern on each image scan using 

% a MATLAB cross-correlation algorithm. Images are shifted accordingly  

% to match with the background image. 

  

% Display background image and determine if the fibrous spacer 

% is visible in the upper left hand corner. 

imagesc(bg_image) 

askcorrelation=input('does image have spacer on left corner? ', 's'); 

  

% Image processing 
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for i=1:parameter(1).num_image % set up loop to cycle through images 

    % get info to ensure using the right image layer 

    image_info = imfinfo(parameter(i).im_name);  

    [nada, layerdepth] = size(image_info); 

    %read in image as TIF 

    imageX = imread(parameter(i).im_name,layerdepth);   

     

    % run cross-correlation to register image on background and ensure 

    % slide position did not change in scanner 

    if askcorrelation == 'y' 

        %run correlation and ensure images all overlay on background 

        [imageX, offset(i,:)] = Xcorrelation(imageX,bg_image);   

    end 

    % subtracts background image from now registered image 

    imageX = imsubtract(imageX,bg_image); 

     

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%FIRST IMAGE ONLY%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    % For first image -- need to get crop box for analysis -- this is 

    % a user-selected region on which the program will take intensity 

    % values for the diffusion coefficient analysis. 

    if i == 1       % first image 

        figure(1); imagesc(imageX)     %show first image 

        title('initial background subtracted but unfiltered image') 

        % image will most likely have salt-and-pepper noise.  

        % Ask if user wants to use a median filter to remove it. 

        askfilter = input... 
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            ('do you want to apply a 5x5 median filter? (y/n): ','s'); 

        if askfilter =='y' 

            filtersize = [5 5];         

            testfilter = medfilt2(imageX,filtersize); %median filter 

            figure(2); imagesc(testfilter); title('Filtered Image') 

            %find max intensity of uncaged fluorphor; set to image max  

            [cscale] = imagescale(testfilter); caxis(cscale) 

            title('Filtered image with intensity scaling') 

            %find crop boxes to calculate diffusion 

            %this also calcuates the time shift due to location of 

            %crop box and scan duration 

            [rect,timeshift]=regioncrop(testfilter,parameter,cscale); 

        else filtersize = [0 0]; 

            [cscale] = imagescale(imageX); caxis(cscale) 

            title('Filtered image with intensity scaling') 

            %find crop boxes to calculate diffusion 

            %this also calcuates the time shift due to location of 

            %crop box and scan duration 

            [rect, timeshift] = regioncrop(imageX,parameter, cscale); 

        end 

    end 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    % Following applies to all images -- uses inputs from first image 

    % and applies to all 

    %crop image using crop box 

    cropX =imageX... 

        (rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)-1),rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)-1)); 
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    % filter cropped image (entire image is not filtered because it is 

    % computationally intensive) 

    if askfilter=='y' 

        cropX = medfilt2(cropX, filtersize); 

    end 

    %displays all full images 

    figure(5) 

    subplot(subplotrow,subplotcol,i) 

    imagesc(imageX) 

    caxis(cscale) 

    axis equal tight 

    title(parameter(i).im_name) 

     

    % displays all cropped images 

    figure(6) 

    subplot(subplotrow,subplotcol,i) 

    imagesc(cropX) 

    caxis(cscale) 

    axis square tight 

    title(parameter(i).im_name) 

  

% Obtain intensity profile from cropped images 

    cropX = double(cropX);  %sets crop to double so "gradient" works 

    avgcropX(i,:) = mean(cropX);  %averages cropped image along y-axis 
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    %the filtering messes up the end points on each side so 10 points 

    %of each side of the intensity profile are removed 

    avgintens(i,:) = avgcropX(i,(11:end-10)); 

    max_intensity(i) = max(avgintens(i,:)); %finds max of image 

    min_intensity(i) = min(avgintens(i,:)); %finds min of image 

    avgintens(i,:) = avgintens(i,:)-min_intensity(i); %set floor to 0 

    % set the first max to 1 and normalize others to first intensity 

    avgintens(i,:) = avgintens(i,:)/(max_intensity(1)-

min_intensity(i)); 

    %Save time vector  

    time(i)=parameter(i).time_sec+timeshift; 

end 

  

%% Cut intensity vector to include only necessary points 

% Gets rid of excess zeros at the ends of the intensity vectors. This  

% helps the curve fitting because then the R^2 values do not factor in 

% the zeros and focus only on the diffusion curves. also gets info to  

% find total length of diffusion 

[avgintens, peakleftedge, peakrightedge, initialwidth, endwidth] =... 

    trimintensityvector(avgintens); 

  

%% Find average values for positive and negative controls 

[pcontrolmean,ncontrolmean,pimage,nimage]=avgcontrols(parameter,rect); 

  

%% set x vector 

%pixel size (in microns) from user via GENEPIX     
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pixel = parameter(1).pixelsize;   %pixel size (um) from user/GENEPIX 

%makes xvector (5um resolution per pixel) 

x = (0:pixel:(length(avgintens)-1)*pixel) 

x = x - median(x);  %set x symmetric around 0 

  

%% Try PDE solution 

shifttime = time - time(1); %set first image as time=0; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

pdeD = 300;      %guess initial value of D(um^2/sec). 

%%%%%%%%%%% 

%PDE options 

options = optimset('Tolx',1e-3,'MaxFunEvals', 2000,'MaxIter', 4000); 

%"shorten" reduces the # of data points so the solver takes less time 

% it uses less points on the intensity profile to get solution 

shorten = round(linspace(1,length(x),round(length(x)/3))); 

  

disp('analyzing...') 

%uses fminsearch -- MATLAB core program 

%heres how this works. The program generates a set of solutions using 

%the equation in pdediff, the x,y,and t vectors, and the initial value  

%of pdeD that was specified. It then compares the generated solution  

%curves to the actual intensity profiles by comparing the sum of the  

%square of the residuals. The program then changes pdeD until this  

%error is minimized. All images are fit simultaneously. The solution  

%is the number that best fits ALL the intensity profiles. 

[pdeD,fval,exitflag,output] = fminsearch(@pdediff,pdeD,options,... 
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    x(shorten),avgintens(1:end,(shorten)),shifttime(1:end)); 

                     

disp('done') 

  

%plot the final solution with the found D 

[sol]=pdediffcalc(pdeD,x,avgintens(1:end,:),shifttime(1:end)); 

  

pdeD = pdeD*1e-8; % converts from um^2/sec to cm^2/sec 

 

%% Find R-squared values for diffusion fit 

for i =1:length(shifttime)     

    rsq(i) = rsquare(sol(i,:),avgintens(i,:)); 

end 

 %% 

PDEresultsplot    % m file that plots all results and asks if 

                  % user wants to print 

B.2.2 questions.m 

% questions.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% questions.m prompts the user for inputs critical to run the program. 

%------------START PROGRAM------------- 

function [parameter]=questions(parameter) 

parameter(1).exp_name = input('please input experiment label: ','s'); 

parameter.num_image = ... 
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    input('how many images? (NOT including background): '); 

imagelist = dir;         %gets listing of all files in directory 

for i=1:parameter.num_image  %Creates a parameter with image names 

    parameter(i).im_name = imagelist(i+2).name; 

 %starts at imagelist(3)because the 1st and 2nd entries are '.' and 

'..' 

end 

  

% User inputs...... 

parameter(1).pixelsize = input('please input pixel size: '); 

parameter(1).sol_name = input('please input solution name: ', 's'); 

parameter(1).particle = input('what type of particle? ','s'); 

parameter(1).gel = input('what type of gel? ', 's'); 

parameter(1).bleach = input('how long was UV bleach (sec): '); 

parameter(1).scantime = input('how long was scan time?: '); 

home            %resets screen for user 

  

% following for loop asks the user for the recorded times of each image 

for i=1:parameter(1).num_image 

    parameter(i).time_sec =input([... 

        'please input start scan time (in seconds) of image ' ,... 

        num2str(i), ':']); 

    tvector(i) = parameter(i).time_sec; 

end 

% user check to see if times are right 

tvector' 
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timeright = input('are the displayed times correct? (y/n):' ,'s'); 

% loop until times are correct 

while timeright == 'n' 

    wrongtime = input('which number is wrong? '); 

    righttime = input('please input the correct time? '); 

    parameter(wrongtime).time_sec = righttime; 

    tvector(wrongtime) = righttime; 

    tvector' 

    timeright = input('are times correct now? (y/n) ','s'); 

end 

  

% Determine if positive and negative controls exist 

% Program will run either way, as long as has the correct input 

parameter(1).pcontrol = input('is there a positive control? (y/n): 

','s'); 

parameter(1).ncontrol = input('is there a negative control? (y/n): 

','s'); 

end 

B.2.3 displayall.m 

% displayall.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% Displays all images to be processed by ScanAnalyzeAll.m 

% Figures out the total number of images (up to 16 images) 

% Then sets the subplot parameters to fit all those images. 

%-----------START PROGRAM--------------- 
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if  parameter(1).num_image<4        %for 1-3 images 

    subplotrow = 1; subplotcol = 3; 

elseif parameter(1).num_image<7     %4-6 images 

    subplotrow = 2; subplotcol = 3; 

elseif parameter(1).num_image<10    %7-9 images 

    subplotrow = 3; subplotcol = 3; 

elseif parameter(1).num_image<13    %10-12 images 

    subplotrow = 3; subplotcol = 4; 

elseif parameter(1).num_image<=16    %13-16 images 

    subplotrow = 4; subplotcol = 4; 

end 

B.2.4 Xcorrelation.m 

% Xcorrelation.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% Make sure that all images are registered to the same pixels on the 

% background. 

function [I, offset] = Xcorrelation(I,bg) 

%% Do cross correlation -- run test image over background 

% make test image smaller than background 

% crop both to make code run faster 

% just use top left corner 

[r,c] = size(I);    % gets size of image 

Icrop = I(10:round(r/4) , 10:round(c/4)); % crops image 

bgsmall = bg(1:round(r/3),1:round(c/3)); % crops background 
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%% 2Dcorrelation 

C = normxcorr2(Icrop, bgsmall); 

  

%% Display cross-correlation matrix 

% surf(C), shading flat; 

  

%% Find max of cross correlation matrix and find where both images 

%% overlay 

  

% returns peak and index of max of correlation 

[max_C,imax] = max(abs(C(:)));  

%takes matrix index number of max and converts to x/y coordinates 

[ypeak,xpeak] = ind2sub(size(C),imax(1));  

%finds the amount the images are actually offset 

corr_offset=[(xpeak-size(Icrop,2)) (ypeak-size(Icrop,1))]; 

%amount images are supposed to be offset based on the crop boxes 

rect_offset = [(1-10) (1-10)];   

% finds the true offset 

offset = corr_offset+rect_offset; 

xoffset = offset(1); 

yoffset = offset(2); 

  

%% fix issues and create new image 

[r,c] = size(I); 

  

%if xoffset is negative (images is shifted left from background) add 
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%xoffset*column of zeros to left side of image and delete 

%xoffset*columns from right 

if xoffset < 0 

    I = [zeros(r,abs(xoffset)), I(:, 1:end-abs(xoffset))]; 

end 

  

%if xoffset is postive (image is shifted right from background) add 

%one column of zeros to right side of image and delete one column from 

%left 

if xoffset > 0 

    I = [I(:,1+abs(xoffset):end), zeros(r, abs(xoffset))]; 

end 

  

%if yoffset is negative (image is shifted down from backgroun) 

%add one row of zeros to bottom of image and delete one row from top 

if yoffset < 0 

    I = [I(1+abs(yoffset):end, :); zeros(abs(yoffset),c)]; 

end 

  

%if yoffset is postive (image is shifted up from background 

%add one row of zeros to top of image and delete from bottom 

if yoffset > 0 

    I = [zeros(abs(yoffset),c); I(1:end-abs(yoffset), :)]; 

end 
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B.2.5 regioncrop.m 

% regioncrop.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified February 21, 2008 

% program creates a crop box and modifies image time to reflect the 

% true time of analysis. This time shift is due the fact that the 

% start time of the image is recorded, but the cropped region may be 

% in the middle of the image, and therefore was measured some time 

% later. Total scan times usually are between 30-60 seconds. 

  

% -----------------START PROGRAM ------------- 

function [rect, timeshift] = regioncrop(image, parameter, cscale) 

  

%get crop box 

j = 'n';      %initialize switch variable 

home 

while j == 'n'     

    disp('please select crop region using the mouse') 

    rect = getrect(figure(2));  %gets rectangle from mouse 

    rect = round(rect); %rounds because mouse gives decimal location 

    %crop image to newly specified values 

    crop = image(rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)-1),... 

        rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)-1));  

    figure(3); 

    imagesc(crop)      %plot new image 

    title('cropped image') 
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    axis equal tight 

    %check with user -- break loop if y 

    j = input('is this ok? (y/n): ','s');      

end 

  

%display first crop box on image 

figure(4) 

title('Filtered image with first crop box') 

hold on 

%first crop box 

plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2),'w') 

plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), (rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

plot(rect(1), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

plot((rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

  

%change scaling so image is clearer 

caxis(cscale) 

  

%figure out time shift due to crop box location and scan duration 

[imageheight,imagewidth] = size(image); 

cropmidline = rect(2)+rect(4)/2; 

%take proportion of image that is midline -- proportion of time 

%scan adds to actual time. 

timeshift = round(parameter(1).scantime*(cropmidline/imageheight)); 
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B.2.6 trimintensityvector.m 

% trimintensityvector.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified February 21, 2008 

% cuts the diffusion intensity profiles to remove extraneous trailing 

% zeros at the edges. Increases the fidelity of the curve fitting. 

function [avgintens,peakleftedge,peakrightedge,initialwidth,... 

    endwidth] = trimintensityvector(avgintens) 

  

%gets the max and index(I) of the final intensity vector 

[maxlast, I] = max(avgintens(end,:));    

  

% find the index (F) of all intensity values that are less than the 

% cutoff(0.05) 

[F] = find(avgintens(end,:)< 0.05); 

  

% There should be a long string of indices, then a gap where the  

% values are larger than 0.05, then another long string of indices. 

% The gap in F should be where all the diffusion data is. 

[gapsizeF,gapstartF] = max(diff(F)); 

%correlate that to the intensity profile and cut the intensity 

%profile to include 50 points after the minimum is reached -- need to 

%check if 50 points exists first 

  

%this is the index of avgintens where the peak starts 

peakleftedge =  F(gapstartF); 
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%the next values of F which should be the other side of the peak 

peakrightedge = F(gapstartF+1);   

  

%make sure there are 50 points to the left of the cut area 

if peakleftedge >= 50      

    if (length(avgintens)-peakrightedge)>=50   %50 points to the right? 

    %cut out the peak of the intensity profile and include 50 points of 

    %zero level on each side 

    avgintens = avgintens(:, (peakleftedge-50):(peakrightedge+50)); 

    disp('Both sides of intensity vector trimmed') 

    else 

       avgintens = avgintens(:, peakleftedge-50:end); %dont trim right  

       disp('Only left side of intensity vector trimmed') 

    end 

else  

     if (length(avgintens)-peakrightedge)>=50 

         avgintens = avgintens(:, 1:peakrightedge+50); 

         disp('Only right side of intensity vector trimmed') 

     else  

         disp('Intensity vector was not trimmed') 

     end 

end 

  

%find initial width and final width of bleached line 

endwidth = peakrightedge-peakleftedge; 

%find initial 
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[maxlast, I] = max(avgintens(1,:));    

[F] = find(avgintens(1,:)< 0.05); 

[gapsizeF,gapstartF] = max(diff(F)); 

%this is the index of avgintens where the peak starts 

peakleftedge_init =  F(gapstartF);    

%next values of F which should be the other side of the peak  

peakrightedge_init = F(gapstartF+1);  

initialwidth = peakrightedge_init-peakleftedge_init; 

B.2.7 avgcontrols.m 

% avgcontrols.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% function finds the average values within the image crop box for each 

% of the postive and negative control images. These values are then  

% plotted at the end of the program as a data quality check. Positive  

% control checks that the fluorophor was totally uncaged when the  

% entire chamber was exposed to UV light and there is no significant  

% gain or loss of intensity over time or with repeated scans. The  

% negative control consists of scans of a chamber unexposed to UV  

% light. This control is to ensure that the chamber is not uncaging  

% due to time or laser exposure. 

function [pcontrolmean,ncontrolmean,pimage,nimage] =... 

    avgcontrols(parameter,rect) 

  

if parameter(1).pcontrol == 'y'   %if user previously specified there  

                                  %was a positive control 
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    disp('analyzing positive control.....') 

    pbg_info = imfinfo('pbg.tif');  %ensure using correct (last) layer 

    [nada, layerdepth_pbg] = size(pbg_info); 

    p_bg = imread('pbg.tif',layerdepth_pbg); 

    for i=1:parameter(1).num_image  % for each positive control image 

        p_info = imfinfo(['p',num2str(i),'.tif']); 

        [nada, layerdepth_p] = size(p_info);   %check layer of image 

        pimage = imread(['p',num2str(i),'.tif'],layerdepth_p); 

        pimage = imsubtract(pimage,p_bg);   %subtract background 

        % crop same as diffusion images 

        cropimage = pimage(rect(2):... 

            (rect(2)+rect(4)-1),rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)-1)); 

        pcontrolmean(i) = mean(mean(cropimage));%find mean of crop box 

        % Is not an exact mean, its an average of averages, but it's 

        % close enough for its purpose 

    end 

else                % if user said no positive control 

    pcontrolmean = zeros(1, parameter(1).num_image); 

    pimage=0; 

end 

  

if parameter(1).ncontrol == 'y'     % repeat positive control protocol 

    clear image cropimage 

    disp('analyzing negative control.....') 

    nbg_info = imfinfo('nbg.tif'); 

    [nada, layerdepth_nbg] = size(nbg_info); 

    n_bg = imread('nbg.tif',layerdepth_nbg); 
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    for i=1:parameter(1).num_image 

    n_info = imfinfo(['n',num2str(i),'.tif']); 

    [nada, layerdepth_n] = size(n_info); 

    nimage = imread(['n',num2str(i),'.tif'],layerdepth_n); 

    nimage = imsubtract(nimage,n_bg); 

    cropimage = nimage(rect(2):... 

        (rect(2)+rect(4)-1),rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)-1)); 

    ncontrolmean(i) = mean(mean(cropimage)); 

    end 

else  

    ncontrolmean = zeros(1, parameter(1).num_image); 

    nimage=0; 

end 

B.2.8 pdediff.m 

% pdediff.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% based on code by Sarah Kieweg 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% function creates a set of solutions to the diffusion equation given 

% inputs of x,y,t, and D and then compares them to actual intensity 

% profiles. The function generates an error by comparing the sum of the 

% squared residuals and then minimizes that error. 

function [err]=pdediff(pdeD,x,y,t) 

global xbig ybig D 

m=0; 

xbig = x; 
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ybig=y; 

D = pdeD;       %uncomment if you want D to display every interation 

sol = zeros(length(t),length(x)); 

  

%generates solutions based on an IC, BCs, and equations found below/ 

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex1pde,@pdex1ic,@pdex1bc,x,t); 

  

% calculate error by the sum of squares 

 err = sum(sum((y-sol).^2)); 

  

% diffusion equation 

function [c,f,s] = pdex1pde(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global D 

c = 1; 

f = D*DuDx; 

s = 0; 

  

% intial condition -- first intensity profile 

function u0 = pdex1ic(x) 

global xbig ybig 

ix = find(xbig == x); 

u0 = ybig(1,ix); 

  

% boundary conditions: C=0 at the edges 

function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex1bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

pl = ul;                                          
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ql = 0;                              

pr = ur; 

qr = 0; 

B.2.9 pdediffcalc.m 

% pdediffcalc.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% based on code by Sarah Kieweg 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

%plots the solution of the diffusion PDE based on the final  

% calculated D value.  

function [sol]=pdediffcalc(pdeD,x,y,t) 

global xbig ybig D 

m=0; 

xbig = x; 

ybig=y; 

D = pdeD; 

sol = zeros(length(t),length(x)); 

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex1pde,@pdex1ic,@pdex1bc,x,t); 

  

% diffusion equation 

function [c,f,s] = pdex1pde(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global D 

c = 1; 

f = D*DuDx; 

s = 0; 
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% intial condition -- first intensity profile 

function u0 = pdex1ic(x) 

global xbig ybig 

ix = find(xbig == x); 

u0 = ybig(1,ix); 

  

% boundary conditions: C=0 at the edges 

function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex1bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

pl = ul;                                          

ql = 0;                              

pr = ur; 

qr = 0; 

B.2.10 rsquare.m 

% rsquare.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

% Finds r-squared values between intensity profiles and  

% calculated profiles  

% goes with ScanAnalyze.m 

function rsq = rsquare(ycalc, yactual) 

err = sum((yactual-ycalc).^2);    %least-squared error 

              %AKA Residual sum of squares 

tss = sum((yactual-mean(yactual)).^2); %total sum of squares 

rsq = 1-err/tss; 
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B.2.11 PDEresultsplot.m 

% PDEresultsplot.m 

% created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% last modified: February 21, 2008 

timelabel = time/60; %get time vector into minutes 

D = pdeD; 

  

%plots the results from ScanAnalyzeAll.m 

figure(7) 

subplot(331) 

imagesc(imageX) 

caxis(cscale) 

title(['last scanned image (', parameter(end).im_name, ')'],... 

    'interpreter', 'none')  

hold on 

% crop box 

plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2),'w') 

plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), (rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

plot(rect(1), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

plot((rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

% corrected crop box 

plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20):... 

    ((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)), rect(2),'r-.') 

plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20):... 

    ((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)),... 

    (rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 
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plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

plot(((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)),... 

    rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

  

%'interpreter' turns off TEX so no subscript "1" 

% colormap(gray) 

  

subplot(332) 

imagesc(cropX) 

title(['cropped last image (white) (', parameter(end).im_name, ')'],... 

    'interpreter', 'none')  

%'interpreter' turns off TEX so no subscript "1" 

% colormap(gray) 

%  

subplot(336) 

hold on 

for i=1:parameter(1).num_image 

     plot(x,avgintens(i,:), 'b')  %plots whole intensity values 

end 

axis tight 

title('averaged intensity profiles') 

xlabel('pixel') 

ylabel('normalized intensity') 

  

subplot(339) 

plot(timelabel, rsq,'-ob') 
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title('R^2 of diffusion fit') 

xlabel('time of measurement (min)') 

axis([timelabel(1)-1 timelabel(end)+1 rsq(end)-.01 1.01]) 

  

subplot(3,3, [4 5 7 8]) 

plot(x,avgintens(1,:),'g.',x,sol(1,:),'k') 

hold on 

plot(x,avgintens(end,:),'b.',x,sol(end,:),'m') 

% plot(x2,avgintens2(1,:),'g.',x2,sol2(1,:),'k') 

text(x(end)*.95, max(avgintens(1,:))-.1,... 

    ['D = ' num2str(D), ' cm^2/sec'], 'fontsize',... 

    12, 'horizontalalignment','right') 

text(x(end)*.95, max(avgintens(1,:))-.35, ... 

    ['R^2 = ', num2str(mean(rsq))],'horizontalalignment','right') 

title('Intensity profiles and fits') 

xlabel('microns') 

ylabel('normalized intensity') 

legend('first data', 'first fit', 'last data', 'last fit',2) 

axis tight 

  

subplot(333) 

axis([0 300 0 300]) 

text(15, 300, 'PARAMETERS') 

text(15, 250, ['File: ', parameter(1).exp_name],... 

    'interpreter','none','fontweight', 'bold', 'fontsize', 12) 

text(15,210, ['Solution name: ', parameter(1).sol_name],... 
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    'interpreter','none') 

text(15, 170, ['particle: ', parameter(1).particle]) 

text(15, 130, ['gel: ', parameter(1).gel]) 

text(15,90, ['filter size ', num2str(filtersize(1)),... 

    'x',num2str(filtersize(2)) ]) 

text(15,50, ['UV exposure: ', num2str(parameter(1).bleach), ' sec']) 

text(15,10, ['Time of image: ',... 

    num2str(parameter(1).time_sec/60), ' min']) 

axis off 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

figure(8) 

subplot(233) 

plot(timelabel,pcontrolmean/pcontrolmean(1), 'b-x') 

hold on 

plot(timelabel,ncontrolmean/ncontrolmean(1), 'r-x') 

title('Control mean changes') 

xlabel('time of measurement (min)') 

ylabel('Normalized intensity (compared to initial image)') 

  

legend('postive control', 'negative control','location','Best') 

  

subplot(236) 

if askcorrelation == 'y' 

    bar(offset) 

    barlimit = max(max(abs(offset))); 
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    axis([0 parameter(1).num_image+1 -barlimit-1 barlimit+1]) 

    title('image offset from background') 

    xlabel('image number') 

    ylabel('Amount to offset (pixels)') 

    legend('xoffset', 'yoffset') 

else 

    disp('no correlation run') 

end 

  

subplot(231) 

plot(timelabel,max_intensity,'-x') 

title('maximum intensity of profile') 

xlabel('time of measurement (min)') 

  

subplot(234) 

plot(timelabel,min_intensity,'-x') 

title('minimum intensity of profile') 

xlabel('time of measurement (min)') 

  

subplot(232) 

if pimage == 0 %return if there is no nimage 

    axis([0 300 0 300]) 

    text(150, 150, 'No Positive Control') 

else            

    imagesc(pimage) 

    title('Last positive control image')  
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    hold on 

    %first crop box 

    plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2),'w') 

    plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), (rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

    plot(rect(1), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

    plot((rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

    % corrected crop box 

    plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20):... 

        ((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)), rect(2),'r-.') 

    plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20):... 

        ((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)),... 

        (rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

    plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

    plot(((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)),... 

        rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

end 

  

subplot(235) 

  

if nimage == 0 %return if there is no nimage 

    axis([0 300 0 300]) 

    text(150,150,'No Negative Control','horizontalalignment','center') 

else            %if exist ==1 

    imagesc(nimage) 

    title('Last negative control image')  

    hold on 
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    %first crop box 

    plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2),'w') 

    plot(rect(1):(rect(1)+rect(3)), (rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

    plot(rect(1), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

    plot((rect(1)+rect(3)), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'w') 

   % corrected crop box 

    plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20):... 

        ((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)), rect(2),'r-.') 

    plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20):... 

        ((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)),... 

        (rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

    plot((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20), rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

    plot(((rect(1)+peakleftedge-20)+length(avgintens)),... 

        rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)),'r-.') 

end 

   

%% ask if want to print figures 

home 

if path == 'f' 

    askprint=input('Print the figures? (y/n): ','s'); 

    if askprint == 'y' 

        figure(7) 

        colormap(gray) 

        print 

        figure(8) 

        print 

        figure(5) 
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        colormap(gray) 

        print 

    end 

end 

B.3 Code Used for Analysis of the Transport Assay 

B.3.1 transport_1thickness.m 

% transport.m 

% Created by Anthony Geonnotti 

% Last modified March 16, 2008 

% This code is a 4-compartment model used to compare experimental 

% results from the Transwell experiment to theoretical results. 

function transport 

close all; clear all; 

m = 0;      %slab geometry 

% X vector has different spacing for each of the 4 compartments. The 

% compartments represent, in order, the bottom transwell chamber, 

% membrane, gel layer, and top transwell chamber. Their lengths are 

% the compartment heights in microns. these heights are representative 

% of the actual heights in the transwell experiment. 

x = [linspace(0,16419, 1000) linspace(16420,16429,10)... 

    linspace(16430,16559, 130) linspace(16560, 21779, 500)]; 

t = ([0 3600*12 3600*24]); %every 6 hours to 24hrs 

  

%---------SOLVER LOOP----------------------------------------- 

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex1pde,@pdex1ic,@pdex1bc,x,t);   %solver 
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save solution1layer 

display('done') 

%----------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

%--------Equations to be solved----------------------- 

%--------------------------- 

function [c,f,s] = pdex1pde(x,t,u,DuDx) 

Dw = 6.49e-9*5*1e8;      %diffusion of 70nm sphere in 1cP fluid 

Factor = .5 

Dg = factor*Dw;              % guess of Diffusion coefficient for gel  

                          %layer to match with experimental results 

 %calculate sedimentation velocity 

radius = 70e-7; %cm 

gravity = 980; %cm/s^2 

visc = .008;  %P (g/cm s) 

dens= 1.2; 

v = ((2*(radius^2)*gravity)/(9*visc))*(dens-1); 

v_sed = -v*1e4; %cm to micron 

vg_sed = factor*v_sed; 

peclet = -v_sed*5240/Dw; 

 

% the equations are two independent equations--they do not depend  

%on each other. The first set solves the system as if there is no gel 

%layer and the second one has a gel layer. The results from each set 

% of equations is compared to determine the amount that a gel layer 

% would slow viral transport to the bottom chamber -- like in the 

% transport experiment. 
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if x<16420; 

    c = [1;1];              %Bottom well 

    f = [Dw*DuDx(1)-v_sed;Dw*DuDx(2)-v_sed];    %all diffusion is in 

water 

    s = [0;0];                  % no reaction term in any chamber 

elseif x>16419 && x<16430 

        c = [1;1];          %membrane 

    f = [Dw*DuDx(1)-v_sed;Dw*DuDx(2)-v_sed];    %all diffusion in water 

    s = [0;0]; 

elseif x>16429 && x<16560  

       c = [1;1];           %130um layer 

       f = [Dw*DuDx(1)=v_sed;Dg*DuDx(2)-vg_sed]; % no gel all water 

diffusion in 

                                    % first system. Gel diffusion 

                                    % in second system 

       s = [0;0]; 

else  

       c = [1;1];      % top layer 

    f = [Dw*DuDx(1)-v_sed;Dw*DuDx(2)-v_sed];    %all water diffusion 

    s = [0;0]; 

end 

end 

  

%------------------------------------------------------ 

%------Initial Conditions 
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% the inital conditions reflect that there is no gel in the first 

% system, and therefore virus exists up to the membrane at start. the 

% gel layer moves back the starting position of virus 

function u0 = pdex1ic(x) 

if x<16420; 

  u0 = [0;0];           % no virus at start in bottom layer 

elseif x>16419 && x<16430 

      u0 = [0;0];       % no virus at start in membrane 

elseif x>16429 && x<16560  

      u0 = [1;0];       % virus in 'gel layer' in first system. 

                        % no virus in second system 

else 

      u0 = [1;1];       %virus in top compartment in both systems 

    end 

end 

%-------------- 

function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex1bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

pl = [0;0];         % both systems have a no flux  

ql = [1;1];         %boundary condition at both                  

pr = [0;0];         %edges. Continuity is between 

qr = [1;1];         %layers     

end 

end 

B.3.2 transport_1thickness_analysis.m 

% transport analysis.m 

% Created by Anthony Geonnotti 
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% Last modified March 16, 2008 

clear all; 

load solution1layer     %load saved MAT file 

  

MO = sol(:,:,1);    % the first system is the membrane only solution 

ONE = sol(:,:,2);   % the second system has a gel layer 

  

%% plot to ensure code was right 

figure (1) 

hold on 

plot(x, MO(1,:)) 

plot(x, ONE(3,:),'r') 

  

%% figure out amount in bottom for each case 

%Total virus is all in top of 0 timepoint. Integrate top compartment 

%to find total amount of virus. 

MOallvirus = trapz(MO(1,1140:1640))*((21779-16560)/500); 

  

%Integrate bottom compartment at each timepoint (12 & 24 hr) 

MObottomvirus12 = trapz(MO(2,1:1000))*(16419/1000); 

MObottomvirus24 = trapz(MO(3,1:1000))*(16419/1000); 

  

%find fraction bottom virus/all virus 

MOfraction12 = MObottomvirus12/MOallvirus; 

MOfraction24 = MObottomvirus24/MOallvirus; 
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%Repeat for gel layer system 

ONEallvirus = trapz(ONE(1,1140:1640))*((21779-16560)/500); 

ONEbottomvirus12 = trapz(ONE(2,1:1000))*(16419/1000); 

ONEbottomvirus24 = trapz(ONE(3,1:1000))*(16419/1000); 

ONEfraction12 = ONEbottomvirus12/ONEallvirus; 

ONEfraction24 = ONEbottomvirus24/ONEallvirus; 

  

%Figure out the amount that the gel layer slows down virus. 

Responsecurve = [ONEfraction12/MOfraction12 ONEfraction24/MOfraction24] 
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